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It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
■
Published in two keys.
John A. West
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«
Published in 3 keys. Hubbard Wm. Harris
To Victory
Published in two keys. Wm.H. Neidlinger
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.....
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New Works

The Study qf the History of Music
to Music Literature
By Edward Dickinson

With an Annotated Guide

Professor of the History of Music, Oberlin College. 8vo., $2.50 net; postage, 16 cents

THE MOST VALUABLE TEXT-BOOK
OF MUSICAL HISTORY IN TflE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

.BY THE SAME AUTHOR

Music in the History of the Western Church

■iistory of Music

8vo., $2.50 net

A Text-Book for Classes
A Manual for Private Reading
For Colleges, Conservatories and Clubs

4The Story of the Harp
By W. H. Grattan Flood

Comprehensive—Concise—Practical

Illustrated, nmo., $1.25 net

A History of Music brought up todate. arranged
in lessons of suitable length, so that two can easily
be prepared every week, with helps for teachers
and students, questions on the lessons, review out
lines, topics for essays, tables and complete
indexes, f including pronunciation ot names.
Copiously illustrated. Each lesson has a numhe
of paragraph heads, giving an outline for study and

A New Volume in the Music-Story Series
A*new, revised and enlarged edition of Scribner’s Musical Literature List now ready,
and sent free on application

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS

^This work, under the editorial direction of Mr.
W.J. Baltzell of THE ETUDE staff, contains the
above and more admirable pedagogic ideas andis
fully illustrated. The contributors are: Dr. H. A.
Clarke, Mr. Arthur Elson, Mr. C. G. Hamilton,
Mr. E. B. Hill, Mr. A. L. Judson, Mr. F. S. Law,
Mr. Preston Ware Orem and Mr. W.J. Baltzell
all teachers and writers of experience in historical
work. It is recognized that every pupil of music
needs a knowledge of the history of music. This
book will enable any teacher to conduct a class
with successful results. Price, $1.75.

153-157 Fifth Avenue, New York

NEW PIANO COMPOSITIONS
Baumann, Fr. C.

Op. 8. Mazurka 614gant.
Op. 9. Romance.
Beethoven, L. van. Op. 90. Sonata in E minor (Wouters)
(ip. 110. Sonata in A flat (Wouters) .
Berlioz, H. Op. 17. Love Scene from Romeo and Juliet.
Burgmuiler, F. Selected Studies. (X. Scharwenka) (Breitkopf Edition 2071)
Selected Pieces. (X. Scharwenka) (Breitkopf Edition 2068) ....
Cornelius, P- Overture “ Barber of Bagdad.” (W. von Baussnern).
Hofmann, H. Album. (Our Masters No. 43).
Howgrave, Fr. Toccata, Etude.
Huber, H. Night Songs. Six Piano Pieces.
Jentsch, Max. Op. 36. Scherzo in A minor.
Krug-Waldsee, Jos. Op. 38. Sonata in 0. minor.
Mackenzie, A. C. Op. 67. Canadian Rhapsody.
Stiehl, Heinr. Op. 51. Album for the Young. (Henry Germer).
Op. 52. Sixteen Children’s Pieces. (Henry Germer 1 2 books each . .
Weiss, Aug. Op. 43. On the Mountains. (Auf den Bergen).
Op. 46. Romance No. 2.
Op. 50. No. 3. Waltz in G. No. 2.
Wohlfahrt, H. Op.86. Little Folk. 44 short, very easy and melodious Pianoforte Pieces. Net
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STEP BY STEP

By JI. K- VIRGIL

A TEXT BOOK IN PIANO
PLAYING.
A
Teacher’s Hand Book.
A Learner’s Guide.
400
pages. Price, $2.00. Special price to teachers.
Address

* * Wholesale
cents each
for Sheet Music,
Prices on all Popular oneec
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^Send three t'wo’cent'stam’ps for Sample '
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Free!
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-

50c
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80c
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FRIENDSHIP SONGS. By Tod B. Galloway.
HERZ. SCALES AND EXERCISES.
KLEINE PISCHNA
THE MOON QUEEN. CANTATA
Gottschalk & Gardner

A. K. VIRGIL, II West 22nd Street, New York

For sale also by Theo. Presser and book and music dealers generally.

A

Price, $1.00 each
A collection of specially edited and selected songs for the us<
of teachers in their studios, suitedjor pupils’ recital work,^ or fo

By*/?. K- VIRGIL

THE VIRGIL PIANO METHOD.
Vol. I, $3.00;
Vol. II, $2.50. Special price to teachers.

elp pay for
Erie, Pa.
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Sure to please any musical friend, would
be a copy of our “Edition Wood’’ vol¬
umes of Mendelssohn’s Songs With¬
out Words or Chopin Waltzes or Noc¬
turnes, bound handsomely in full cloth
and with gilt top

:rom special plates. The price o
;nt to that of a single number

H3RTEL

East 16th Street

500
Music Schools
and
Music Teachers
to receive a
package of our
Latest Piano
Teaching Music

AHliDAYlFT

$1.00

were originally written as piano c

PA.

G. Schirmer, 35 Union Square
NEW YORK
Publishers and Importers of MUSIC

246 Summer St.
6 East 17th St.
BOSTON
NEW YORK
12 Rathbone Place. Oxford St.. W. LONDON

DANCES

For Four Hands—Op. 12

Price

WANTED !i ONCE Attractive Gifts

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.

M. MOSZKOWSKI
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SPECIAL

OFFER

MENDELSSOHN'S
SONGS WITHOUT WORDS
Complete, Full Cloth, $2.00
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE, $1.00
Express Charges io cents extra
The Same in Paper—Price, 50c., and postage 10c.
CHOPIN WALTZES
Complete (15 Waltzes), Full Cloth, $1.50
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE, 75c.
The
?c.
One of the finest editions of these well-known works
ever issued. Carefully fingered, finely engraved, and
printed upon the best paper procurable, and with a half¬
tone portrait of the composer printed in color. Special
care has been taken In the engraving to have good turn¬
ings, a point which performers will fully appreciate. All
of the numbers may be had separately in sheet form.
CHOPIN NOCTURNES
Complete (19 Nocturnes), Full Cloth, $1.50
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE, 75c.
Express Charges 8 cents extra
The Same in Paper—Price, 25c., and postage 7c.
.ThifediUonfe certainly on a par with the “ Waltzes,"
r the Songs Without Words.”
We consider all the above works equal.
If not superior, to any editions In the
world.andwe feel confident that teachers
once using our edition will take no other

— BOOKS =
For your Studio and for your Friends at

SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICES
Frederic Chopin; His Life, Letters and Works.
By Moritz Karasonvski.
Translated from the
German by Elise Allen. With portrait. In two
volumes. Full cloth. Published at $1.00 per
volume. Special holiday price, 80c per volume,
postpaid.
Grove’s “Dictionary of Music and Musicians"
says: “The truth about Chopin’s birth, family,
health, character, friendships, early training, and
the dawn of his career as a player and composer
was not known until the publication of Moritz
Karasowski’s trustworthy biography.”
Great Tone-Poets, The; being short memoirs oi
the great composers. By F. Crowest. Full cloth.
Published at $1.00. Special holiday price, 80c
postpaid.
A valuable, convenient and beautiful work for
musical readers; a perfect compendium of informa¬
tion concerning the most eminent musicians and
their works. The volume contains inspiring
sketches of the following composers and their
works: Bach, Handel, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven,Weber, Rossini, Schubert, Mendelssohn
and Schumann.
Mendelssohn; Letters and Reminiscences. By
F. Hiller. Full cloth. Published at $1.00. Special
holiday price, 80c postpaid.
This is the most charmingly written book of
the kind ever published. It is an exceedingly in¬
teresting memoir of one of the greatest of the
masters, with personal reminiscences and carefully
selected letters. The author’s intimate acquaint¬
ance with the great composer best qualifies him
for the work, and the grace with which he has
presented the story of Mendelssohn’s life makes it
one of the most entertaining hooks imaginable.
Pipe and Strings. Three historic and descriptive
sketches. The origin and development of the
organ. The evolution of the pianoforte. The
violin and its ancestry.. By W. F. Gates. Cloth,
gilt top. Published at $1.00. Special holiday
price, 80c postpaid.
In this work is embodied such knowledge on
these subjects as should be in the possession of
every earnest musician, professional or amateur.
It is written in a most entertaining manner and is
very profusely illustrated.
The printing and
binding are in the highest style of the art.
Readings, with Musical Accompaniments. For
public entertainments, church socials, schools and
the family circle. By Hezekiah Butterworth.
Full cloth. Published at $1.00. Special holiday
price, 80c postpaid.
A book of entertainments on a new plan, com¬
bining excellent stories and sketches for readings,
with appropriate music. It opens up an entirely
new field for lyceum lecture courses and other
entertainments of that kind.
Young Folks’ Musical History Club, The. A story.
By G. H. Rowe. A new method of inculcating
the elementary principles of music. Full cloth.
Published at $1.00. Special holiday price, 80c
postpaid.
Mathews’ and Liebling’s Dictionary of Music
The Pronouncing and Defining Dictionary by
Mathews and Liebling is beyond question the best
vocabulary of musical terms ever published.
Contains over 10,000 definitions of words and
terms, many of which are encyclopaedic in
character.
Gives the correct pronunciation of each word.
The explanations are up-to-date in every par¬
ticular, embodying the results of the latest thought
and investigation of musical scientists the world
over Full cloth. Published at $1.00. Special
holiday price, 80c postpaid.

SUITABLE
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
The Complete Works of Classic Composers
IN UNIFORM BINDINGS

(Prices of these sets are strictly net)
J. S. BACH, Complete Piano Works.
7 vols.$
J. S. BACH, Complete Organ Works.

i Morocco
) $22.50

L. van BEETHOVEN, Complete Piano
Works. 7 vols.
FR. CHOPIN, Complete Piano Works.
(Mikuli) 3 vols.
FR. CHOPIN, Complete Piano Works.
(Mikuli) 4 vols.
R. FRANZ, Selected Songs. (English
and German) high voice. 4- vols_
R. FRANZ, Selected Songs. (English
and German) low voice. 3 vols.
O. F. HANDEL, Complete Oratorios.
(In vocal score) 18 vols. :
F. HENDELSSOHN, Complete Piano
Works, i Kullak) 5 vols.
F. HENDELSSOHN, Complete Piano
Works. (Kullak) Superior Ed. 5
W. A. MOZART, Piano Works.

4

W. A. HOZART, Operas. In vocal
score. (German and Italian) 11 vols. :
FR, ^SCHUBERT, Complete Piano
FR. SCHUBERT, Complete Edition of
Songs. (German! high voice. 7 vols.
FR. SCHUBERT, Selected Songs.
(German) high voice. 3 vols.
FR. SCHUBERT, (The same also for
FR. SCHUBERT, Selected Songs.
(English and German) high voice.
3 vols .
R. SCHUMANN, Complete Piano
Works. 5 vols.
00
R. SCHUMANN, Complete Edition of
Songs. (German) high or low voice.
3 vols.
C. M. von WEBER, Complete Piano
Works. 3 vols..... .
C. M. von WEBER, Operas, m vocal
score. (German) 6 vols. 1

12.00
10.50

9.75
18.50
8.00

9.00
13.00
7.50
7.00

Recent Additions to the Sets of Complete
Works of Standard Composers
In the Original Editions—Bound in Cloth
CH. GOUNOD, Complete Operas. In vocal score.
(French) 11 vols.’$50.00
J. OFFENBACH, Twelve Selected Operas. In
vocal score. (French) 12 vols .*. 42.00
O. ROSSINI, Complete Operas. In vocal score.
(Italian) 30 vols.‘ 125.00
JOH. STRAUSS, Complete Operas. In vocal
score. (German) 18 vols. 75.00
ARTHUR SULLIVAN, Complete Operas, in
vocal score. 19 vols. 47 00
O. VERDI, Complete Operas. In vocal score.
(Italian) 29 vols. 80.00

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.
246 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON
6 EAST 17th STREET. NEW YORK
12 Rathbone Place. Oxford St., W. LONDON

The John Church Company
CINCINNATI

-

CHICAGO

-

.n THE ETUDE when addres

NEW YORK

Send for descriptive catalogue of Music
and Books in doth and leather bindings.
Library Sets, Complete Works of Modern
and Classic Composers, etc.
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Selected “Czerny” Studies
A Graded Course
Edited,

Annotated,

Explained,

75 CENTS EACH.

SPECIAL

Fingered
Two Books

By EMIL LIEBLING
IN THREE BOOKS.

THE

GRADES II TO VI

A Series of Interesting and En¬
tertaining Tales on the Great
Operas and Music Dramas, with
Chronological and other data,
>f 1Firstt Performances, i
Notes of

PHIEADEEI

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ON BOOK I: 25c POSTPAID
If cash accompanies the order; for this month only

A SHORT CHRISTMAS CANTATA
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

SANTA CLAUS’ PARTY

Libretto by
Music by
Wm. H. Gardner
Louis F. Gottschalk
Price 1 Oc. per copy; $1.00 per dozen, postpaid
This Cantata can be policed

“Christmas Hallelujah”
By Her.bertJ. Wrightson
High Voice in E flat
Low Voice in C
PRICE, 60 CENTS EACH

OPERATIC TILES

PRESSER,

MUSIC

of the Greatest

Value to Every Teacher,
Pupil and Music
Lover

THEODORE

CHRISTMAS

ETUDE

THEO.'o PRESSER

“That Glorious Song of Old”
By A. J. Boex
High Voice in D
Low Voice in B flat
PRICE, 75 CENTS EACH

“Christmas Carol”
By Grace IV. Beelman
Medium Voice
PRICE, 50 CENTS

MAKERS OF MUSIC

“For Unto Us a Child Is Born”

logical Summaries of their
Works, Portraits, Facsimiles

PRICE, 15 CENTS

By C. Wonnberger

ssasijssr<i£

"half sheet music SIZE

Chr^otgS T&f.

W. H. WILLIS & CO.

SHEET MUSIC SIZE

GAMBLE HINGED MUSIC CO., 1078 Millard Avenue, Chicago

Engelman’s
Latest Success
“SONG TO THE STARS” (Reverie Nocturne)

Special to “Etude” Readers
ayer
The Hour of Prayer “
“
The North American March, “
The Rajah March,
“

“
“
“

“
“
“

Fh^andf Fham^Marchf (just,?nt^’
Daisies (high-class Ballad) “
“

“
“

::

HOLIDAY/
Our Special Holiday Price

THEO. PRESSEm£ l712 Chestnut St., Phila.

Special Offers
PATRIOTIC AIRS

::

A WORK FOR EVERY MUSIC LOVER

Descriptive Analyses of
Piano Works
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY

Operatic Tales

JQq

?L”",ic 75c.
WEYMANN & SON, Publishers

NEW MEDLEY TWO-STEPS

Price $1.50, Cloth Gilt
For the Musician

For the Student

For the Teacher

'i§^:£§§sFIVE NEW TRANSCRIPTIONS

.90

E^T.-':;“dTh'*i
BEAUTIFUL SONGS BY C. E. DANCY
Not Understood

First and Last-If You But Km

Tke Work is Alike Useful fo the Player and Ike Uslener

*1.75

Any one 10c. postpaid? orsol for all five.

THE HOMEWARD MARCH

Blasius & Sons
: Ave., New York City
ANYTHING IN MUSIC SUPPLIED

Hatch Music Co.

PALMER’S PIANO PRIMER

piLa

THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila.

FOR THE CABINET ORGAN

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
OF THE ETUDE

a^!3S^2?52

The Etude Binder

ROSALIND WALTZ

PRIZE CAKE WALK

1
Palmer’s Biographical Dictionary
alTties, ^peci^kfes^da'tes0 oTbirtir,netc^ltT^e°twoC1dictionarfes0in
If yonr mus.c dealer does not^ke^themsend^o^ ^ ^

OFFER

G. V. MECKEL
845 EIGHTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Price, postpaid, $1.00
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CHRISTMAS MUSI

25 Glee or Chorus Books

Our supply of CHRISTMAS MUSIC is most
varied; the partial list below will serve to guide
those who are looking for the most practical
and effective works for the occasion. Let ui
send you a selection of these for examination,
We allow liberal discounts on large or small
quantities and our usual promptness in exe¬
cuting orders may be depended upon.

At Introductory Rates (ONE Copy ONLY of each Book at this Sample Price)

ANTHEMS FOR CHRISTMAS.
And There Were Shepherds, Annie P. Chase. .
Behold^ I Bring You Glad Tidings, Arthur BerBreak 'porth Into joy, Arthur Berridge.16
Child Jesus Came from Heaven, Charles P.
e and Worship (New), Solo Sop. or Ten.,
chorus ad lib. and violin ob., Wm.
First Christmas Morn (New), Ernest Newton..
For TJnto Us Is Born This Day (New), Sop.,
Alto and Bass Solos, J. E. Trowbridge. . .
ry to God, Augusto Rotoli.
_the Vineyard, Charles P. Scott.
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear, Arthur Sul1, Bruce Stenne.
b,'"£ittie°"Babe of ‘Bethlehem, Sop.'Soio and
Q’tte, or chorus, R. M. Stults.
O, Little Town of Bethlehem, Newell L. Wil¬

vou to exam^Rtf^S^BOOKS at,th? special *?w Price in the special offer column to induce
you to examine them. You may select one Book or one each of any of these Books at the
rlirht hand ecolumnthes WU-1 ibe -entf postage or exPress prepaid, upon receipt of the price in
application1. COlumn* SPecial Prlce for one copy each of all the above 25 Books sent upon
whifha^d postage.* ' TWCnty P6r Cent‘ °r one-fifth from Prices In first column. To
Witixthe exception of the ROTE SONGS and No. 714, all the music in these Books is also
published separately in Octavo Sheet form. Prices in most cases will be found unon the
covers. These prices in sheet form are subject to discount of 25 per cent.
P

EVERY ORGANIST Professional or Amateur
£%zsr^s
»isi
“MOL1NEUX' ORGAN FOLIO.”

Each of the three volumes contains 62 oases

a«.

paper covers, $1.25 each. Send 20 cents, special price, for a trial 25 cent copy or
FOL?0”Sw?U hepublished.n^ one vo ume
“ORGAN FOLICL” Other volumes

QEO. MOLINEUX, 148-150 Fifth Avenue, New York

A BOOK OF UNIQUE CHILDREN S SONGS

ling the Bells for Christmas, A. F. Loud.
Sing O Heavens, Berthold Tours.
Star of Bethlehem, The, Stephen Adams.
Star of Peace, The, Henry Parker.
Through the Still Air, N. H. Allen.
There Was Joy in Heaven, Smart-Smith.
There Was Joy in Heaven, H. Smart.
There Were Shepherds, R. S. Ambrose.
There Were Shepherds. Alfred R. Gaul.
There Were Shepherds, H. C. Mncdougall.
There Were Shepherds, W. Wright.
Unto You a Saviour is Born, Michael Watson . .
While Shepherds Watched, J. W. Goodrich . . .
While Shepherds Watched, Wm. T. Best.
AND DUETS IN SHEET FORM.
Away in a Manger (Carol), E. N. Anderson. . .
Before the Shepherds Came, Medium Vc. Violin
and Cello Obligatos, W. F. Sudds.
—ills of Bethlehem, High Vc., G. L. Tracy. .
Bells of Bethlehem, Low Vc., G. L. Tracy'
Brightest and Best, High Vc., Dr. H. A. Clarke
^Loufs BOm To‘day’ Medium Vc., Emile
Christmas Morn Hath Dawned Again,' High' Vc'.
and Low Vc.. Alfred Wooler
Christmas Song (Cantique de Noel), Medium
Vc., Adolphe Adam . . .
Gift, The, High Vc., A. H. Behrend
Glory
___
“-*GodvHigh
Vc., Medium Vc., Low Vc.,
Organ Obligato, a. Koto!,.
Heralds of Heaven, Vln Obi., High Vc., Low
Vc., P. A. Schnecker.60
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Coupon the Midnight Clear, High Vc.,
Christmas ’song,' ' A, ' Soio ' or ' Duet' for ‘3°
iprano and Baritone, W. Berger.15
,, Peace, The, High Vc., Medium Vc., Low
Vc., Henry Parker .
When Heaven Sang to Earth, High ’c„ Medium
Vc., Low Vc., Henry Parker.
While Shepherds Watched Theirr Hock's, High
_ Vc., W. W. Gilchrist .
Wondrous Story, The, Medium Vc., H. H.
Come and Worship* '(NeW)','Soprano'or Tenor,

MERRY SONGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS
Illustrations by JEROME P. UHL

Including Actions and Tableaux,

T SSrilSSK; ESP* “

HE most elaborate work ever issued by this house.

Music by LOUIS F. GOTTSCHALK

SPECIAL OFFER TO TEACHERS

Price. $1.50
The illustrations are bv an artist of

““

«/*■*. «*

1 .1
The authors as well as the illustrator are ardent lovers of children. Every verse every
melody every illustration is bright, original, and attractive; the humor is by turns auaint n’onse^
sical and attractive. The work is considered by all who have examined it to be the superior of
any book of Children’s Songs yet on the market.
superior 01
The songs are in the style of nonsense verses with catchy rhythms and jingling rhymes The
music is melodious and aptly fits the words not at all difficult, and within the commss'of thl
child voice. The piano accompaniments are effective and characteristic
P
tne
Numerous directions are given for the use of the various numbers as Action Sones and for
the arrangement of appropriate Tableaux.
gs> ana tor
There are in the book 22 songs suitable for all the various nurnncec to
„ , ,
,
Children’s Songs could be put. For the home and school the songs can be sung with or without
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New Teaching Material
«JUST PUBLISHED:

FLOWER GIRL WALTZ.
Grade.)

Very Attractive.

By Blanche Dingley Mathews.

(For 2d

40 cents.

GRADED EDITION FOR THE PIANO

TONE FANCIES: Original Pieces by Blanche Dingley Mathews and W. S. B. Mathews. (1st
Grade.) $1.00.
FAVORITE SELECTIONS FROM SCHUMANN. Annotated and Edited by W. S. B. Mathews.
(2d Grade to 6th.) The finest and most comprehensive Schumann Album yet published. 80
large pages. $1.50.
THE DINGLEY MATHEWS CLASS WORK. By Blanche Dingley Mathews. First Year. The
beginnings of artistic Hearing and Theory. $1.50.
TEACHER’S MANUAL OF MASON’S TECHNICS. By W. S. B. Mathews. Principles and
Methods of Applying Mason’s system. $1.50.
THE GREAT IN MUSIC. Two Volumes, handsomely illustrated. Pp. 296 and 436. Invaluable for
finding out the best selections, oj teaching, the ideals and grades, of about 100 of the best Com¬
posers. W. S. B. Mathews, Editor. Vol. I, $1.50; Vol. II, $2.00. The Two together, $3.00.
MATHEWS’ POPULAR HISTORY OF MUSIC. New and Revised Edition.
The most Inter¬
esting and Comprehensive one volume History of Music published, $2.00. Used in the largest
Conservatories and Colleges.
We have in preparation The Dingley Mathews Class Work for Second Year. Uniform with first year.

Your labors will be reduced while the
pleasures of teaching increase, if you
adopt the

All the practical music above at regular sheet music rates.
your Dealer or from

of MERITORIOUS STANDARD
COMPOSITIONS

The books at book rates.

Order from

Music Magazine Publishing Company, 3638 ™agoenue

The Teachers’ Edition
GRADED
• r • EDITION

consisting of one hundred carefully
selected compositions in all grades,
representing the best productions of
successful and intellectual writersStandard prices prevail.

Books for Young Pupils
By

l_.

E.

ORTH

Mother Goose Songs Without Words
n|HILE a playful melody always finds a ready response in the child mind,
lm the notes that symbolize it seem frequently arbitrary. A familiar rhyme
■j given with the music will usually make its meaning clear even to the
youngest pupil. ^ The author in this collection has chosen seventy favorites
“Mother Goose ” and has provided for each a melody in the same rhythm,
vhich the words may be recited if

FIVE HUNDRED BUSY TEACHERS
used the edition last season with com¬
plete satisfaction, and will repeat the
action this year. 50% of them have
written that they recommended the
edition to other members of the guild
and have caused many dealers to
handle the line entirely of their own
accord, unsolicited by us.

L. F.

will delight the little o
Price h heavy paper, $,.oo ;
Boards, $i.25i Post-paid.

Sixty Songs from Mother Goose’s Jubilee

(FROM THIS LIST ONLY.)
One Copy 25c; Three 60c; Six for $1
(ASSORTED.)
i. Evening Thoughts Reverie, - W K Southard

l

4. Lightning Flash March,

- - Ghas Krauss

l a»X°r-“dA,a:ch:
versa|hdemand
eachera^11*
the.,hird Kfade and in uniYeis.cu aemana with I eachers
everywhere.
J. HIGH STAUFFER, Pub..
28 S. Main St.
Mansfield, O.

mind and fingers
by ALBERT ROSS PARSONS

THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
l.

16th st., N. y. PriraH. s2ilROEDEr!VubUsImT!

On the White Keys

SEND FOR A CATALOG

OUR TEACHERS’ SAMPLE VOLUMES
MAKE SELECTIONS EASY AND HANDY
They should be on your Dealer’s Counter
I

feature that gives this work its value is the entire absence of acentais, modulations being made without their use. The first
slve numbers are for two hands, and in the treble clef only. The
succeeding twelveare duets, in both treble and bass clefs, the two parts
being of equal difficulty. The melodies ofthe latter are identical with the
solo pieces, so that a pupil can pass readily from one to the other. This is
an easy method of teaching four-fend playing, and one sure to awaken the
pupil’s interest and intelligence.
price, $1.00, Post-paid.

Copies of the above sent for Examination

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
BOSTON
C. H. DITSON t CO., New York J. E. DITSON & CO., Philadelphia
LYON & HEALY, Chicago
Order of Your Home Dealer or the Above Houses

“ THE ETUDE When addressing our adve "i
tion THE ETUDE when

GRADED
EDITION

was built to suit the requirements of the
greatest number of teachers by eminent
instructors who selected the numbers
which comprise the edition.

|p^]S vocal settings of ** Mother Goose” who is dear to every child heart
IKt ■ these songs possess exceptional value for teaching purposes. They are
lymi all within the range of young voices, and the piano accompaniments
are not difficult. The peculiar characteristics of childish humor, sen¬
timent, and quaint philosophy which have made these classics of childhood so
justly famous, are here represented in music that will appeal to the understand¬
ing of children of all ages.
Price, $1.00, Post-paid.

For the HOME-SCHOOL—KINDERGARTEN

Words by WM. H. GARDNER
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IF NOT THERE—PLEASE WRITE

V-

LEO. FEIST

tf

NEW YORK

Publisher
“MANSEELDT’S
NEW TECHNIC,” positively the
greatest work of its kind ever con¬
ceived.
PRICE, TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS. IN
FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING. MONEY BACK IF NOT
ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

Mall orders not solicited. We prefer that you
purchase our publications from your dealer; but if
he does not have the goods, please order direct.
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Ben Hur Chariot Race

...Fifty Cent_

PIANO art ORGAN COLLECTIONS
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The Finest March Ever Composed

SEE SPECIAL PRICES BELOW

FOR

XMAS-the

MUSIC LOVER’S LIBRARY

‘S~SSri:

Sen! Free at Our Expense.
A Library Which, if Bought Separately, Would Cost $200.00
24 Pieces for Small Hands
By H. ENGELMANN
For the Piano
ling with theeducatio
igelmann. Several of
is work, and all ar<
ond grade, though

Seven Complete Volumes.

The Juvenile Duet Players
lection of piano duets suitable for the cabinet orgr
' in the earlier grades. Both the primo and secofc
1enbmafdenuptf 0 aboUt °f eq“al Rrfde’ 1 hc COIlte“

Handsomely bound, and so made that the book opens at any place and stays open without holding. A marvellously perfect collection
of musical masterpieces-all brought RIGHT INTO YOUR HOME FOR THE ASKING. 2,000 pages, regular sheet musjc size, in¬
cluding ALL THE MUSICAL GEMS OF THE WORLD.

1 suUed‘1fprWth1"yano.C0ThPeaSva?ue'1

EVERY KIND OF MUSIC IS HERE.

estimated?

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
--- ■

■

—

PHILADELPHIA

. . .

pAi

FOR DECEMBER ONLY:
.

Three volumes are devoted to VOCAL music and four to INSTRUMENTAL compositions. You get music for the Home, Lodge or
School and Social Gatherings, Vocal Duets, Trios, Quartets, Choruses, as well as the choicest Piano Compositions and Four-Hand
Selections of old and modern masters. The popular composers are also represented, as are also the best dance writers.
Think of the prestige it will give, and the pride you will take in being able to turn to your LIBRARY and produce the most famous

*7b chestnut street

Holiday price 25 cents each, postpaid, or your choice added |
_| t0 an ETUDE subscription, $1.70 for both, or given for
sending one other subscription at $1.50, not your own

HARMONY TEXT BOOKS-HARMONY BLANK BOOKS
Twenty-four Lessons in Harmony, by Arthur E.

Teachers Need
TIEPKE
TIEPKE
TIEPKE
TIEPKE

WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING

BOOK,
BOOK,
BOOK,
BOOK,

No.
No.
No,
No.

I) devoted
2JTONOTATION
3) Devoted to
4 f EhEarmonyY

PRICE, 25 CENTS EACH

TARANTELLE, Op. 13, Mills, 75c.
GRAND POLKA DE CONCERT, Barllette, 75c.
AT THE SPRING, Joseffy, 75c.

A. G. COMINGS

Christmas-TimeSongsd Carols
’ byF.

s

. . SONGS BY . .

• ^T3? Pieces have been revised, fingered and
simplified by eminent authors for teaching purposes, yet retain all the beautiful characteristics
of the original compositions.
Tor introduction the three pieces will be sent
tnairi on receipt of 50c.

" • -°B-e er

Herbert Johnson

WM.

A.

POND & CO.

148 Fifth Avenue, New York

Our Magnificently Generous Offer.
Fill out the coupon shown at the bottom of this announcement and we will send you the entire MUSIC LOVER’S LIBRARY, seven
beautiful volumes. In your home you may examine them. They have come prepaid. If you do not like them return them at OUR
EXPENSE, if you are pleased and want to keep the set SEND US ONLY $1.00 and agree to pay us $1.00 a month for the next

Easy To Do and You Have the Benefit of Ihe Entire Library AH This Time.
No agents, no bother, no anything except the rapturous enjoyment of a set of books unparalleled as the most wonderful, most
inspiring work of the age.

A Few Points of Superiority.
A Library that will last for generations.
A Library with a Dictionary of Musical Terms.
A Library that will prove a joy to any home.
A Library for the beginner as well as the expert.
A Library that is a splendid education.
A Library giving biographical sketches.
A Library containing every famous name known to music.
_
Mail Coupon To-day to

THE MUSIC LOVER’S LIBRARY.

Ths Eternal Goodness. High, Medium, and Low Voice, .60

New Song

Books

1 iNDLS,NO^gE30L7SSKsTLS
DR. Alfred beirly
* Tta^NationiT
R *< S 6
olnUa"cj!,L”and “ft*-* “ajfc”

THEO. PRESSER

music of such composers as
.
. .
Paderewski, Gounod, Chaminade, Rubinstein, Mascagni, Durand, Wagner, Mozart, Balfe, Liszt, Tschaikowsky, Gr!eg, Gabr,e|.
Marie, Bachmann, Delibes. Godard. Sgambati, Saint-Saens Moszkowski, Dvorak, lunski, Gautier, Raff, and such standard and
favorite composers as Strauss, Suppe, Faust, Gottschaik, Leybach, Lange, Bohm, Lichner, Spindier, Smith, Jungmann, Fostei,
Root, and many others of world-wide note. Space is here too limited to enumerate all the names of the composers represented,
but there is not a famous name known to music that does not appear in these volumes—and is not merely represented, but
contains the most famous compositions of the author.
flFli/BFAARFD that the MUSIC LOVER’S LIBRARY is a collection of the musical gems of the world not alone for vour playBCLlTlLrYIflJlLK in„ and singing, but for the availability of your friends. In it may be found music for every purpose and for
every degree of musical taste. With the MUSIC LOVER’S LIBRARY at hand you are always prepared for every musical emergency,
no matter what the demand may be.

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE

THE BIG STORE

°ll?

A CITY IN ITSELF

Siege

WALD0 MUSIC CO.
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'}ory I agree to pay. $1.00
-js, and 31.0? a month there¬
after for eighteen months. If not
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THE

MODERN HARMONY
In its Theory and Practice
BY

ARTHUR FOOTE, A. M.
AND

WALTER R. SPALDING, A. M.
Price, $1.50
Commendations
i tie essential facts are presented in a lucid conci«
teresting manner and the whole book breathes a
ened and progressive spirit.’'
_ —
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT,
J°*lLLA mertcan Conservatory of Musi
I shall use the book i i my c^“JJesL”e£t£|?^
Tufts College,
Dept, of Music, Tujts Colic
,nd toItrinfSli?11Sly^eif doWM lo >>ractical anplicati
eauired ''
whlch usually tW° °r lhrt'A°okS:
New York, N. Y.
“It is admirably clear, rational and practical. The
modernity of the illustrations and the freedom from pedfhnr,ya^ Wmr/lS'trooks0” view makeitan °aS1S in
New York, N. Y.
DANIEL G. MASON.
inspiring-i7orthePstudVet°tlaiaCte'‘' «* *S S° mUch "l°re
Second—Its modernity. Third—Itsdfucid!tyt”ldof dont s'
„
„
Prof. ABRAM RAY TYLER,
Beloit, Mich.
_
Bdoll college.
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THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC

Forgotten FairyTales
FOR PIANOFORTE
BY

EDGAR

THORN

Op. 4

f Pianists, piano students, and those generally
interested in music in its artistic sense, cannot
know the achievement and progress in piano I
construction and tone development without II
investigating the
:
:
:
:
: ||

Price, 60 Cents
Sung outside the Prince’s door—
Of a Tailor and a Bear
Beauty In a Rose Garden—From Dwarfland

ifecn&lpilm

Six Fancies
FOR

A Piano for the
Musically Intelligent

PIANOFORTE
Op. 7

A Tin Soldier’s Love—To a Humming Bird—Summer
Song—Across Fields—Bluette—An Elfin Round
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED and Filled promptly to All Parts of the Country

If An excellent opportunity for a critical examination of these instruments is offered at the
retail warerooms of the
:
:
:
:

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
LEIPZIG
BOSTON
NEW YORK
120 Boylston Street
136 Fifth Avenue

Copyright 1905, by Theodore Presskr

PIANOS

Price, 75 Cents

BOSTON

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

VOL. XXIII.
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A Study of Musical Talent; Illustrated
from Life
By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG

New Pianoforte Solos

BURNHAM, CHAS. S.
Desire
(3c)
.30
An intense, almost dramatic composition
containing broad, massive chords which reveal
a pleasing song melody. A good study in ex¬
pressive playing, and in breath of utterance.
PARLOW, EDMUND
Op. 91. Six Melodious Special Etudes
A Little Romance. Legato Etude. (2c)
,n
Playing Ball. Arpeggio Etude. (2e)
Sailor’B Dance. Study in Thirds. (2c)
The Little Caralier. Octave Study. (3a)
The Dragonfly. Trill Study. ('Sc) .
The Mocking-Bird. Staccato Etude. ("2b) .
“These interesting melodious studies are
pleasing for performance and present material
lor techincal study also.”—Good Music Review.
Jo. 1.
Jo. 2.
Jo. 3.
Jo. 4.
No. 5.
Jo. 6.

n

JOHANNES ZIEGLER
Op. 20. Three Compositions.
No. I. Dialogue.
(3a)
.3o
“This musically pleasing little morceau is
a good study for young or older students of this
grade. It is especially useful for bringing out
the melody with either the right or the left
hand. ’ ’—Good Music Review.
No. 2. The Running Brooklet. (Etude) (3a) .40
“A good study in passage work which
appears first in the right hand and then in the
left. It is intended as a concert-etude in
simple style and for the early grades.”—Good
Music Review.
No. 3. Spinning Song
(3b)
.40
“Simpler than the preceeding, but still in
rapid tempo and rather brilliant in character
for so simple a composition. It is a good
study in both diatonic and chromatic work,
as well as pleasing for performance.”—Good
Music Review.

New Pianoforte Solos
By G. A. Grant-Schaefer

On the Water
(3b)
On Guard March
(3a)
Southwinds
(3a)
Twilight
_(2a)

50 cts
50 cts
50 cts
40 cts

Catalogue containing Portraits of American and
Foreign Composers of Piano Music sent free upon
application.
SELECTIONS FOR TEACHERS AND
SCHOOLS MADE A SPECIALTY

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
LEIPZIG

BOSTON

NEW YORK

120 Boylston St.

136 Fifth Ave.
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The views of “musical talent” which experience
has developed in my mind and which I have not hesi¬
tated to express in these columns many times before,
have been newly strengthened recently by an occur¬
rence so striking, so uncommon, that it may well
interest any musician and music-lover to hear of it.
By way of preface to the story, let me repeat that
the definitions of “musical talent” offered by the
dictionaries appear to me very superficial, and in some
respects, incorrect. Far from be¬
lieving that musical talent is a
“rare” gift of nature, I hold that
it is given to every normal per¬
son, as well as to most animals
and birds. Executive ability pre¬
supposes a certain natural apti¬
tude, to be sure. But this nat¬
ural aptitude assists only on the
purely mechanical side of the art,
on the side of mere craftsman¬
ship, on the elementary phase of
art. If, therefore, all personswho study music do not develop
into great artists, it is seldom—
if ever—for the lack of this nat¬
ural aptitude, nor for the lack of
any gift of nature that could be
regarded as specifically musical.
but rather because of the want of
qualities of a thoroughly gen¬
eral nature—lack of general in¬
telligence, of will power, of char¬
acter, strength or some such
general trait. Natural inclina¬
tion has, no doubt, a great deal
to do with the choosing of music
as a profession; but the liking
for music could not very well be
called a rarity. Could it?
If music is one of the modes
of expressing our inner life—and
what else is it?—then inclina¬
tion, aptitude, keen hearing, memory, rhythmic feel¬
ing, tone sense and all the rest of the artistic toolchest will not make an artist unless the main thing
is there: that which is to he expressed; namely.
the inner life itself! The fulness or emptiness of this
inner life has nothing whatever to do with hands and
ears, but is determined by the degree of one’s general
intelligence, by the power of the mind to see things
in their proper interrelation, and is aided by tempera¬
ment. This disposes of the grotesque idea that a silly
or shallow person may still have great musical talent.
If art is to interpret life, then the artist must first
of all have a grasp upon life itself before he can in¬
terpret it. He must fathom it with his reasoning and
his feelings. The proportions in which these two ele¬
ments are employed determine the character, the
merits—and, I think, also the style—of his work.
Cause and effect. Nothing else.

And now to my story. It being something of an
indiscretion, I shall try to mention no names.
I have a dear friend with whom I have spent most
of my summer vacations for a number of years past.
He is an artist by the grace of God; a musician of
such stupendous achievements as defy all explana¬
tion through such commonplace phrases as “musical
talent.” (Wouldn’t yon like to know his name?
Now, wouldn’t you?) Well, we were recently to¬

Josef Hofmann and Constantin von Stebnbebg.
gether on the shore of the Baltic when, one day, in
the course of our talk, he said:
“I feel very much like writing another piano-con“But,” I interposed, “your first and second ones
are still unpublished—”
“No matter,” he went on, “I’d,rather keep them a
few years at home. You see, one learns every day
more and more about orchestration, and one can im¬
prove matters here and there while the works are in
manuscript. Once printed, things are fastened for
good and ever.”
Coming home from the beach I noticed, however,
no preparations for the writing of a new concerto and
it was not until the next morning that I realized the
seriousness of his resolve, when he asked me to shift
for myself for a time while he would saunter off to
some lonely spot on the beach. He said:

NO.

12.

“I’ll make that concerto today. Got all sorts of
things humming in my mind, hut no shape to them.
Guess I’ll bring it home all cut and dried—” but he
took neither paper nor pencil with him when he went
Having a very pressing piece of work on hand I
stayed at home. At lunch time, even a trifle late,
after an absence of not quite three hours, my friend
returned. Finding him disinclined to talk and under¬
standing his condition of mind only too well, I did not
force conversation upon him. He broke the silence
himself, however, after lunch, by saying in a matterof-fact way:
“The concerto is ready. It has four movements.
All four are completely planned and the first one is
finished in detail. I’ll try an experiment with it.
Dispensing with all sketching, I’ll put it down at once
in full score. It’ll save time.”
Well—of all things!
No four-staffed orchestra
sketch? No contrapuntal preliminaries? No trials
of working out and developing of
subjects? No measuring, com¬
paring and gradually conforming
to each other the proportions of
the formal subdivisions? No ad¬
ditions ? No cuts ? No re-orchestrating? No experimenting
with the piano part ?
I was
curious, indeed! Curious, how¬
ever, is hardly the word here. I
felt that I stood before a tremen¬
dous experience, before an extra¬
ordinary mental feat, before a
powerful corroboration of my
long held opinion about the
Titanic force of my friend’s mindOf course, I felt not quite assured
of the result; but knowing his
grasp upon a variety of subjectf,
and knowing how he practically
holds a world in his mind, I
admitted to myself that—to him
—this thing might be possible.
Sure enough I He took some
eighteen-lined music-paper out of
his trunk and began by drawing
the bar-lines across the pages,
placing them at such different
distances as if he saw before him
precisely how many little notes
would be in each measure—and,
this done, he started writing. I
sat at his left, speechless with
wonderment. Not being altogether an “outsider” to
composition in its various forms and types, nor to
orchestral treatment, it takes a great deal to astonish
me; but x was riveted to niy chair. Soon, however,
I quite forgot to wpnder, because the beauty of the
composition itself engaged my interest to the exclu¬
sion of any other feeling.
Away flew his pencil, from note to note, from group
to group, now up to the wood-wind lines, now down
to the strings, now to the brass and when all else
was done on that page, then came the piano part,
with all its full chords, cantilenas, intricate passages,
runs, etc., just as if he were copying it all from an
invisible sheet before him. Once in a while he would
ask me if the oboe would not “stick out” too much
here, or whether the flute’s low note might not lie
lost amid its environment, or some such question
which, frequently, I had to answer affirmatively. But,

N
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In speaking of some recitals which he was giving
of memory; the same self-control; the same crystal¬
on the great organ, Mendelssohn said: ”1 was so
line clarity of thought; the same good judgment.
interested in my work that days passed like hours.
Is, then, his music really a special gift? Is it not
I practiced pedal passages until the very walking
rather his favorite mode of utterance? Naturally, he
along the street transformed itself into a fugue, so
Two days later the whole first movement was ready does best of all what he most likes to do, but if his
and m two weeks more all the four movements stood
automatic had my movements become.”
music tells us so very much, is it not chiefly because
here, being written in the same manner. He would,
To come to more modern times, Kubelik is credited
he has so much to say about human life, affairs and
after each movement, run off to some lonely spot on feelings? The powerful effect his piano playing has
with being not only a hard worker, but also a reg¬
the far beach or m the woods (once I had to hunt for
ular worker; the latter is even more essential to
upon us is not due to any qualities of a specifically
him, he had forgotten all about dinner), and he would
success than the former. It is said that the only
musical type, but to the qualities that appertain to
bring home in his head a whole movement, planned, the man himself. And how could it be otherwise ?
day on which Kubelik did not practice was the day
"oiked out in the smallest detail and photographed
after he heard of the birth of the now famous twins.
There are, perhaps, players who have more technic
upon his memory with such security that the tedious
“I feel in such a nervous state, I cannot even prac¬
than he, if you confound technic with mere velocity,
and slow process of writing it down could neither
tice,” said the famous little Bohemian, as he ner¬
as most people seem to do; there are, perhaps, play¬
destroy nor even blur the picture. It was there like ers who pretend to greater emotionality than he,
vously walked the corridors of the hotel, awaiting
graven in stone!
especially if emotionality is confounded with a lack
And so beautiful! In A minor, legendary in tone
of control in matters of sentiment; and there are
was well.
intensely fascinating by its rich fund of melody, of surely players who wear their hair ever so much
The greatest foe the musician has to fight is that
choicest harmonization, pianistie finesse, splendid or¬
longer than my friend, Josef Hofmann (oh, there!
feeling of satiety which overcomes him if his work
chestral effects—wouldn’t you like to hear it? or at now the name has escaped my pen, after all) but the
is well apportioned. A friend of the writer, a pianist,
least know the name of the composer? Well, his first good sense in his playing that shows everywhere
has played during the last ten years over three hun¬
name is—don’t tell—it’s “Josef.”
despite his wonderful temperament, the sanity of his
dred different pieces in public. Each season he ac¬
I hear the reader ask: How, in the face of such an playing, its logical force, its reflex of a keen sense of
quires some twenty new pieces. So hard does he
almost superhuman feat, I can deny the existence of fitness and propriety, the terrific force and, yet, nat¬
work at these that, after his short recital tour, he
a specifically musical talent? Ah, if the dear reader
uralness of his climaxes, these qualities of his play¬
cannot bear to hear a single bar of any of them.
only knew that this musical feat of my friend is not
ing—I weigh my words well—stand alone today in
He is only saved from inaction by acquiring new
in the least different from all else lie does! Two
the degree in which he possesses them. Quite alone!
pieces, which, of course, after a few weeks share
years ago he designed a machine for high pressure
The world must learn to regard a great musical artist
the same fate.
alcohol flame and went about it in preciselv the same
from a higher plane and not as a freak of nature. The
It is said that Sarasate does not need to practice
manner. Every detail of it was worked out minutely
world has to understand that music is but one of
except when preparing new works for a concert. He
in his mind and when he finally did put pencil to
many forms of utterance in which a nature of higher
says:
“I am not slave to the violin, but the violin
paper, for the design, it was like writing down a piece
organization and unusual intelligence (general, not
is
my slave”; or, in other words, he is, as we know,
of prose or poetry from memory. Yet, even this small,
special intelligence) asserts itself. The world must at
its incomparable master.
though rather complex, machine was as nothing com¬
last wake up to it that it is not the fingers which
One of the foremost English violinists, overcome
pared to the inventing and designing of the automo¬
play the piano but “the man behind the fingers,” the
with jealousy at the honors, and with them the
bile in which we have been traveling over all Europe
man himself; the whole, entire man, with his heart,
shekels, which were being showered upon the foreign
for two summers, with nary a breakdown. He had
violinist, determined to see what he could do to at¬
it in the same way all fixed-up in his mind before mind, spirit, learning, understanding, breeding and all.
If an artist is exceptionally great, it is not because
tract attention to his already fine playing.
For
making a design and when he was ready, he dispensed
he knows more tricks, not because of exceptional mus¬
with all sketching.
some six months he retired—alone with his violin—
cle or exceptional dexterity. No, indeed! He can
to a small country cottage. Not a single soul was
The mental grasp of that boy—for that is all
only
be
an
exceptional
artist
because
he
is
an
excep¬
allowed within the walls of his rural retreat. After
he is with his 29 years—is something uncanny and tional man.
so is the retaining power of his memory, of which the
devoting all his waking hours to his instrument, in
following may serve as another illustration.
due time he made his appearance and was rewarded
MUSICIANS AT PRACTICE.
A year ago, while with, him, I wrote a prelude for
with quite as much praise as was given to Paderewski
the piano of about five printed pages length. He
or to Kubelik. His great success—strange to say—
Vebt few persons are aware of the immense amount
tried it once on the hotel piano (of mournful mem¬
did not do him much good, as, although only in ‘the
ory), expressed his great liking for it, and then I laid of work which is necessary before a musician plays
prime of life, he seldom plays in public.
a
piece
in
public.
Nor
is
it
possible
to
judge
from
it away until it should have received some companion
A well-known organ soloist once remarked: “I
the smooth and finished performance the amount of
pieces with which it could be published together.
always arrive the day before I am announced to play.
drudgery which the performer has had to go through
East winter was an unusually busy one; concerts and
This is not only to try to secure a little practice on
in order to acquire the necessary technic. Musicians
teaching left me no time for composition and thus I
the actual organ on which I am going to play, but
have ever had the reputation of being—well, to ex¬
forgot all about the little prelude. This summer it
also to be in time to make necessary repairs.” It is
press it mildly—rather more eccentric than the gen¬
was still in the same folio and the folio—unopened
not very unusual for this fine musician to spend the
eral public; and, as well as displaying their eccen¬
since—was in my trunk, but this trunk was at the
whole of the night alone in some large church, the
tricity
in
an
abundance
of
flowing
locks,
they
also
time of which I speak loitering in some far-off
greatest part of which time, however, is spent not at
display some curious methods of working.
$
freight car, between Naples and Berlin, for you can’t
the keyboard, but actually inside the organ.
One great violinist, although when in public he is
carry trunks in an auto. One day, while talking of
Paderewski is another musician who indulges in
last year’s happenings, he suddenly asked me what a regular dandy, cannot practice except in the utmost
nocturnal practicing.
He has been known to go
deshabille. It. is said that Spohr, one of the great¬
had become of—as he kindly put it—“that exquisite
into the warehouse of Messrs. Erard—to which he has
est masters of violin playing of the last century,
prelude. I confessed sadly that I could not recall
access at any time-and there, with only the night
seldom emerged from his dressing gown, except when
a single note of it, but he said: “Let me see, let me
watchman as audience, to play away all night long.
actually compelled to dress for a concert. However
see,” went to the—alas—equally rickety hotel piano
After such a night the great musician goes to Iris
m matters musical Spohr was the soul of regularity’
and with unerring hands played the entire prelude
hotel, retires to bed. and sleeps, awakening refreshed
1 aganini, the greatest violinist who ever lived was
for me! Musical talent, you say again, dear reader
in time for Ins recital.—London Tit Bits.
compelled by an ambitious and avaricious father to
Perhaps so, I should answer, but listen a moment,
practice ten or twelve hours a day. So tired of the
ihe other day he looked at the interior of an auto¬
Admiration is an art which we must learn. Many
violin did he become that for several years did he
mobile and at once told me the owner’s name-and
Germans say:
Racine does not please us”; tZ
give it up and interested himself in agricultural purwas wrong, too! For the owner of three years ago
Enghshmansays: ‘I do not understand Goethe”; the
when my friend saw it once, had sold it since. Would- smts. The fit of laziness soon passed, and Paganini
Frenchman says: “Shakespeare is a peasant” And
" orked hard once more at his violin, and to such good
you call this automobile talent? See him play chess,
purpose
that
there
was
nothing
written
for
the
violin
T child
child says
sTs1?"
?
than wtn
billiards or tennis; watch his sovereignty over his
a
it prefers
a ?waltz to a -re
Beethoven
which the clever Italian could not play. In later
or any automobile; look at the plans he drew of his
hfe he never practiced; this was because he only whatsit i!twUe art i%t° flnd out and
understand
new home in Potsdam, plans which astonished the
what it is that every nation admires in its great men
piayerl Ins own compositions.
architects; observe him in business negotiations;
Rubinstein—that thunderer of the keyboard—is
and ee^atSevoS h?
wil1 ^entuaUy find jt
listen to his psychic analysis of some strange human
Hafiz nor th w- ae Pefslans are "ot deceived as to
act; follow him where he complies with the dicta of credited with the following dictum: “If I do not
practice for a day I know it; if I miss two days
high social courtliness; hear him discuss Darwin,
fo not
t d a great
m man
regard
ao
not unde
understand
nf nnilnKalidasa.
-i
„ We
.
my
friends
know
it;
and
if
I
miss
three
7ays
tL
Haeckel, Nietzsche, Beethoven, Michel Angelo or or¬
public knows it.”
3
ganic or inorganic chemistry, or see him render first
When Dr. Joachim, the veteran violinist was a
aid in a case of accident—no matter which—you will
always find him complete master of the situation. You young student, he lived in the house of Ins master
will ever find the same penetrating intelligence, pro¬ 5h thT Prai
J°0m W3S without an7 window
ceeding from principles or deducing them from his ob¬ u.th the exception of a small glass panel in the door
m
Pitres from the times of ch val^ Vt~
If the sound of the violin ceased for one moment’
servations and yet allowing for the irregularities of
real life; the same kind, but strict, justice; the same
P* *“l "“"1 "ft." tWnk o! lh„„
tact; the same consideration for the rights and feel¬ £*
,, <?ne °f the works he would then be studying
ings of others; the same quick readiness to say just
the right word at the right time and no matter to
known
whom; the same indomitable force of will, so easily
distinguishable from mere stubbornness: the same
keen appreciation of values, yclept an irrepressible
back to th. d,yXU Ct^itf0’"' ” “■ ^ .”Spt,rott,”L“d
sense of humor; the same incredible retaining power
he worked ten hours a day in his little practicing cell
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miSICIHHS ROVE

‘ AND "CLARA A CHUM ANN
Bv MRS. HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR.

“Never, never with my consent shall she be your
wife!” It was days ago that he said it, and yet I
move, I breathe, though all I hear is': “Never shall
she be your wife.” I look around me—yes, this is
my room. I look on these four walls, and in nook
and corner everywhere I read in flaming letters:
Am I not a man as well as he, with feet 'and
hands? Have I not a brain which thinks, a heart
which loves?
What power has made him arbitrary ruler of her
destiny and mine? He is her father, she adores him,
and before the overmastering strength of nature's
tie I stand dumb and helpless. Last night—aye, all
these nights—I’ve walked and walked and walked,
and ever by my side has paced the grim spectre of
my childhood, of my young manhood, of my larger
life, this ever-questioning, never-answering “Why?”
How vividly I recall the day, though I was hut a
child, when first I felt the subtle force of this In¬
terrogation and realized in abject misery the hope¬
lessness of any answer, any understanding, of all
the tangled mysteries of my life.
My father had called me to his room. How ten¬
derly he put his arms about me, whispering
brokenly: “Robert, dear lad. we must forget our
dream, your hope to study with von Weber; your
high resolve to become the greatest of musicians—
all this you must forego.”
Fiercely I broke from him, his words were blows
which shattered all the airy castles I had reared,
and left me for the moment stripped of my Ideals.
Crushed, almost stunned, I uttered that one wailing,
unavailing cry of all the countless ages: “Why?”
Ah, well! that was long ago. These many years
I’ve known that it was but loyalty to her who bore
me which sealed my father’s lips. My mother! how
I loved her! Was not her every wish the undis¬
puted law which governed me far into manhood?
Was it not for her sake, to gratify her ambition
that I rend those dry and dusty tomes, striving to
master all the technicalities of jurisprudence, while
ever in my ear sang heavenly melodies?
Sometimes the overwhelming passion for my loved
mistress—Music—would not be denied. Away I’d
hurl the dull, dry books, and fly to my piano, where
every tone it uttered seemed to tear my very heart.
When forced to turn from those dear keys, and
drudge at what I loathed, hot, scalding tears would
fill my eyes; what misery I endured! In some dumb
instinctive way my soul felt the injustice, the deep
wrong, but all my lips could falter was an exceed¬
ing bitter “Why?”
Oh, mother! mother!
It is years since I wrote her* that letter which
changed all my life, and every word of it is stamped
upon my brain.
“I can bear no more—my life has been one cease¬
less struggle between law and music.” Poor mother,
how those words must have cut into her soul. “And
now I stand at the parting of the roads, and shudder
at the question, whither? Do this for me. dear
mother, write to Wieck; ask him frankly what he
thinks of me; I will abide by his decision.”
And then the answer came, and though it was so
many years ago, my heart still throbs the quicker
as I recall the words which gave me music—music—
for my life-work. I still feel the rapturous glow
with which I wrote: “Honored one, take my hand
and lead me. I will follow where you will.”

Sometimes the thought has crossed my mind that
the bitter disappointment which Clara’s father felt
at what he deemed, and rightly, my egregious folly,
may have turned his heart from me. I know he
felt that I lacked judgment, poise; and now I can¬
not win again his confidence. How faithful he was
in his work! His hopes for me were very high. The
greatest praise he ever gave was when he said: “In
time you’ll play as well as Clara.” What wretched,
wretched madness made me disregard his oft-re¬
peated “slow and sure,” and fasten to my fingers,
that I might gain the quicker, that instrument of
torture! What may it not have cost me—not alone
the dream of years, but the gaining of the one1 being
on earth that I adore!
Ah me! it seems centuries ago that fate smiled on
me an instant, and opening wide the' door, gave me
one brief glimpse of what I might attain; then,
savagely she slammed it in my face, and flung me
down, down into a black abyss.
It was then my soul ceased its piteous question¬
ing: “Why?” I struggled to my feet, I clenched my
hands. “Merciless, inexorable fate,” I cried, “you
may maim me, hut you shall not crush me. With
these same poor fingers (which incessant practice
■have so weakened that the goal I’ve sought has been
denied) I will reach even greater heights. The
player’s work dies with him, but the writer’s is im¬
mortal. The teeming wondrous fancies of my brain
I’ll give to countless ages, so that what now seems
defeat shall mean eternal fame, and be the answer
to my life’s ‘Warumf’ ”

Igip^
Last night again I dreamed of her, my Clara, as
all these nights and days I dream of her—the night
is but a repetition of my waking thoughts. From
childhood to her budding womanhood, in dream, in
reverie, she comes to me; the consecration of a noble
purpose shining forth from those dear eyes. About
her firm, yet mobile mouth, when she was hut a
girl, I read fulfilment of high destiny; intellect,
breadth of thought in her full brow. Each feature
speaks her lofty character, and irradiating all, such
tenderness, such love, as makes the perfect woman.
The first time that I saw her, never can I lose
that image! She was but eleven, I scarce twenty.
Eager, overflowing with enthusiasm, I came io
study with her father. The earth, the sky, was
roseate from the color of my dreams. I reached the
house, I stretched my hand to touch the bell, when
softly singing, without words, there fell upon, my ear
sweet strains of music. In looking back I think my
love for her was born that day, for in all but years
she was far, far beyond me. What comrades we be¬
came ! I can hear now her gleeful laugh, when with
marked and pompous measure, I would at the piano
picture a famed lawyer, and she would cry out in
delight: “Herr Schmidt, Herr Schmidt, there’s no
mistaking him.” And then, with dreamy touch, I’d
draw a young maid standing “where the brook and
river meet,” and blushing, she would turn away, and
yet with joy I knew she murmured: “Clara.”
How often have I longed for words which could
express the way in which her playing touched my
soul. Her knowledge grew and deepened with the
years, and when my bright dream of interpreting
turned to that black nightmare of lost opportunity,
she was the angel of hope who whispered: “Write;
greater is he who can create than the one who but
interprets,”
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What power the thought of her has ever had to
stir my fancy; kindle my imagination. All, all, that
I have ever done with brain and pen has had in her
its motive power. With a woman's keen, unerring
instinct, she has divined and clearly manifested
every hidden phrase.
There came a day when she first played what 1
had written, and then the whole of life was changed,
and only He who reads all hearts can ever know
what thoughts filled mine. She struck the opening
chords. Through her deft fingers added meaning
filled my work—not only did she fathom what I felt,
but enriched and glorified it all by her great genius.
A rush of blended love and gratitude swept over me
which broke down every barrier. And now—I close
my eyes; I dream—the present fades away. I see
again the twilight shadows fill each corner of that
well-known room. The many books; the tables, here
and there, littered with loose music; the open win¬
dow, through which the sweet scent of summer aif
comes softly stealing, and In that further recess
stands the grand piano—and Clara playing—playing
all my fancies, all my dreams of years. Ah! now
she falters! What is it that my music tells her?
Is it not that every heart-beat, every fibre of my
being is unalterably hers? I draw nearer, nearer;
"Beloved, can it be?” and with a low cry, which
seems almost a sob, she leans her head against my
Ah! all too short our fleeting dream of happiness!
We tried to hide our secret, but it shone in Clara’s
beaming eyes, and spoke in telltale color, covering
her face when I was near. I struggled for indiffer¬
ence when I talked with her, but such delirious joy
would fill me when I looked upon her, and knew
that she was mine, forever mine, that casting pru¬
dence to the winds, we gazed enraptured in each
other’s eyes.
How awful is the gulf between one’s joy and
misery, and how short the bridge which spans it!
One moment I had hope within my grasp—the next,
it was ruthlessly snatch ■& from -me.
“You will come to morrow night?” she whispered
in my ear at parting. “You remember what the day
is?” smiling archly. “You are my only calendar,
sweetheart,” I answered, as I drew her closer,
“there is no date, no day for me, save one, when
you were born.” “Eighteen to-morrow,” she said
musingly; “will he consent?” “He must, he shall,”
we cried in unison.
Poor children! little did we dream that months
and years would pass before we were united.
Many, many times I’ve tried to think; “What was
it that I said to- him that night?” and all is blank
except that one inexorable fiat: “Never shall she be
your wife!”
In some dull way I can recall that he said: “You
have no settled purpose; you never could maintain
her; she is far better off, far happier without you.
My answer now, and always shall, be: ‘No.’ ”
Each word seemed like a hammer-blow upon my
brain. I turned, and groping blindly, left behind me
everything: life, love, my shattered dream.
I stood alone beneath the linden where she and I
had parted so little while ago, and brokenly I mur¬
mured: “Can this be the end?” But instantly
within there welled a mighty, overmastering “No.”
From some unknown source a strong, invincible
power reached me, which filled my brain, my heart,
my soul. “Rouse yourself,” it cried in concentrated
tones, “be what you are—a man. Show her father
that you can win fame, which is but another name
for Clara. Remember that before you lies action,
striving—behind you, only Traumerei."

I have flung wide my window, and lean out from
the casement. What is it that the shimmering
leaves whisper as they rustle in the breeze? Ah, I
can only hear them murmuring: “Clara.”
The young, tender moon, in sympathy with my
abounding joy, has writ herself in heaven—a glisten¬
ing crescent.
All nature speaks of her—Yes! yes!! I heard
them singing as they flew hither, thither, o’er the
meadow, through the sky—birds of passage telling
(Cmtinued on page 514.)
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musicians buried ^ west!M?8Tbr. abbbs
The last of the cloister graves is
that of Turle, who was appointed
organist to Westminster Abbey before he was
out of his teens—and shortly after Waterloo was
fought. Writes his chronicler:

Most Americans are aware that the
mortal remains of many distinguished
persons lie beneath the flagstones of Westminster
Abbey, and that among the great ones who have
thus been honored arc kings and Queens and a
sprinkling of statesmen, scientists, soldiers and
sailors; poets, too, have been singled out for similar
distinction, and the “Poets’ Comer," which is set
apart for them, must be known to many a reader
of this journal. But it may be news to musical
persons to learn that several English musicians are
buried in the Abbey and in the adjoining cloisters.
Chief among these are Purcell, Sterndide Bennett,
Croft, Handel, Arnold, Balfe, John Blow, Captain
Henry Cooke, Christopher Gibbons, Clementi, Pelham
Humphries, William Shield, John Wilson and James
Turle.
Purcell, who is, perhaps, the most important of
those mentioned, had no gravestone until quite re¬
cently, though the position of his grave was, fortu¬
nately, known to the Abbey authorities. The omission
is now rectified, and a very modern slab of dark stone
draws attention to the spot where the bones of this
truly great man rest. The inscription is in Latin, and
the epitaph, which is placed high up on the wall,
almost, alas! out of sight, reads as follows:
‘‘Here lies Hy. Purcell, Esq., who left
this life and has gone to the blessed
place where only his harmony can be
exceeded.
Obijt si die Novembrs; Anno' Domini
1G95.
Anno aetatis 37, Anno- Domini* 1695."
It should be borne in mind that Purcell was ap¬
pointed organist at the age of twenty-eight—while he
was still a pupil of the worthy Doctor Blow, who
resigned that his young friend (for whom* he had con¬
ceived an extraordinary affection) should reap the
reward to which his skill entitled him. Upon the post
becoming vacant, the good Doctor w*as again invited
to fill it.
Close to the grave of Purcell is the slab which
commemorates the virtues' of Doctor Blow—whose
"services” and other church compositions are to this
day used by the present organist, who also is a
Doctor of Music. The slab (which is let into the
wall) is a fine specimen of its kind, and, as befits
the monument to so important a person, takes up
a considerable amount of space. The inscription

“Here lies the body of JOHN BLOW,
Doctor in Musick, who was organist,
composer, and Master of the Children
of the Chappel Royal for the space of
35 years, in- the Reigns of King
Charles the 2d, Iv. James the 2d,
K. William and Q. Mary and Her
present Majesty Q. Anne; And who
was organist of the Collegiate Church
about 35 years. He was scholar to the
Excellent Musicians Dr. Charles Gib¬
bons and Master to the famous Mr. H.
Purcell, and most of the eminent
Masters in Musick since, He died
October ye jr 1788 in ye 60th year of
his age. His own musical compositions
(especially his church musick) are a
far nobler monument to his memory.
Than any other can be raised.”
It is interesting to note that this appreciation was
written just over one hundred and seventeen years
ago, and that the foot of- the slab is embellished by
an open book showing a “canon of 4 parts composed
by Dr. John Blow.”
Next to the tablet upon which is inscribed Purcell’s
epitaph is a monument to Balfe, whose “Bohemian
Girl,” so far from handicapping him, convinced the
powers-that-be that his chief claim to fame rested
thereon, for the monumental sculptor who had charge
of this work of art has placed the title of this re¬
markable opera in a prominent place. Balfe has not,

“ IN
MEMORY OF JAMES
TURLE, For more than fifty years
Organist of ’Westminster Abbey and
Master of the Choristers.
Born
5 March, 1802, died June 28, 1869.”
he foot Of the inscription is
few bars from one of Turle’:

By Geobge Cecil.
however, been favored with an epitaph; the inscrip¬
tion merely gives the baldest details:
“MICHEL BALFE, Born in Dublin,
5th May, , 1808, Died at Rowney
Abbey, Hertfordshire, 20th October,
1870. Knight of the Legion of Honor
of France,*■ Commander of the Order
of Charles III of Spain.”
Nor did he think fit to compete for the privilege of
dubbing himself “Mus. Doc.”
Sterndale Bennett, a musician of a different calibre,
though hardly of great importance, is interred in the
same aisle. As in the case of Balfe, no1 epitaph
exists to perpetuate his praises. His obituary notice
“WILLIAM STERNDALE BEN¬
NETT, Musician, Born at Sheffield,
April 13—1816. Died in London
February 1, 1875.”
Doctor Arnold, whose slab is close to Sterndale
Bennett’s, -evidently was esteemed by his admirers,
for he is accorded an epitaph which is highly eulo¬
gistic—though it cannot compare with Doctor Blow’s.
The 'above slab and tablets are to be found in the
building near the main entrance.
Handel’s grave (which is to be seen in the South
Transept) shows his' coat of arms and the inscrip¬
tion: “Born ye 23 February 1684, died ye 14tli
April 1759.” It is surmounted by a monument—
which the master (evidently fearing that he might be
forgotten) had the forethought to commission the
sculptor Roubilliac to execute, leaving, it is said,
$3,000 for the purpose.*
The remaining graves are. in the cloisters. The
first which attracts attention being that of Clementi
—whose quaint pianos are so prized by connoisseurs.
The slab is aptly inscribed:
“MUZIO CLEMENTI, called the
father of the Pianoforte; his fame as
a Musician and Composer acknowl¬
edged throughout Europe procured him
the Honour of a public interment in this
Cloister. Born at Rome 1752, Died
at Evesham 1832.” ■
Next to dementi’s grave is that of William Shield.
His tombstone bears the short inscription:
“WILLIAM SHIELD, Musician and
Composer,' Born March 5th 1743,
Died Jan. 25th, 1829.”
A little further on is the resting-place of John
Wilson, who died a little under two hundred and
thirty-two years ago, .and of whom his biographer
“JOHN WILSON, Doctor in Musick
here interred, dyed February ye 22,
1673, Aged 78 years, ten months, and
17 dayes.”
JanuarTri900tCn<ied notlce WiU appear in the lssue

A few details concerning the life and work of these
people may be of interest, especially as they are not
generally known. It is stated that Purcell, or Pursell, as Pepys spelled the name, composed anthems
when quite a child, and that he handed the ever green
“Dido and Aeneas” to the manager of the theatre, at
which ;it was produced, at an age when the modern
composer has barely commenced his studies. He
also was a prolific writer of odes, one of which “An
Ode, or Welcome Song for His Royal Highness on
his return from Scotland,” was intended for the
delectation of the Duke of York. Indeed, Royalty
could scarcely go a journey without the enterprising
Purcell (turning the occasion to account—by proving
his loyalty. Lord Mayors, too, served the young
man’s purpose, the inauguration of a civic dignitary
in 1682 having inspired him to compose an ode for
the occasion. A few years later he made a close
study of the Italian school, and contributed twelve
sonatas, in which he closely followed the method em¬
ployed by his foreign contemporaries. In his preface
to the volume, he says: “For its author he has faith¬
fully endeavored a just imitation of the most famed
Italian masters principally to bring the seriousness
and gravity of that sort of musick into vogue and
reputation among our countrymen, whose humour ’tis
time now should begin to loathe the levity and bal¬
ladry of our neighbours.” History deponeth not if
"our neighbors” resented the means which he took
to mark his disapproval of
their “levity and balladry.”
Tiring of the task involved
by composing ode upon ode,
he turned his attention
to another form of money
making.
Being organist
of Westminster Abbey, he
let places in the organloft to persons who de¬
sired to witness the corona¬
tion of William and Mary.
No sooner was the cere¬
mony over than the au¬
thorities called upon him
to disgorge his gains, threat¬
ening him with dismissal. At first he refused
to do as he was bid, but afterwards, coming to an
understanding with the Dean, he was permitted to
retain his post. His thoughts again being directed
to music he composed the charming rondo “I Attempt
from Love’s Sickness to Fly”-an air which on the
lips of. a tenor, or light baritone, with a flexible voice,
is as delightful as anything of the kind ever written.
Though modest—or, at all events, modest for a com¬
poser, Purcell, when commanded by any highly-placed
personage to play a- piece inferior to one of his own,
seldom failed to assert his dignity. He also may bo
remembered as having established the present form
of English ballad opera.
Sterndale Bennett, like most British composers
who gained fame in the nineteenth centurv, was
knighted, and as he was a man of “good address,”
unassuming and well-bred, he was decidedly an ac¬
quisition to the roll of musical knights-. In addition
to being a Doctor of Music he was an M.A. and n
C.L., and. unlike so many teachers, he possessed
in abundance the musical temperament and a sense
of the musical fitness of things. In early life he was
struck wjth the beauty and freshness of Mozart’s im¬
mortal compositions, and such was his love of the
master s works that to the end of his days he held

“Don Giovanni” and “Le Nozze di Figaro” to be the
two finest operas ever written. It is claimed (by the
personal friend who wrote eulogistically of him) that
he was “a musician’s composer,” and that “the en¬
joyment which his works do convey, the language
which they speak, to those who rightly apprehend it,
is of a very rare and subtle description, and one to
which there is no precise parallel in the art of any
other composer.” It is also asserted by those who
remember him that his lofty ideals did not permit him
to tolerate Herald’s music, and that he would not
allow it to be played by his pupils. Of his sixty-four
published works—amongst which are included several
songs—hardly a single composition is heard nowadays.
Doctor Samuel Arnold, who was educated at the
Chapel Royal, under Dr. Nares, a composer who was
more fortunate than musiciauly, achieved no less than
forty-three operas in the space of thirty-seven years,
thus almost rivalling Donizetti.
William Croft (or Crofts, as the name was some¬
times written) was one of Doctor Blow’s numerous
pupils. He is best remembered as a composer of a
number of anthems, and as having proved himself an
excellent school master when in charge of the choir
boys of the Chapel Royal, it being part of his duty
to teach them reading, writing and arithmetic.
William Michael Balfe began his musical career as
a “prodigy,” having, at the age of seven composed a
polacca for orchestra. As a youth, he had the good
fortune to attract the attention of a wealthy Italian,
who took him to Italy—and paid for his lessons in
harmony and counterpoint. Had the young Irishman
not found for himself a patron he might have re¬
mained unknown, for he had neither means nor in¬
fluence. The late Mr. Edward F. Rimbault is
responsible for the extraordinary statement that
Rossini offered Balfe the post of “principal baritone”
at the Italian opera, Paris, “on condition that he
should take a course of preparatory lessons from
Bordogni.” Mr. Rimbault does not say how long the
principal baritone found it necessary to study before
venturing to make his debut before a critical Parisian
audience, but he speaks of the rising genius as having
successfully passed the ordeal. The opera chosen for
this auspicious occasion was (according to some au¬
thority) “Figaro,” but as Mr. Rimbault neglects to
mention the name of the composer it may be taken
for granted that he means “Le Nozze di Figaro.”
Balfe produced a number of his operas at Drury
Lane and at Her Majesty’s—among them being
“La Gitana,” an Italian version of “The Bohemian
Girl,” in which Giulini sang. It is said that he
once took the part of Count Arnheim at rehearsal,
and that upon the leader of the orchestra taking
offense at his criticism of the way in which a certain
passage for the violin was rendered, Balfe came into
the orchestra and gave the violinist a practical
illustration of how it should be played. Upon another
occasion this versatile musician left the orchestra—
where he was playing the viola—for the stage, to
take the place of a baritone who had failed to satisfy
the conductor.
John Blow’s chief claims upon the indulgence of
the dilettanti of today is his capacity for hard work,
for he is responsible for fourteen church services,
about a hundred anthems and innumerable glees,
duets and songs. He was, as one historian aptly put
it, “a very voluminous composer.”
Christopher Gibbons was, like the valiant Henry
Cooke, a soldier before he held the post of organist
of Westminster Abbey. Though he was a Doctor of
Music he does not appear to have impressed the public
of his day with a sense of his importance as a com¬
poser. He was, however, a tolerable organist, and in
that capacity afforded satisfaction to the ecclesiastics
with whom he was brought into contact.
Muzio Clementi, though professedly a pianist, also
was an organist, a composer and a singer. His suc¬
cess in London was assured from the very first, and
within seven years of his arrival he was appointed
conductor at the Italian Opera. He afterwards be¬
came a piano maker, and to this day English manu¬
facturers speak of his inventions, and, it is supposed,
continue to apply them.
William Shield, who began life as a boat builder’s
apprentice, had, at his death, one of the most valu¬
able musical libraries in England. Several of his
songs—such as “The Thorn,” “The Wolf,”*and “The
Arethusa,”—are still sung, the latter being a favorite
with Santley.
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John Wilson is one of the few English singers who
has been accorded the honor of a public funeral,
while he furnishes the only instance of a printer
having developed into a successful tenor. In 1838 he
found favor in America, his visit to the principal
towns in the States proving a complete financial and
artistic success.
Captain Henry Cooke, who was organist of the
Chapel Royal in the time of poor Charles I, had his
military title, conferred upon him in consideration of
the services he rendered his king in the Civil War.
He left his appointment to fight, and resumed his
musical duties as a captain. Though he was not
directly connected with Westminster Abbey, it is
known that he was buried, in 1672, near the steps
of the East Cloister door. There is, however, neither
slab nor tablet to mark the spot. He is described
in the Abbey Register—a most entertaining and in¬
structive volume—as “One of the gentlemen of His
Majesty’s Chapel and master of the children there,”
an appointment which he held until his death. Ac¬
cording to Abbey traditions he died of grief, because
his pupil Pelham Humphrey (or Humphries, as it
also was written) excelled him on the lute—an instru¬
ment which was used to accompany the madrigals
which were in such request at this period. Mr.
Weller, the Senior Verger of Westminster Abbey,
made a most important and interesting discovery
some years ago. When going his rounds he noticed
that a name was scratched on one of the windows in
the room which is known as “Jericho,” and a closer
examination showed the words to be “Henry Cooke,
1642.’’
Pelham Humphries, with whom Dr. Blow disputed
the credit of having taught Purcell, also is among
the musicians who are buried in Westminster Abbey.*
On returning from his studies in France, with Lulli,
he failed to satisfy the observant Pepys, who alluded
to him in his Diary as having “come back an absolute
Monsieur.”
*It may be noted that he succeeded Cooke, and that his
gravestone is without even the humblest inscription.

COMMENTS ON EUROPEAN MUSICAL
TOPICS.
BY ABTHUB ELSON.
A BELGIAN OPEBA.
The performance of Gilson’s “Princesse Rayon-de
Soleil” (Princess Sunbeam) at the Monnaie Theatre,
in Brussels, proved that the Belgian national school
is still producing excellent works, but it also induces
a question as to what constitutes a really national
school. The true basis of a -distinctively national
composition must always be the folk-song. If the
people realize that a work is built of their own
homely and well-beloved lyrics then they will under¬
stand and value it.
But not all nations can boast of folk-songs, that
is, in sufficient number and beauty to form a national
school. Civilization, with it trolleys and its cotton
mills, does not induce us to express our feelings in
song. England, once the land of carols and min¬
strelsy, fell into such tonal decadence that Rubin¬
stein called it the most unmusical nation of Europe,
while Dvorfik said: “The English do not love music;
they respect it.” America waited for a foreigner to
show how the exotic plantation music could impart
a local flavor to the “New World” symphony.
Germany and Russia possess folk-music in abund¬
ance, and Weber’s triumphs were the result of a
return to nationalism, no less than the more recent
successes of Rimsky-Korsakoff. In this sense, it is
doubtful if the new opera is -an essentially national
work.
There are great Belgian composers, but
hardly a real Belgian school. In civilized countries
music has become cosmopolitan.
The opera itself shows remarkable charm. The
libretto, by* Pol de Mont, is a four-act adaptation of
“The Sleeping Beauty,” differing from the legend in
having the father of the princess meet a violent end
in expiation for the crime of fratricide. The ar¬
rangement of the text shows some weaknesses,
though the lyric passages are excellent. The com¬
poser has responded nobly to the subject and pro¬
duced a work of clear and attractive melody, rich
harmony and original orchestration. Among many
special numbers worthy of note are the children’s and
hunters’ choruses in the first act, the tumult and
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tempest aroused by the wicked fairy, the ballad of
the sleeping beauty, with harp accompaniment, the
wood-cutters’ chorus in the third act, and the love
duet of the last. Gilson is accused of imitating
Wagner and Franck; and in the domain of fairy
opera Humperdinck is the modern leader; but imita¬
tion is the sincerest flattery, and Gilson is not in any
sense a plagiarist. Another forthcoming Belgian
opera is Edgar Tinel’s “Catharina,” based on the
legend of St. Catherine.
THE VIOLOPHONE.
A new musical instrument is announced, in the
shape of the violophone, invented by Antonio
Lapuente, of Madrid.
It will hardly enter the
orchestra, for it is a mechanical mandolin rather
than a mandolin. The strings are set in motion by
the revolving of toothed wheels, operated by the per¬
former. As regards orchestral instruments, the prob¬
lem is not to invent more, but to write good music for
those we have.
Italy’s contbibutions to music.
Luigi Torchi’s new work, “L’Arte Musicale in
Italia,” is of ambitious proportions. Naturally the
author glorifies his country, and he is largely justi¬
fied in his assertion that Italy gave music to all
other countries. Yet the dispassionate reviewer may
have his doubts. In the early art of counterpoint,
Dunstable and Dufay added lustre to England and
the Netherlands before Italy was heard from. In
the most flourishing days of this art the fame of Di
Lasso rivalled that of Palestrina.
In opera Italy may certainly claim the right of dis¬
covery. The invention of the form by Peri and
Gaceini, its development by Monteverde, the
triumphs of Alessandro Scarlatti, and the inter¬
national successes of Cimarosa kept Italy well in the
lead. Foreign composers were glad to study Italian
models, all the way from Schiitz and Lully to Mozart.
In fact, Lully himself was an Italian transplanted
to France.
Violin playing, too, had its rise in Italy. The early
triumphs of Corelli and Tartini were the beginning
of a school that grew and flourished. Viotti took the
traditions to Paris, where Rode, Kreutzer and
Baillot built up a school from them. Not until the
time of Spohr did foreign nations cease to follow
the Italian lead. Paganini revived the native glories
in execution, if not in composition.
The early development of the sonata came directly
from the Italian school, even though it remained for
C. P. E. Bach to expand that form. With this, how¬
ever, Italy’s contribution to musical composition be¬
came less important. While Germany listened to the
nobility of Beethoven and the tender beauty of
Schubert, Italy fed on the vocal inanities of the
Rossini school—music that sounds brilliant in
operatic performance, but sinks into nothingness on
the concert stage. Italy remained asleep for nearly
a century, and is only partially awake at present,
THE DANCE IN MUSIC.
G. Beaucaire, in the Revue Musicale, gives a de¬
scription of the Farandole that would hardly fit
Gounod’s “Mireille” or Bizet’s “Arlfisienne.” Instead
of a lively 2-4 affair, the true Farandole is in 6-8
time, and moderato rather than vivace. As danced in
the country distiicts of Arles, it is divided into five
sections, and hands and arms play their part, as well
as feet. The dance is not closely adhered to in the
cities, and it is the altered urban form that the com¬
posers have followed. However, “si non e vero e ben
trovato,” and we cannot dispense with any of the
beauties in the two classics mentioned.
The influence of the dance on music demands a
book rather than a paragraph. Not only do the
valses and mazurkas of Chopin, the tarantelles of
Liszt owe their being directly to dances, but the
suite, with all its potent influence on the symphony,
developed entirely from them. The old succession of
Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, and Gigue afforded
excellent contrasts.
The Allemande, in even rhythm, formed a bright
opening; the lively, running Courante, in triple
rhythm, was not wholly unlike the Scherzo move¬
ment; the Sarabande, dignified and stately, formed a
slow movement; while the rapid Gigue made an ex¬
citing finale. These, too, are only a few of the many
dance-fopms that find echo in tone.

the
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The Influence of Musical Instruments Dpon Composition
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By FANNY MORRIS

In listening to a concert of old music upon instru¬
ments of other days, one can but wonder, after all,
whether we moderns may not have lost in quality
more than we have gained in effect by the advance
along instrumental lines. To be sure we have more
brilliancy, more tone; but do they compensate for the
loss of that delicacy that is to be gained only by the
employment of - such instru¬
ments as those for which the
old masters wrote? Take, for
instance, the fugues and pre¬
ludes of Bach; do we, or can
s, really appreciate them un¬
less played upon instruments
such as those for which Bach
wrote? In this strenuous age
it is a delight to remember
that there was a time when
the gentle tones of the clavi¬
chord, the harpsichord or the
it drowned by the
din and the rush of modem
life, and when one compares
the simple tangent of the clav¬
ichord with the intricate mech¬
anism of the Steinway grand,
exclaim with
Shakespeare, “Upon what
t hath this our Caesar fed
that he hath grown so great!”
In all ages music has been
inherent in man, and he has
ever tried to give expression
to it by such means as were at
his command. Thus, in pre¬
historic times, when he “needed
but little here below,” such mu¬
sic as stirred his primitive soul
Theorbo.
had for its only medium a
bone flute
e made from the river reed, or possibly a whistle made from the clay; and for ages these
simple instruments, so far as we know, answered
every purpose. Nor is it necessary to go back so far,
for in the heart of Africa to-day and in the South
Sea Islands savage peoples are still content with
Pan’s pipes, and with the North American Indians
the bone flute figures largely in ceremonial dances.
Before the thirteenth century there was little to
encourage musical composition, and little
that in the monasteries. Here the
simple monochord was used to mark
the intervals and to initiate the chor¬
isters into the mysteries of the eight
notes. Later this was supplanted by
the clavichord, an instrument of simi¬
lar type with keyboard attachment;
and with the development of staff no¬
tation and a gradual increase in the
variety and scope of instruments, an
art which had been confined to mo¬
nastic' circles became an art of the
people. The wandering minstrels and
the troubadours with their jongleurs
traveled about the country, and with
the aid of such instruments as the
rebec, fithele or lute, did much to
popularize the art. Thus in these
early beginnings we have the founda¬
tions of all that came after, and in
these primitive types are found the
early forms of all modern orchestral
instruments.
For five centuries this little rebec,
with its three gut strings, which was
introduced into Spain from Arabia
by the Moors, and which in form is
almost identical with the Greek lyre,
was above all the instrument of the
people; but with the advance of civ¬
ilization it gradually fell into disuse
except as the boon companion of the mendicant as he
loitered at the tavern, and the more elegant and re¬
fined lute and viols came into much favor. The lute,
however, was more of a luxury than otherwise, and
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evidenced by Thomas Mace in the title page of
his much-quoted “Musick’s Monument,” (1676), the
second part of which, as he advises aspiring musi¬
cians, “Treats of the Noble Lute (the best of instru¬
ments) now made easie; and all its Occult-lock’d-up
secrets plain laid open, never before discovered;
whereby it is now become so familiarly easie, as any
instrument of -worth, known to the world,” with
many more similarly turned phrases couched in such
way as to buoy up the lagging spirits of the aspiring
lutist or theorbo-player.
The viol, the immediate predecessor of the violin,
had many admirers and was used not only in the
churches but as well at court, and was a favorite
with enthusiastic amateurs. Its popularity led to
much composition for this type of instrument, and
viol concerts were much in vogue both in France and
England. It was quite the proper thing to own a
“chest” of viols, which generally consisted of six in¬
struments—two trebles, two tenors and two small
basses. The bass viol or viola da gamba was used
by Johann Sebastian Bach in his church music, a
notable instance being tbe obligato in “I-Comm, susses
Ivreuz,” from the St. Matthew Passion. Composi¬
tions by Bach and Teleman (Hamburg, 1728) were
written for the viola pomposa, a large five-stringed
viola invented by Bach and employed by him in his
orchestra. The viola di bordone, the bass of the
viole d’amour, was a favorite instrument with Prince
Esterlinzy, the patron of Haydn, who wrote for this
instrument a number of solos. In fact, the popular¬
ity of this instrument led to a number of “Fanta¬
sies” written for groups of viols, and in the British
Museum is found an interesting manuscript contain¬
ing a hundred suites for the viol and theorbo (1630)
by John Jenkins, a musician in the court of Charles
I, who stands out prominent as a writer for the
With the growing popularity of instrumental music
the old masters turned their attention more and more
toward orchestration. The viol, so long a favorite,
was finally supplanted by its rival the violin, which,
it will be remembered, was at first admitted to the
orchestras of the day under protest. Lully, at the
court of Louis XIV, was writing masques and ballets
for the amusement of that gay king, whose renowned
band of twenty-four violins, with Lully as conductor,
found its replica in the “Four and twenty Fiddlers”
of the court of Charles II in England. Handel, real-

German Clavichord.
izing the opportunities of the new field afforded by a
greater variety of instruments, was striving for mass
effects more after modern methods, and in his orches¬
tra we find a great advance over that which produced
the first opera in 1600, the “Orfeo” of Jacopo Peri,
where but seven instruments—a harpsichord, a lute,

a theorbo, a large lyre and three flutes-were em¬
ployed
In all of these early orchestras the con¬
ductor presided at the harpsichord, while an addi¬
tional harpsichord and sometimes an organ was emnloyed to fill out the bass harmonies. All music was
arranged to be played by groups of instruments, each
playing in unison, so that any selection, whether
played by the strings alone or aided by the wind in¬
struments, was equally complete. Kameau, however,
was the first to establish the wood-wind and use it
in enriching the harmony of the strings. At the close
of the seventeenth century we find the orchestra fully
established.
, , ,
,
. ,
And by degrees, with the gradual development of
instruments, composers realized more and more the
field opening before them, and their appreciation of
tliis is shown in the varied effects introduced. Mozart and Beethoven were 1
—
untiring in their efforts to
individualize each instru¬
ment. An example of the
charming results obtained
by this former master is
shown in the admirable
adjustment of the wood¬
wind in his overture to
“Hie Zauberflote.” While
Johann Christian Bach,
son of the great composer,
was the first to introduce
the clarinet into the or¬
chestra, it was Mozart's
work that established it.
He writes in one of his
letters, “You cannot im¬
agine the splendid effect
of a symphony with flutes,
oboes and clarinets.” It
was he also who intro¬
duced the clarinet parts
now found in Handel’s
With the advent of the
pianoforte a great advance
Lute.
was made, and while the
simple action of the Cristofori (1720) little resembles
that of the modern pianoforte, still the improvement
was rapid, and it is doubtful if, without this instru¬
ment, the world would have been enriched by Liszt’s
charming concertos and the Hungarian rhapsodies.
In fact, as one glances over the past three centuries,
the advance along musical lines has been marvelous
as compared with that in the many centuries when
the art lay dormant. The seventeenth century gave
us Bach, Handel and Lully, whose only instruments
were many that are now obsolete—the lute, the viols
and clavichord among the strings, with a small array
of wind instruments, principally
In the next century the string quar¬
tet became an accomplished fact, and
with such masters as Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven to develop it, and the
gradual improvement in orchestral in¬
struments, we find the orchestra at
the close of the eighteenth century
well organized, waiting only the ge¬
nius of such men as Mendelssohn and
Wagner in the following century to
bring it to its perfection. Thus the
nineteenth century finds the wood¬
wind fully developed, the few violins
of the seventeenth century doubled or
trebled, and the various other instru¬
ments installed in the orchestra as we
know it to-day.
Are we not, then, impressed by the
important part which musical instru¬
ments have taken in the life of the
race? In the savage, with his simple
whistle struggling to give expression
to the music that is within him, as
in the great masters, with more per¬
fect instruments producing marvelous
harmonies, we see Music striving to
take her place as one of man’s great¬
est blessings. The sweet tones of the
lute and the tinkling notes of the
clavichord are but now an echo from the past. Yet
the orchestra of to-day still unfolds to us the mys¬
teries and beauties of the legacy bequeathed to us
by those who have long since joined the “Choir In¬
visible,” and whose patient labors have won for us
so rich a heritage.
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some of his little pieces are really pretty. Merikanto
and Melarti have written some agreeable pages.

Piano Music o! the Present
By ISIDOR PHILIPP

Holland and England.
In Roentgen, Holland has an artist of remarkable
talent. Others are Dirk, Schafer (see his etudes) and
Brandt-Buys.
In England, Villiers Stanford (variations for piano
and orchestra), Cowen (concertstuck), and Mackenzie
(concerto eeossais—Scotch Concerto) have given us
some attractive piano solos. Coleridge-Taylor, Alger¬
non, Ashton, Oliver King, Graham Moore are all
talented. Among those more youthful, only Cyril
Scott and Norman O’Neill call for mention. I par¬
ticularly like the latter’s remarkable variations for
two pianos.

France.
by Debussy and Ravel; Florent Schmitt’s Jeux
As in painting and in sculpture, French art has
d'Eaux (Fountains), full of poetic chiaro-oscuro and a
produced a long series of remarkable works for the
magical chromaticism; the compositions of Gedalge,
piano, which are undoubtedly striking, original and
Leroux, Lutz (a fantasy), Edmond Laurens and Despirited. We are not sufficiently well acquainted
laborde. Lalo, Bruneau, and Erlanger have written
with our literature for the piano; it is not heard often
but little for the piano.
enough by our public.
Modern pianists confine
Many other names occur to me, but these must suf¬
themselves too much to well-known compositions
fice.
In America, MacDowell has shown gifts of the
and neglect those which do not produce an imme¬
Italy.
highest rank. An original harmonist, a master in
diate effect. The French school, however, is not
In Italy, Sgambati and Martucci have written a
the art of drawing from the piano legitimate effects
alone in this objectionable custom; it is the same
large number of excellent and interesting pieces for
of sonority, he has produced a series of works which
with other schools—Russian, American, Norwegian,
the piano. The latter has recently published fine
awaken admiration—the word is not too strong. In
etc. Is it not deplorable, for example, that in
transcriptions from Mozart (menuets), Bach (suites),
his collections: “Woodland Sketches,” “Sea Pieces,”
America the name of MacDowell is seen so seldom
and Handel. His concerto, though rather long, de¬
“At the Fireside,” there are pages of exquisite art,
on concert programs? In France, Faure and Widor
serves to be played; it demands the utmost technical
of supremely delicate workmanship; others distin¬
■ are too often similarly passed over, while in Rus¬
independence.
guished by a vigor of movement, a clearness and
sia, the younger composers are entirely ignored.
The charming salon and concert pieces by Wolfprecision truly astonishing. His two concertos, his
As illustration of this I allow myself the relation
Ferrari, Westerhout—dead too young—Bossi, Longo
four sonatas, his two suites, show the hand of a
of a personal experience. I was to play the Rimsky(variations for two pianos), Falconi, Pirani, Floridia,
master.
Korsakoff concerto at one of the Colonne concerts.
have done much to elevate the Italian school of piano
Templeton Strong, Arthur Foote, George Chadwick
A celebrated Russian pianist was present at the re¬
are also artists of great talent.
hearsal, and being charmed with the work, asked me
Is it necessary to speak of Ferrucio Busoni—of his
the name of the composer! Is not that astonishing?
original works—of his wonderful transcriptions—of
Slavic Countries.
Beginning, therefore, with our own school, my aim
his instructive editions? I believe that every artist
is to present a review, as complete as may be, of all
We now come to the Slav school: Russia, Poland,
knows and appreciates them. Mugellini is one of the
schools and of all their interesting composers. I am
Bohemia.
best of pedagogues and has prepared a fine edition
sure that I shall render a service to the public which,
Although the young Russian school depends on
of Bach after the principles of the Busoni editions.
if guided by the executive artists, would take pleas¬
Chopin, Schumann, and Liszt, it has given us a series
ure in all these productions, since it cannot be ex¬
of extremely interesting works. Rimsky-Korsakoff
Spain and Portugal.
pected that laymen should study everything in order
has written but little for the piano; his concerto,
to choose that which is good.
In Spain there is only one artist of prominence to
however, is a work of strong calibre, delightfully
It is hardly necessary to speak of Saint-Saens and
be mentioned in this connection—the prolific Albeniz,
tinged with orientalism and orchestrated ravishingly.
C6sar Franck. Every one knows the two fine com¬
a remarkably gifted composer, but one who has
Borodine has written a charming little suite; Cui,
positions of the latter—his Pr6lu.de, Chorale, and
written too much. Some of his Suites Espagnoles
many pieces—impromptus, waltzes, suites; Balakireff,
Fugue with the Symphonic Variations. It is equally
(Spanish Suites) are very attractive. Others deserv¬
besides Islamey, has given us many concert pieces,
well known that Saint-SaSns, in addition to his ad¬
ing to be named are Granados and Nicolau.
some of which are truly original and fail only by a
mirable concertos, has written a series of etudes,
In Portugal there is the excellent artist, Machado,
too extended development. Glazounow is less inter¬
Op. 51 and Op. Ill, which abound in pianistic treas¬
who has written pieces fresh and bright in spirit; also
esting on the piano than in the orchestra; Arensky
ures. His mazurkas and waltzes, as well as a de¬
Vianna da Motta, educated in Germany, whose
shows too plainly the influence of Tchaikovsky and
lightful Chanson Napolitaine and a gavotte, deserve
superb talent as pianist and whose encyclopedic brain
Rubinstein. But Felix Blumenfeld, in his twentyto be played.
have made him the envy of his confreres.
four preludes, his nocturnes and variations, his Valse
Gabriel Faure and Charles M. Widor are two
Impromptu, gives us superb examples of his art.
masters whose numerous works are worthy of a place
Germanic Countries.
Rachmaninoff, wild and powerful, in works like the
on all artistic programs. Everything that Faure
preludes and Moments Musicaux shows great origi¬
In Germany, since the death of Brahms, we have
writes exhales a charm so potent, a poetry so heart¬
nality. I.iapounow, in his ten etudes, displays a
not had much that is novel or interesting to register.
felt; his works display such originality, a tendency
Liszt-like sonority and knowledge of pianistic effects;
There
is,
to
be
sure,
no
lack
of
production,
but
where
so elevated, that they naturally take the place to
Sterbatcheff, not so strong, has, however, in his
do we see works as original or captivating as those
which these qualities entitle them. Look at his
fantaisie-etudes, originated some very remarkable
of Faure, Widor, or Debussy?
nocturnes—they disclose the rarest gifts of invention,
compositions. Read Liadow’s charming preludes and
Richard Strauss has given us a few fine pages of
the most exquisite sensibility; look at his barcarolles,
ballades; study the original Wihtol in his preludes, in
piano music. Max Reger is admirably gifted, but his
his valse-caprices, his ballade, his romances. Widor
his etudes, which show such variety of technic.
music thus far lacks distinction, and often taste..
has composed two concertos and a fantasy for piano
Korestsehenko (Rapsodies Georgiennes), Amani,
Eugend d’Albert, a powerful virtuoso, is also a com¬
with orchestra—three works of the highest rank. Of
Gretsehaninoff, Lissenko, Antipow, Kopilow, Kalaposer
of
great
worth.
Georg
Schumann
has
talent.
others belonging to a lighter and less important style
fati, have all -written many fine pages, but they re¬
Nicode
(particularly
his
etudes),
Gernsheim,
and
first place must be given to his waltzes, of which
semble
each other too strongly. The most recent
Draeseke have produced works worthy of notice..
there are two collections. Some of these are char¬
comers in this field are Scriabine and Rebikoff. In
Tuuker, Wilhelm Berger, Kahn, may also be added
acterized by the utmost freedom of faney, by a most
his preludes, the former cuts small jewels harmonious
to the list.
enticing grace and elegance; others, which have
and melodious, but grows vague and incomprehen¬
In Austria, we find but few: Brfill, whose art has
nothing in common with the waltz save its rhythm,
sible in his larger works. The latter has ideas which
aged; Goldmark, whose works are few; R. Fuchs, an
by passionate ardor, by exquisite poetry—all admir¬
contain short and fugitive impressions of real charm,
imitator of Brahms; Schiitt, born in Russia, but
able for concert purposes. I advise the reading of his
but they are often embodied in too careless a fashion.
Viennese
by
the
o-ver-refinement
of
his
style.
suites: the Suite Polonaise, with its interesting folk¬
In
conclusion, we must mention Napravnik, particu¬
In Hungary there are Dohnanyi, Agghazi, Major
song and vigorous polonaise, the powerful one in B
larly his Fantaisie Russe, and Faul Juon, who be¬
E. Mohr, and Poldini, whose clever concert pieces
minor, and Dans les hois (In the Woods)—five little
longs, however, rather to the German than to the
deserve attention. Mauritz Rosenthal, the phenome¬
jewels cut with the utmost care.
Russian school.
nal virtuoso, has demonstrated power as a composer
Paul Lacomhe also deserves a place by himself.
Among the Poles it is necessary to number these
in his Variations, in a Prelude, and in his brilliant
His suite for piano and orchestra is remarkable; his
three quasi-Germans: the clever and witty MoszkowPapillons (Butterflies). Tfeutsch also has written
suites for piano solo not less so; his sketches and
ski and the Scharwenka brothers. With them we
much
that
is
interesting.
souvenirs, too, are distinguished by noble, dignified
group Zelenslci, Strebzki Noszkowski, Stojowski.
harmony, by the most charming inspiration. It is
Godowsky, a virtuoso of. magical brilliancy, has made
hardly necessary to speak of his gavotte in quintuple
arrangements which display astonishing variety and
measure, airs de hallet, his Intermdde et Lied (Inter¬
In Sweden and Norway, Grieg is still known and
a dazzling virtuosity—etudes on Chopin, Weber, etc.
mezzo and Song), his Toccatina, and other pieces—all
universally admired. Sinding is interesting, vigorous,
In Paderewski there is more to admire than mere
bearing the stamp of individuality with refinement of
energetic. I particularly like his etudes and im¬
superficial grace; in his variations, Op. 11, in his
promptus: but like Grieg, he repeats himself too
Polish dances, we find inspiration, ideas, and science.
Bourgault-Ducoudray, Chabrier, Benjamin Godard,
much. Cleve imitates him; his compositions are vig¬
In Bohemia, Smetana has written interesting cap¬
Emile Bernard, G. Pierne, Paul Vidal, Theodore
orous to excess, with an exaggerated heaping up of
rices, superior to those of Dvorfik; Zdenko Fibich
Dubois, Vincent d’lndy have all written spirited and
technical difficulties.
gives
us short impressionistic pieces couched in terms
often interesting works.
Winding and Sjogren have both written charming
of
extreme delicacy. Kaan is the composer of some
Among the latest productions in this especial field
pieces for the piano, fresh in inspiration. Stenhamvery pretty waltzes and ballades; Josef Suk, Nedbal,
I must mention the fine and ingenious variations by
mar struggles for originality; Sehytte has lost him¬
Novak, and Novacek have some charmingly poetic
Camille Chevillard, the sonata and variations on a
self in Vienna. Peterson-Berger imitates Debussy;
pages to show us.
gavotte by Rameau, composed by Dukas; the pieces
Alnaes has talent. In Finland, I find only Sibelius;
(Continued on page 514.)
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THE DISTINCTIVE AMERICAN NOTE
IN OUR MUSIC : : : By H. E. Krehbiel
The title is of the editor’s choosing. I might have
preferred the indefinite article—say something like
this: “A Distinctive Note in American Music,” or to
have put the thing in the form of a query: ‘‘Have
We a Distinctive American Note in Our Music?” In
either case I could have pointed out something which
differentiates American music from that of European
peoples and suggested, at least, that that something
be looked upon as distinctively American—a native
note, if you please. After all, however, the search
for truth is better than possession, and I am sure
the editor will not hold me to too strict a reckoning,
but let me drift or steer where I please, and put out
such searchlights as I please, so long as I succeed in
illuminating a little the general subject of nationality
in our music.
Various Meanings of the Term “School."
Music is the slave of terminology, and of all terms
the one that conveys the vaguest meaning is that of
“school.” The pages of musical history are peppered
with it. No sooner are the foundations of Polyphony
laid than the adjectival epithets begin to swarm:
Flemish school, Netherlands school, Koman school:
Opera is invented, and we at once have the Floren¬
tine school, Venetian school, Neapolitan school, etc.;
the Symphony grows out of the instrumental curtainraiser preceding the opera, and immediately we hear
of the Mannheim school and the Viennese. Genius
develops the old forms to such an extent that an in¬
nate demand for novelty of expression asserts itself,
and we have the German Romantic school and then
the Neo-Romantic.
At last there comes a recognition that by the em¬
ployment of popular idioms of interval and rhythm
music can return to its primitive purpose of emo¬
tional expression, and we hear of the Scandinavian,
Hungarian, Polish, Bohemian and Russian schools.
Meanwhile the early geographical and political dis¬
tinctions have all but disappeared; the music of Flor¬
ence, Venice, Rome and Milan becomes Italian; of
Berlin, Leipzig, Munich and Vienna, German; of
Paris, French. It is evident, therefore, that the
word “school” has not yet acquired a significance suf¬
ficiently clear and stable to admit of its application
in all the stages of music history from the dawn of
harmony till now. The clearest meaning is that
which it has acquired since folk-idioms entered into
artistic music.
While the polyphonic art was developing to the
climax reached in the sixteenth century, the distinc¬
tions were due wholly to men’s names and men’s in¬
fluences; essentially there was no difference between
the music created by the followers of di Lasso and
those of Palestrina. The same thing was true of the
opera schools; the strong man at Naples grouped fol¬
lowers around him and made a school; so did the
strong man at Florence; afterward at Hamburg,
where, however, a national element introduced itself
in the shape of the language, German being first
mixed with Italian and eventually taking complete

Liszt a Magyar, Smetana a Czechish, Glinka a
Russian. Thus each school acquired a distinctive
note, a note racy of the soil.

„.h. .f Egypt
"
,
nf the race of which the fellaheen of
Egypt are the remnant. Achilles and Hector were
blue eyed men, large of stature and curly of hairTeutons? Very likely; white men, surely-wluch the
primitive inhabitants of the Greek countries were
not Are the inhabitants of any European country
autochthones—real aboriginals, children sprung from
the land they inhabit? Certainly not. Yet there are
In Europe distinctive folk-characteristics distinctive
notes and distinctive schools of music. They were
long in forming; but all that vast time is to be cred¬
ited to the formative period of the American peopl^not debited.

The Reawakening of the Old Folk-Spirit.
The note asserted itself because it expressed the
predilections not of a political people, but of a racial.
Those predilections were inheritances from primitive
times, when the lines of demarcation were still
broadlv drawn. They grew faint or disappeared in
the face of a desire to make music an expression
chieflv, if not wholly, of beauty rather than of feel¬
ing; they are returning with the reawakening of the
old folk-spirit. Is there any doubt that there is
such an awakening in vigorous progress at the pres¬
ent time? Look at the turmoil amongst the peoples
composing the Austrian empire, union or confeder. acy—whatever you choose to call it! Look at Nor¬
way! Look at Russia! Everywhere artificial bonds
are loosening and natural bonds drawing tighter.
Everywhere, also, the people are taking nyire and
more interest in their own music and asking recogni¬
tion of its characteristic beauties.

When the sceptre of instrumental music passed
from Italy to Germany and there came the division
into the North and South German schools, there was
already something distinctive in each—a difference
due to differences of character and religion. Catho¬
lic Germany, with a Latin alloy, adhered to Italian
forms; Protestant Germany acquired new' forms of
expression, taking them, as Luther took his literary
language, off the Ups of the people. The chorale
came, w'ith its puissant potency; and the chorale
spoke the speech of the German folk-song.
Now the word “school” acquired a meaning allied
to that of to-day, when it stands not only for groups
of composers, but for music made distinctive by the
employment of popular or folk-idioms. Innate tem¬
perament, language, social forms put their impress
first upon the music of the folk, and are thence
transferred to the artistic music created by the folk.
Thus, Gade started the movement which gave mu¬
sical art a Scandinavian school, Chopin a Polish,

Can There be a Distinctive Note in Amebican
Music from Either of These Points of View?
The question might be answered in the negative
without hesitation if America were like any other
country on the face of the earth. But America
stands alone; it is not made, it is making—certainly
in a racial sense, if not in a political-maybe in both;
but I am not discussing politics. So far as. the
word “school” or the term “American music” is to
be understood in the old sense of a group of musi¬
cians artistically akin, and a body of music united
by tlie influence of a law-giving master, no one is
likely to assert that these tilings exist. We have not
yet produced a composer who could set an example
that a host of composers here or elsewhere were
eager to imitate—no parallel for a Hobrecht, a Pales¬
trina, a Scarlatti, a Bach or a Haydn.
There has been no time when it would have been
possible to call to the vitalization of music such in¬
fluences as molded a Bach, except, possibly, the time
of the Pilgrim and Puritan settlements in New Eng¬
land, and then the intellectual and moral forces
which might have created the possibility were held
in bondage by a religious view which put artistic
music under a ban. To use a figure suggested by
Walter Bagehot in his hook on “Physics and Poli¬
tics,” we have not had, and we have not now (so
far as I can discern), that vigorous, forward man to
strike out the notion, even though it he in the rough,
which the wise and meditative man might have
adopted or could adopt, and thus become an example
for the many.

How American Music is to be Determined.
A vast amount of foolish talk has grown out of
the absurd notion, that with the settlement of Amer¬
ica the cultivation of music had to begin afresh with
each group of settlers. It is because many European
critics take this view, that they exhibit the dense ig¬
norance of musical affairs in America which marks
their writings. As a matter of fact, musical history
in America is exactly what musical history is in
Germany, France, Italy and England-a record of
accomplishments determined by predilection, taste,
knowledge and opportunity. If America had been
settled by barbarians, our first music would have
been barbarous. But since the first settlers were not
barbarians, music came to every part of the country
in something like the state prevailing at the time in
the communities from which the different sections of
our country were populated. Predilection, taste and
knowledge were the same; opportunity alone was dif¬
ferent. It was with this in mind that years ago I
wrote the words which seem fit to be reproduced
here:
“The characteristic mode of expression,
which will be stamped upon the music of the
future American composer, will be the joint
creation of the American’s freedom from con¬
ventional methods and his inherited predilec¬
tions and capacities. The reflective (i. €., con¬
templative) German, the mercurial French¬
man, the warm-hearted Irishman, the impul¬
sive Italian, the daring Russian, will each
contribute his factor to the sum of national
taste. The folk-melodies of all nations will
yield up their individual charms aud disclose
to the composer a hundred avenues of emo¬
tional expression which have not yet been ex¬
plored. The American composer will be the
truest representative of a universal art, be¬
cause he will be the truest type of a citizen of
the world.”
This forecast would seem to put the formation of
an American school of music far into the future; but
let it be observed that in making it I aim high; the
American composer of my dream was to he

The American Folk Still Forming.
Moreover, though we have many things worthy of
celebration in music, as well as in fiction, poetry,
painting and sculpture in onr country and its history,
we have not yet found the characteristic thing call¬
ing for characteristic proclamation or capable of it
in music. We are a political nation; not a people—
not a folk. We are a hodge-podge of Old World
peoples in the process of amalgamation. In art we
are rapidly acquiring the means of expression, hut
we have not yet created an object which is innately
and universally felt to demand expression. Should
this compel us to despair? No; it should only in¬
vite ns to patience, strengthen our hopes, stimulate
onr determination.
We are not alone in history. What cultural peo¬
ple of the Old World are autochthonous? The Egypnor the Greeks, nor the Romans.
turns
The peoples have always swarmed over the face of
the earth and possessed themselves of the fair spots.
The strong have colonized localities and ruled over
the denizens they found there. Possibly the Pha-

A Representative of Universal Art,
a type such as one might imagine as the result of an
amalgamation of Brahms, Berlioz, Verdi, Chopin,
Dvorak and Tchaikovsky. This universal art will
return when the present tendency toward differen¬
tiation shall have worn itself out and produced its
legitimate fruit. In all its phases culture proceeds
in cycles. Progress is spiral. As music proceeded
from crude emotional expression toward formal and
aesthetic beauty and is now returning toward its
original purpose, vastly reinforced in potency, so
there will come a period when the new ideals (once
old) will demand final expression which shall every¬
where he recognized as beautiful, regardless of lati¬
tude, longitude, elimatic, political and social condi¬
tions. Again we shall have the universal musician
whom once we had in Mozart—and have not had
Must we remain without a type of expression
which Americans, at least, will recognize as distinc¬
tive till then? I think not; but of that I shall speak
next month.
The French violinist Bode once visited Franz in
Dresden. The latter was in the habit of practicing
ten hours daily, and, instead of improving, was con¬
stantly growing more and more uncertain. Rode told
him that he himself seldom practiced more than an
hour—at the most never longer than two hours a day.
hut only at what he could not do or found difficult
to execute.

Music is second only to fiction in tlie number of its titude toward any other branch of musical perfor¬
unthinking votaries. A typical musical audience is mance. The piano is found in. almost every home,
a curious study. It is composed of several varieties yet how few attendants at piano recitals perceive what
of listeners. There is the purely professional listener, is really great in the pianist’s art, and how many are
tlie musician, who usually hears little besides tlie
ready to applaud what is purely superficial or actually
modulations, the thematic development, the technical meretricious! A masterly interpretation of a Bee¬
structure of the work performed. As a rule, the thoven sonata goes for little, while a fast and highlyaesthetic side of musical art escapes him. The most
accentuated performance of a Liszt rhapsody excites
thorough ignorance of the nature and purpose of the
enthusiasm. Is it not true that the typical audience
art of music that I ever met was at a convention of
silently breathes a sigh of relief when the pianist gets
music teachers.
through with the Bach and Beethoven numbers and
An Ideal Listener.
comes to the Chopin and Liszt?
My honored confrere, Mr. Finck, has staked out for
And yet among musicians one does in the end find
the most accomplished auditors, for when the musi¬ himself the comforting ground that this is because
Chopin and Liszt are so much better than the others.
cian listens with intelligence, sympathy and insight,
his trained organs enable him to hear more and better But the dogged musicians and critics persist in put¬
than any other member of an audience. Give me a ting Bach and Beethoven in the supreme seats of
man of lively imagination, of poetic temperament honor among musical masters. The real reason why
and of generous disposition, who is also acquainted the average audience prefers Chopin and Liszt to Bach
with the technics of music, and I will show you an and Beethoven is that the former composers give
ample scope for the display of those brilliancies of
ideal listener.
But this man is not typical. He is a rare bird, style which the unthinking hearer can easily discern,
and floats in a beautiful, impalpable ether of the while the other two demand of player and hearer
mind, which seems to the ordinary prosaic or un¬ alike emotional sympathy and intellectual insight.
comprehending hearer to be an elysium of mild lunacy. Even the mentality of Chopin and Liszt is lost sight
Closest to him, perhaps, stands the music critic, but of by the typical concert-goer. The scales, arpeggios
and staecati are the things that really count.
he lacks one element of the musician’s nature. I am
speaking now of the broad, vigorous master, who is
The Sensuous in Music.
sure of himself and has no petty jealousy. The critic
What the great mass of so-called music lovers get
lacks his creative enthusiasm. The critic may rhap¬
sodize over the beauty of a new composition, but I out of music is that which lies upon its surface.
Those who have made a study of the tonal art know
fancy that he can never feel it in quite the same way
as a great composer would. Gounod’s ecstasies over that like all other arts it has three groups of at¬
“Don Giovanni” were of a different sort from those of tributes: the sensuous, the emotional and the intel¬
lectual. I have named these in the order of their
a critic.
appeal to the perceptions. To the great mass of music
The Musician Worshipper.
lovers only the sensuous element is discernible. A
But a competent critic at any rate listens intel¬
ligently, and in his appreciation of the purely pretty bit of melody, a graceful figure, a sonorous
series of chords or a gorgeous piece of instrumentation
aesthetic side of musical art he far outranks the aver¬
age musician. These persons, how-ever, are but a —these are all they get out of an overture or a sym¬
minority of any audience at a musical performance. phony. Listening to a singer or a violinist, they hear
nothing but tones. They talk learnedly of Mme. SacThe majority consists of what, for lack of a more
charini’s fine head tones and her weak medium, or of
precise appellation, we call music lovers. Now, a
the admirable quality of M. Areo’s G string.
music lover is or ought to be a person who loves
music. The truth is that most of those who honor
The Emotional in Music.
themselves with this title are in truth nothing better
Next we come to the emotionalists, who throb and
than musician worshippers. Furthermore, it is the pant under the influence of music. Some of these do
performing musician, not the composer, whom they truly apprehend the divine passion of noble composi¬
worship.
tion or the inflaming eloquence of great Song or in '
The most popular form of music is the opera. strumental interpretation. But many of them are
Listen to the chatter between the acts at any operatic little more than mere neurotics, whose systems re¬
performance and how much do you hear about the spond with spasms and physical ecstasies to the sen¬
opera itself? Little indeed, for the air is filled with suous caress of wooing soimd. They may be deeply
praise or dispraise of Nordica, Caruso, Fremstad or and palpably stirred by the music of Wagner or
some other singer who has been captivating hearers
Beethoven without having the slightest notion what
with tones. And how much understanding is disclosed it is that moves them or in what respect it claims
in the comments made on these artists? Since opera adoration as the art of a master mind.
is the most popular form of music, the public should
be expert in the judgment of singing; hut precisely
The Intellectual in Music.
the contrary is the fact. There is more ignorance of
Those who perceive the intellectual qualities of
the art of song than of any other branch of musical music are the only ones who may pride themselves
performance. The very worst singing is applauded on understanding its greatness as an art. Not he
vociferously provided it be extremely loud or ex¬ who is touched only by the broad and simple beauty
tremely soft.
and nobility of the leading themes of Beethoven’s
Two Styles of Music.
symphonies or Wagner’s dramas is the true appreIt is unnecessary to go into details, for what has ciator of music, but he who follows those ideas
been said about the attitude of the average hearer through their symmetrical and inexorable develop¬
toward opera is applicable in some measure to his at¬ ment into a vast and highly-organized structure.
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But let me not be misunderstood. This intellectual
listener must not negleet the sensuous and emotional
elements of music, for these are the two potent
forces which the brain of a composer guides toward
full and convincing expression. The intellectual lis¬
tener is he whom the process does not escape, and he
alone perceives the art of the artist. For art, truly
described, is method, and in music it is a method of
expression.
The careless, unthinking auditor, who is in the
majority, does not perceive the method. The build¬
ing up of form in a composition, the balance and
symmetry of its design, the clearly-drawn plan of a
pianist’s interpretation or a singer’s reading of a
song, escape his notice. That which the artist, crea¬
tive or interpretative, has striven most earnestly to
place before him he fails to see, while he bestows his
applause upon tlie means which the artist employs.
He sees the paint, but not the picture. He joys in
rhythm and rhyme and neglects the poem. Thus it
is that the great mass of music lovers get out of
music most of its sensuous beauty, a part of its emo¬
tional power and very little of that intellectual
majesty which makes it the peer of all the other arts.
That devotees of the other arts regard music as their
inferior is due to the inability of the great body of
music lovers to talk intelligently about music, and
they do not talk so because they do not think so.
TOUCH SIGNS.
BY MORDAUNT A. GOODNOUGH.
When we wish to indicate a certain touch, during
the course of a composition, it is manifestly much
more convenient and desirable to use a sign, in place
of writing the name in full. There is seldom room
above the notes for more than a stroke or so of the
pencil anyway, so aside from being plainer and more
systematic, the touch sign saves times and space. It
is to be regretted that there is no universal termin¬
ology of touches, there being no one book which
covers every movement used in piano playing, al¬
though Dr. Mason comes very near to it. The signs
given below are more brief than a short-hand repre¬
sentation of the words. Some of them are in common
use. While this list contains all the important
touches, yet it is not entirely exhaustive and might
be added to or changed, if the teacher so desired.
Some may prefer to use the number of the touch in¬
stead of the sign, although there is less likelihood
of confusion in the latter method.
In order to clearly distinguish between movements
which are somewhat similar, several of the foregoing
touches appear under slightly different names from
those which they possess in books on this subject.
However, it is thought the reader will have little
difficulty in understanding them if he will investigate
as follows: Touches 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17
and 18 in Dr. Mason’s “Touch and Technic”; touches
4, 5 and 6 in Mr. Sherwood’s preliminary remarks
to the Kullak “Octave Studies,” Hatch Edition;
touches 7, 8, 13, 20 and 21 in “The Lesclietizky
Method,” Presser Edition ; touches 22 and 23 in an
article entitled, “Pianoforte Effects,” in The Etude
for May, 1905; the other touches are self-explana¬
tory.
2 Full Up Arm [
4 Sherwood Down Arm\
6 Combined Arm
8 Staccato No. 2 /
.
10 Hand and Finger Elastic 7
12 Pressure Touch _
14 Triceps Pressure Staccato 3
16 Bowman Stab Touch-f
: 18 Clinging Legato ^—s—'
20 Finger Staccato U>
' 22 Half Touch ts.
•ion Sign
Adolph Henselt had an inborn nicety of touch
which lie developed through certain carefully-prepared
studies continued even up to advanced age, the whole
refined and perfected by an unusual sense for tone
color. Clara Schumann designated Henselt’s touch
as the most perfect she had heard. I was, on one
occasion, a guest of Henselt for a few days, at his
estate. He not only played for me, but showed me
how he practiced, mere finger studies, wonderfully
full in tone with strong attack and deep pressure
His hands were large and powerful.—Breslaur.
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“Sovereign mastery of the technic of counterpoint,
united™ nobility of thought insure him for the
future the recognition which the present has not

REMINISCENCES OF FAMOUS MUSICIANS OF THE IMMEDIATE
Florence Leonard]
PAST
| . . By CARL RE1NECKE ■

in the incident with Lachner

f _ rnp Indeed our paths seldom crossed.
In the middle of the fortieth year of the last cen¬
tury I first saw him, then a student of jurisprudence,
It the house of that famous friend of Mendelssohn
^d Schumann, the great singer, Frau LiviaFrege.
While I was playing for her, von Bulow sat m a dis¬
tant corner, listened and went away in silence Later
when he was a famous piano virtuoso, he played
Sen in Leipzig, from 1862 to 1880 and although he
usually appeared like a meteor and disappeared as
quickly, yet we saw each other and talked together in
rehearsals and concerts and at the visits which we
occasionally exchanged. But after that we did not
see each other or have speech together for

Lachner was almost the exact opposite of Mos¬
The first famous musician whom I came to know
cheles Tn licks and in character. Moscheles was
personally was Moscheles. I was about fifteen years
formal, reserved, a man of the world; Laf»er
old when his aunt, an elderly lady, and a friend of
what rougher and of coarser gram, a real Bavarian.
our family, took me to him.
He was an intimate friend of Schubert. Some of the
In a village near the town where I was born,
incidents which he related to me were the following:
Altona, Moscheles and his family had taken a
Once Sohubert came to Lachner with a roll of
country-house, and I walked out there in charge of
manuscript, and said in good Viennese:
Here,
the old ladv. In the salon many people were already
Franzel! here are a couple of new songs that I want
gathered. They had come, as we had, to hear the
to sell. I don’t like to try Diabelli, because he has
master play.
just taken one book of them. You take these, please
Moscheles had just returned from London, where lie
and see if you cannot get rid of them to some other
had been living for years and had acquired quite
publisher.”
, _ . , ,
^Von Biilow. who meanwhile had become a famous
the manner of the English gentleman. He kept us
On another occasion, Lachner and Schubert w
director, was invited by the management of the
waiting a good
sitting in the evening at the Roter Igel (Red Hedge¬
Leipzig Theatre to conduct m a concert the N nth
while, seated him¬
hog, over their wine of fresh vintage. The painter
Symphony of Beethoven. At the rehearsal, which
self at the piano as
Moritz von Schwind, the singer Vogel and other
was public, he made the following announcement to
soon as he entered
of their friends were with them. The wine was g°°
the room, and
orchestra:
. .,
and the time slipped away with witty sally and the“Gentlemen,
we will first correct the errors in the
played first, three of
retort until it was long past midnight before they
his great character¬
score which every Gewandhaus kapellmeister from
thought of going home. But Schubert had forgotten
istic Etudes, “Terp¬
Mendelssohn to Reinecke has let pass.” He referred
his
key,
so
he
went
to
spend
the
night
with
one.
of
sichore,” “Widerto the famous so-called misprints (Breitkopf and
spruch” (Contradic¬ his friends. Next morning they woke with splitting
Hartel Edition, page 28, measure 7, and page 255,
headaches and went out into the friend’s garden to
tion) and “Kindermeasure 7) about which Berlioz had already written
breakfast in the summer-house. After a few minutes
marchen” (Fairy
at length, only to decide that on the whole it would
the host was called away, and Schubert, to amuse
Tale). In spite of
be best not to correct Beethoven, but to let the re¬
himself, looked about for a book. He picked up
his years, he played
markable passages stand as they were.
Shakespeare’s
“Cymbeline,”
and
when
his
host
came
with great virtuos¬
When I came, some weeks later, to conduct the
back
after
half
an
hour,
he
found
Schubert
with
his
ity, and it was cer¬
“Ninth” in the Gewandhaus, I said to the members of
IGNAZ MOSCHELES.
hands full of manuscript, just written down. In
tainly an ill-natured
that half-hour he had composed one of his most the orchestra, at the first rehearsal, where not one
jest of the Viennese to say that his fame had be¬
outsider
was present:
beautiful songs: “Hark, hark, the lark!
come a fairy tale. He made me play for him a
“Gentlemen, I have been told that in our parts
But I must not let Lachner tell all the stories, for
sonata which I had just composed and he wrote down
I have some anecdotes about him and his witty from which not long ago the "Ninth” was played in
some corrections for me.
repartee, which show that in spite of his modest the Theatre, some alterations were made. Since then
The next time I met him was twenty years later,
I have assured myself that those passages were un¬
and unassuming man¬
when I was kapellmeister of the Gewandhaus. With
ner, he was quite con¬ doubtedly written by Beethoven’s own hand exactly
pleasure I still remember that on the 19tli of Decem¬
as they stand in the printed score and were in our
scious of his worth.
ber, 1861, I played with him and Clara Schumann
A young musician parts, so I will request you to insert again those
the Triple Concerto in D minor, by J. S. Bach.
asked him: “Herr Gen¬ original notes.”
Moscheles was extremely amiable, kind and oblig¬
In the orchestra there was at that time a rather
eral-Musikdirekter, are
ing, with much pathos of feeling, and therefore the
you a Wagnerite? ” poor viola player who edited a music journal, and
less sense of humor. A weakness of his was that he
(Wagnerianer). “No,” I surmise that he must have given to von Biilow a
thought very well of himself and let the fact appear
was the short answer. most distorted version of my few, reasonable words.
in the most niiive way. It was a pardonable weak¬
“Then you must be a For shortly afterward there appeared in that journal
ness. After Hummel, he was the most celebrated
Brahmsite! ” (Brahms- an article from von Billow’s pen, which was directed
pianist of his day. He was the teacher and friend of
inner).
“No,” said against me, and must have been quite inexcusable.
Mendelssohn. To Schumann his playing had been
I myself never read it, for since I have never indulged
Lachner, “I myself am
such an inspiration that it fixed Schumann’s deter¬
in such criticism, I saw no reason to disturb myself
‘Somebody’ ” ( a n e r ).
mination to become a musician. From Beethoven ne
This pun is difficult to by reading it. So I ignored it.
had three most friendly letters. With all this he
After seven years there appeared a certain music
Franz von Bulow.
express in any other
had every reason to think well of himself; but he
publisher, E. E., at my house in Leipzig. He asked
language;
the word
showed his self-esteem in ways which could only .be
“Einermeaning someone or somebody, is pronounced me, in speaking of von Biilow, whether I would re¬
comical, as in the following characteristic in¬
ceive
Dr. v. Biilow, if he should call on me. I re¬
in the Bavarian dialect “Aner."
stances:
plied that I was accustomed to return courtesy for
As we all know, von Bulow succeeded him as direc¬
Moscheles possessed a very valuable sketch-book
courtesy, and that therefore I should expect Herr v.
tor. A short time after his appointment, when he
of Beethoven’s, written in pencil, which might in time
Biilow with pleasure. On the following day he came,
conducted the first concert, he invited Lachner with
become blurred and illegible; instead of using a
with Herr E. E., and although I offered him a chair,
much ceremony. Bulow conducted the “Eroiea” Sym¬
fixative to prevent such a possibility, he himself
he began this speech, still standing:
phony, and when it was finished, he turned to Lach¬
traced over the notes of Beethoven’s own writing with
“Herr Professor, 1
ner:
“Well,
Herr
General-Musikdirektor,
didn’t
the
ink, and when some one regretted that the characters
have come today only
orchestra
play
magnificently?”
“To
he
sure,”
an¬
were no longer the original ones, he replied:
Oh,
(a say to you that I
no! the book is now all the more valuable because swered Lachner, “an orchestra which I have directed
greatly regret that once
for more than thirty years could not be spoiled in six
I have gone over Beethoven’s writing. ’
in my life I forgot the
When Moscheles celebrated his seventieth birth¬ weeks.” Both these replies were disagreeable, but
respect I owe you, and
day. I conducted a serenade for him on the evening Lachner had great provocation. If that was not the
I beg you to pardon me
case,
he
was
always
kind
and
amiable.
He
was
very
before, and to suit the occasion, had arranged for
and to forget the occurgrateful
to
me
because
I
always
made
sure
of
great
chorus some of his songs with piano accompaniment.
success
for
his
compositions
in
Leipzig,
and
he
He thanked me warmly and added: “To show you
Was it not noble to
thanked me formally by dedicating to me a very
how truly grateful I am, I will play my sonata for
acknowledge his error so
lovely Suite for piano.
four hands with you right now.” And so he did. Al¬
I last saw the old gentleman in 1889, in his own
frankly and to ask par¬
though as a pianoforte virtuoso he was long ago sur¬
house, for even then he was not able to go out. He
don?
Besides, Biilow
passed, and although his compositions are even now
came to meet me with a rather unsteady step, hut he
had brought E. E. with
seldom used except for teaching purposes, yet his is
him as a witness to the
a name which must always be reckoned with m the carried his head high—his commanding head with its
grey hair, whieh suggested Napoleon—and there was
Robert Franz.
conversation! We had
history of music.
. ,.
., ,
a quarter of an hour to¬
Another great artist, who in his time was widely still fire in his eye. On his piano lay Bach’s “Wellknown as a composer and a conductor has met a Tempered Clavichord,” from which he played every gether, and on leaving, he said: “If you ever wish
aimilar fate This is Franz Lachner. Tt is only a day. to freshen his mind and revive his spirit. When my assistance for anything, and if there should be a
1 ttll whiltTago, perhaps thirty years, that his Suites I went away, he went with me to the door. A clasp concert for the Mendelssohn Monument Fund, I will
come with pleasure; for in old age one should try to
fir orchestra"were plaved everywhere, and with gen- of the hand—and I never saw him again. The next
uine eSoJient. Now they are quite cast aside, not year he died. I will conclude these reminiscences make up for what he failed to do in his youth, and
with Riemann’s beautiful words:
toward that man I have much to make up for! ”
altogether justly.

Once I met him in the foyer of the Theatre, and he
said: “Yesterday I spoke with Liszt about your
opera ‘King Manfred,’ and I wish you had been
behind the curtain to hear what we said.” I may
have looked incredulous, for he went on to say: “No,
no! we were of one mind, that your ‘Manfred’ ”—
and then followed an opinion so complimentary to me
that I hesitate to repeat it before so large a circle
of readers as The Etude has. Under four eyes many
things may be said which should not be shouted to
the world. I cannot resist quoting part of one of
his last letters to me, because its expressions are so
remarkably characteristic of this peculiarly-formed
artist:

Hamburg, 2 Oct., 1887.
“Not from purse-pride, imbibed in this air,
do I send you back the post-card so kindly pro¬
vided for answering your honored lines; but be¬
cause I have not time to write more at length. I
have adopted a bad habit as useful—via Post¬
card. A score of yours is more dear to me than
a pupil”—and so on.
Indeed, I was surprised to find how many of my
works he knew thoroughly, and in how friendly a
way he spoke of my Harp Concerto, the Gavotte, Op.
123, No. 1, and the “Fairy Tales without Words,”
Op. 165, especially of the four-hand arrangement.

PRACTICAL IDEAS APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF CHILDREN
By KATHARINE BURROWES
The points of first importance for children, and,
in fact, for all beginners are position and touch, for
there can be no beauty in music where there is no
beauty of touch and tone. Some pupils learn these
very easily, while others have to be worked with for
weeks, months and even years. A good touch cannot
be acquired unless a good position of hands, arms and
fingers is insured. If the arm is held stiffly, the mus¬
cles will be tense, and a hard, unsympathetic tone will
be the result. On the other hand, if the action of the
fingers is not strong and
firm, the tone will be weak
and colorless, and there will
be no possibility of shading
or dynamics.
Teachers of experience
usually have their own ideas
on the subject of the short¬
est way to arrive at the most
satisfactory results.
The
plan outlined below is the
one whieh I have personally
found the best for the great¬
est number. Sometimes
there will be unusual hands
which require different treat¬
ment, but I can conscien¬
tiously say that I have never
failed to produce a good tone
in pupils with whom I have
used this method, although
some have required longer
training and more patience
than others. This treatment
will strengthen and develop
the muscles of the hand and
fingers, which is the first
step in piano study. Later
on, of course, the wrists and
forearms will be developed,
but the hands and fingers
are the first consideration.
The use of the one finger ex¬
ercise, given in The Etude
for November, for a few les¬
sons, will give the pupil
some finger control; and
here let me remark that the
object of the exercises should
be explained to him, and he
should be made to under¬
stand that in order to make
the fingers do their work at
the piano, the muscles in the
little hands must be strengthened. Also that the
brain must think before the fingers can work, and if
the brain doesn’t think truly, the fingers won’t work
truly. It is so much better to teach a child from the
first to work intelligently and thinkingly, than to
allow him to do even the simplest thing mechanically.
Position fob Finger Touch : The hand should be
placed on the keyboard so that there is a line as
level as possible from the elbow to the knuckles.
From there, each joint should be curved so that they
are all in a slightly convex position, and the tips of
the fingers should rest on the keys so that the fleshy
part will strike and not either the flat of the fingers
or the nail. The first joint of the .inger will probably
have a tendency to sink inwards, but this should not
be allowed, as the convex position insures greater
strength. The fingers should be so near the black
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keys that the thumb can rest on the keys as far up
as the first joint.
Finger Touch: (Demonstrate with the one finger
exercise.) Place the right hand in the above-de¬
scribed position, with the thumb on one line e, then
raise the second finger high from the knuckles (still
in’ a curved position) and let it drop down direct on
one line d, like a hammer. The finger should press
firmly on the key so as to make the strings vibrate,
thus securing a clear, singing tone; after the stroke

The step from von Bulow to Robert Franz is a
long one. Von Biilow was a great pianist and con¬
ductor, Robert Franz a very awkward conductor,
who could do little also with the piano. The former
was a composer who wrote now and then, to a cer¬
tain extent, because he was ambitious, what is now
almost forgotten, and indeed never attracted much
admiration; the latter a much-loved song-writer, who
was really called “Knauth,” and came from Wendish
stock. He had indeed one peculiarity in common
with von Bulow, that he was very changeable in his
attitude toward the great masters of music. Whereas
von Biilow in later years lost much of his early
(Continued on page 517.)
throughout the exercise, but no other finger should
be held down, as it will be quite sufficient for a child
to concentrate his mind upon one finger at a time. A
touch formed in this way cannot be hard; it will
sing and carry.
Great care should be taken that the child’s wrist
is not held in a stiff position. If it is raised in the
least it will be quite sure to stiffen; also, when the
wrist is held high, the finger muscles cannot be used
so freely as when the wrist is level. I am quite
aware that some teachers advocate a high wrist, and
I am quite ready to admit that by its means certain
effects can be produced by advanced players. But if
this position is used in teaching children before their
minds can differentiate between wrist and finger mus¬
cles, the result will be first stiffness, and afterward
a weak touch and a poor
quality of tone.
When each pupil has
played the one finger exer¬
cise over a few times, and
has gained an idea of the
rise and fall of the fingers,
the lesson might conclude
with another song.
The
words “The Happy Treble
Girls” can be sung to the
air of “When Good King
Arthur Ruled the Land,”
which will be found in the
Reinecke collection, men¬
tioned before. Any teacher
who finds these verses help¬
ful is quite welcome to use
them. The copyright notice
simply protects them from
being printed or published
by another.
It would be best not to as¬
sign any home practice for
a week or two, so that the
pupils might gain a certain
amount of finger control and
the beginning of a good posi¬
tion under the teacher’s
supervision.
The Happy Treble Girls.1

Within the master’s soul sweet melody
Awakes to life and sound;
Alas! no strain e’er heareth he,
Whose ears are sealed in silence profound.

and pressure it should rise quickly to its former posi¬
tion. Strike four times, as the music directs, always
keeping the thumb pressed on one line c, then proceed
to strike the next key with the third finger, using
it in the same way as the second finger and retaining
the same position of the hand and arm. The main
points are to raise the finger high from the knuckle,
keep it in a curved position, strike down firm and
direct, like a hammer, so as to make the tone sing,
and then let the finger spring hack into position ready
for another stroke. These directions should be care¬
fully followed in order to produce the desired result.
The fingers must be raised; they must strike down,
not push. The stroke must fall directly and quickly
upon the key; after the stroke there must be a firm
pressure on the key, and lastly, the quick rise of the
finger. The thumb should be held upon one line c

One day, five happy little
girls,
Called E. G. B. D. F.,
Were playing on the treble
lines,
Quite near the treble clef.
Such fun upon the treble
lines
Had E. G. B. D. F.
Said E., “I’ll take the first line here,”
“The second’s mine,” said G.
F. on the fifth climbed up and said,
“I’m high as high can be.”
The others looked with wond’ring eyes,
A daring girl was she.

Then B. and D. took third and fourth.
Because none else were left,
And there they sat, five happy girls.
Quite near the treble clef.
Such fun that day upon the lines
Had E. G. B. D. F.

1 Copyright, 1905, by Katharine Burrowc
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teacher accomplish results who perfunctorily assigns
one study after the other sons raison et sans platsn,
without entering into a discussion as to the practical
value and purpose of each individual number, and
who conscientiously and religiously wades through
the entire fifty studies of Op. 740, simply because
Czerny happened to stop at that figure. But why
enumerate the numberless shortcomings of pupils and
teachers! The pitiful results, or rather lack of re¬
sults is the best evidence of indolence on one part,
and indifference or ignorance on the other. The in¬
structor who does not have his task at his fingers
ends, technically as well as intellectually, will never
be able to inspire his students to their best efforts.
An ounce of demonstration is worth a pound of ex¬
planation. Ascertain just which studies have a prac¬
tical bearing on piano playing and omit the re¬
mainder. The survival of the fittest is here well
applied. By this process of elimination, much valu¬
able time is economized, instruction is condensed, the
task brought within reasonable hours and admirable
results are obtained to the gratification of all con¬
cerned within a relatively brief period. This policy
will apply to all of Czerny’s volumes, and can be
adopted with equal force in Bach’s “Well-Tempered
Clavichord” and Beethoven’s sonatas.
What is it, then, that is so indispensable ? Simply
the application of common sense. The studies in
299, for instance, are usually given much too soon,
Carl Czerny.
and long before the student is ready for them. The
following course may serve as an approximate guide:
I. Selections from Op. 261, 821, 599 and 139.
Care Czerny was born in Vienna, February 21,
II. Op. 829, 849, 335 and 636.
1791, of Bohemian parentage, the name signifying
“black.” His father was a highly-esteemed pianist,
III. Op. 299 and 834.
and the little fellow came into contact with the lead¬
ing artists of Vienna, including Beethoven, who gave
VI. Octaves, Op. 553 and 821.
him instruction for several years. He showed great
VII. Toccata, Op. 92.
talent for composition as well as piano playing and
Never use the entire opus—always omit those
at the early age of fourteen, began to teach. During
numbers
that deal with unnecessary problems,
his long career as a teacher, which activity covered a
awkward combinations, needless repetitions and ob¬
period of more than fifty years, he had many dis¬
tinguished pupils, among whom may be noted Liszt, solete matter.
The “Forty Daily Studies,” Op. 337, furnish an al¬
Tlialberg, Jaell, Leopold von Meyer and Leschetizky.
most complete compendium of every conceivable
He left a handsome fortune to Vienna charities.
species of technic, and merit serious attention. The
He was a prolific composer, his last set of studies
“School of the Virtuoso,” Op. 365, combines the same
bearing the opus number, 848. In addition to this
form of comparatively brief repeating formulas in
long list with “opus,” he made arrangements of all
Beethoven’s Symphonies, most of those by Haydn, more advanced and exacting grades. In the “Left
Hand Studies,” Op. 399, Czerny gives to that muchMozart and Spohr, many oratorios, and an edition of
Bach’s “Well-Tempered Clavichord.” Besides studies, neglected member its full due. This work contains
his compositions include symphonies, masses, requiems a very musicianly fugue, presumably added to show
and other music for the church service. In his etudes that the gifted Viennese master could do it. One
the special point is the development of the hand from has the same sensation when playing the closing
the standpoint of technic. He lays aside all attempt fugue from Moscheles’ “Studies,” Op. 70, or listening
at expression until position and independence of the to the “Amen Fugue” in Kossini’s charming “Stabat
Mater,” which is everything but church music. Even
fingers have been acquired.
To show Czerny’s position as a medium between the
a Beethoven fugue seems stiff and conventional when
Classical School as represented by Beethoven and the
compared with Bach. Neither the fugues from the
E-flat “Variations,” Op. 35, nor that everlasting
Modern School, we give the following:
horror from the Sonata, Op. 106, are desirable ex¬
Beethoven
amples of the form; Mendelssohn’s musical counter¬
teacher of
point served him well in his six fugues, Op. 35, but
Schumann’s six fugues on the same Bach might just
teacher of
as well never have been written. Liszt’s fugues are
noisy caricatures at best. Op. 849 serves as a prac¬
1
tical introduction to Op. 299, and Op. 636 can be
teacher"of
teacher of
similarly employed in relation to Op. 740. Some prac¬
|
tical octave studies are found in Op. 553, and left
hand work of moderate difficulty in Op. 718. The
Paderewski
Wm.
Llason
Delbert
Toccata, Op. 92, deals with double notes, thirds,
Tausig
sixths, etc., and represents a remarkable advance on
teacher of
the Clementi “Toccata” in B-flat major, then in
Joseffy
vogue. This grand master dominated the pianistic
To study Czerny’s immortal etudes to advantage is horizon for many decades. He was equally great as
subject to precisely the same rules and regulations virtuoso, teacher and composer, and left a dis¬
as govern correct music study in general. There is a
tinguished heritage in his pupils. Cramer rivals his
logic of practice which should be fully analyzed,
teacher and Czerny in his admirable etudes, and the
realized and understood. The student who simply
Clementi influence is strongly noticeable in the tech¬
slams along the surface and is content with a mere nical works of Kalkbrenner and Steibelt. The twelve
smattering of knowledge -will find Czerny a difficult etudes by Ludwig Berger have unfortunately been for¬
proposition. So will the pupil who with ill-advised gotten; in this case an undeserved oblivion. Klenambition desires to take a new study at each lesson.
gel’s musicianly Canons and Fugues have never been
She will never set the world afire, Nor will the
placed before the public properly. They need only

a .mod editor and a modern setting to become a
valuable factor in advanced musical pedagogics. It
is beyond the scope of this present article to revert
to the splendid works of Koehler, Ixmschhorn and
many other modern composers, who knew the piano
thoroughly and had mastered the art of writing for
the instrument.
The student should be made to realize the exact
object of each study and what it is intended to do
for him. Appreciate the fact that each exercise rep¬
resents a definite and separate species of technic, of
which it is only a type in condensed form. Slow and
careful study is, of course, the prime consideration,
leaving speed for later accomplishment. Master one
object thoroughly before attacking another. What is
the use of playing page ten, when you stumble on
page two? The longer you cultivate any one study,
the better for you. If necessary, spend six months
to acquire some especially difficult point, but master
it; the time will be well spent. But if you simply
run through a volume, nothing is gained, and the
waste of time is abominable. The use of the pedal
is by no means tabooed; it is permissible in many
studies. The metronome marks are usually too fast.
All speed is purely relative, and no one need play any
faster than is well within his possibilities.
The accomplishment of a complete course of Czerny
will mean to the student a fluent and reliable technic,
brilliancy, versatility and endurance; the Czerny
studies'will prove an “open sesame” to all the works
from Bach to Beethoven, included. For the modem
masters, we supplement them with modern etudes.
MUSIC AND NATIONAL LIFE.
Suppose that by a most discriminating miracle, all
our concerts, operas and all our instruments of music
were suddenly struck dumb, and that we found our¬
selves totally debarred from hearing any music for
the space of (say) one whole year;—what would
be the actual effect, apart from irritation, surprise
and such like, upon the people? What difference
should we behold in the behavior of the Occidental
world, in its conduct of politics, in literature, in
social life generally? This, of course, is merely to
suppose that in respect of music we were all sud¬
denly made stone-deaf—not too miraculous a miracle
after all! Well, I ask, what would be the effect?
Or let us suppose that Wagner had just risen
from his last sleep and destroyed every trace of his
music in the world, leaving not a single phrase in
the memory of man. What loss would there be from
that? How much poorer intrinsically should we
be, would civilization be, as the result of such a
strange raid and seizure? What depreciation would
there be of the world’s joy? Or (to conclude in the
serious fantastic vein) suppose that in all our schools,
music were suddenly (as they say) “dropped,” and
that teachers in the elementary, secondary and High
School departments were seized with a musical de¬
bility; what red ruin and convulsions would follow?
Indeed, this last wild supposition is no supposition
at all, but the actual fact. Yet who ever thinks of
estimating the loss that nevertheless does and must
necessarily follow from such gross neglect?
By some such uneasy stages of speculation we may
perhaps reach a mood in which the main question
may be temerariously approached—What is the value
of music in national life, and how should we make
the most of it? It is too late to begin an answer,
even if an exact answer were possible. The dignity
of man, however, as Renan somewhere says, does not
require that such questions should be answered; it
does require that they should be asked. And, once
more, it is a service to raise them, it is almost a
liberal education for a musician to have them per¬
petually ringing in his mind. For what should they
know of music who only music know, and what do
they care for music who care only for music?—
A. It. 0. in The Musical World (London).
In Weber’s sonatas one can, here and there, perceive
the theatre composer. In the Adagio of the C major
Sonata, I find the feeling characteristic of theatrical
situations, not pure poetic music. Yet such music
can work effectively on the hearer.—Kohler.
In reply to a query as to the source of his great
knowledge and his inexhaustible creative power. Bach
answered: “Through unceasing labors have I gained
that pre-eminence which you ascribe to me. Careful
analysis, reflection, much writing, ever striving to im¬
prove, those are the only secrets of my ability.”
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Europe today and, best of all, absolutely unchanged
during all these centuries.—Edith L. Winn.
The songs of the peopie, Folk-Songs, as they
are called, form a subject
of much interest to musi¬
cians. The French Chan¬
son is a style of folk-song, and has had great in¬
fluence on French music. We give herewith a fairy
tale which presents the story in a charming way.
This is taken from a French paper.
Once upon a time there were a King and Queen—
King Counterpoint and Queen Fugue, the two peace¬
ful and united sovereigns of the kingdom of Music—
who had seven children. They had always wished for
a daughter, but Heaven would only send them sons,
and to these they had given the names of the first
seven notes of the scale—Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, etc.
The reputation for austerity of these two sovereigns
was universal, and has even come down to our own
times; and he would be a bold man who dared to
affirm that at the court of King Counterpoint one
could find much amusement; but amusing courts are
rare, for sovereign majesty consorts badly with the
vulgar eclats of human enjoyment.
For a long time Queen Fugue had ceased to give
her royal husband proofs of her affection, until, one
fine day, the ordinary bellmen announced that the
august family had received another
addition! Prince or princess ?—every¬
body asked. It was a daughter! I
leave it to you to picture how this
late-comer was spoiled, adored, feted;
in short, she was as badly brought up
as possible!
When her preceptors
tried to teach her something, the
mutinous Princess did not care a fig
for any of them, and went laughing
and singing in the country with quite
common people. Such conduct greatly
upset the good King and Queen, and
scandalized the courtiers; but, on the
contrary, it delighted the peasantry.
They loved their little Princess;—her
name, I ought to tell you, was Prin¬
cess Chanson. They had good reason
to love her, for she never entered a
cottage without bringing with her
happiness and joy. With the un¬
happy she would weep, and then their
griefs seemed less bitter; she sat
down without any fuss at the table
of the poor; and, when she appeared,
clear water changed to wine, and wine
into joy. ... In short, she was a
very generous Princess!
Her popularity increased to such an
extent as seriously to disturb the
court. Traditions, cadences, rhythms,
all were upset. The King wore him¬
self out with remonstrating;
the
Queen was plunged in woe. Plots
were laid. Sage counselors set forth
still greater evils that would befall
the sovereign—revolution, changes in
the Government, perhaps indeed a Republic! They
succeeded so well that one grey, rainy, wintry day,
the poor little Princess Chanson was turned out into
the streets;—-and the bellmen who had announced
her birth with so much joy proclaimed a Royal edict
that expressly forbade all and singular (which is the
way they talk in Royal edicts when they mean any¬
body and everybody)—forbade anybody and every¬
body to give her shelter!
She walked about for a long, long time. All doors
were shut against her; it was very cold and night was
coming on. Where could she find shelter? The Prin¬
cess. desperate, benumbed with cold, saw a wood¬
cutter’s hut on the borders of a forest. It seemed to
be abandoned, for the door hung loosely on its hino-es.
The Royal wanderer went in; but scarcely had'she
entered, when she saw in the semi-darkness a poor
woman stretched unconscious on the floor. Forgetting
her own misfortune, full only of pity, she bent over
her with compassion, to restore her. She spoke of
beautiful past days, loves that had fled, remembrances
of other years;—in short, she knew so well how to
bring back the past that the blood began to flow afresh
in the veins of the poor old woman, she revived, and
thus was saved.
The Princess Chanson, satisfied with her good ac¬
tion, got ready to take a little rest in her turn.
THE WONDERFUL
STORY OF
PRINCESS CHANSON.

The readers of the Children’s Page will be delighted
to see a portrait of a boy who
has created a sensation in Euro¬
pean musical circles by his marvellous playing, and to
read about him. The cut we give is made from a
photograph taken in London and represents him ready
for playing. Boys and girls who play the violin will
do well to study closely the left hand shape of the
little master and also his bowing position. Mischa
was born in 1892, at Stalnoj, a village in the province
of Kiev, his father being a schoolmaster with a
meagre salary. At the age of five the boy played
for a village concert, his pieces all being learned by
ear and executed on a quarter size instrument. In
spite of many difficulties, financial and otherwise, his
parents removed to Odessa in order to
promote their boy’s musical future.
He was admitted to the Imperial
School of Music in this city, and his
. pronounced talent for the violin
gained the interest of the authorities
from the very start. In 1902, he
played before Leopold Auer, head of
the violin department of the St.
Petersburg Conservatory, and made so
strong an impression on the artist
that he was taken to the Capital for
further study. His talent developed
so rapidly under the careful instruc¬
tion that he received from Prof. Auer,
that he was asked to appear in con¬
certs in St. Petersburg, Prague, Paris,
Cologne and Berlin. Since then he
has played with great success in other
German cities and in London. He
was particularly delighted to play be¬
fore King Edward. He is still a boy
in spirit, bright, cheerful and natural,
and enjoys a good romp and boyish
games. He practices but little more
than two hours a day.
MISCHA ELMAN,
BOY VIOLINIST.

singing publicly the great chorals and motets of
classic and singularly beautiful character, do not al¬
ways sing in exact pitch when compared with the
Czar’s Imperial Choir. Yet one can truly say that
the German choir sings with truer musical taste
than its Russian rival, if not with as great tonal
accuracy. The boys are educated at the expense of
the State.
The Czar’s Choir.
The Russian Imperial Choir consists of 120 voices.
The sopranos are boys and the basses are men. No¬
where in the world will you find such beautiful voices
as among Russian choirs, when one considers the voice
with reference to religious worship. The members of
the Imperial Choir are from all parts of Russia,

The following
notes will give the
boys and girls of
The Etude chil¬
dren’s clubs an idea of how some boys
of Europe study music and what they
do in a public way.
TWO FAMOUS
BOY CHOIRS.

The Dom Choh
in Berlin is one of the best trained in
" all Europe. Through the kindness of the director,
Herr Becker, I was permitted to hear the rehearsals
of the choir and to gain some idea of the selection of
boys for part-singing, range of voices, etc. The choir
sings publicly without accompaniment, and the ren¬
dition of the famous old German chorals and motets
is wonderful, when one considers the youth of the
members. At this point it may he well to say that
only the sopranos and altos are boys; men take the
bass and tenor parts. The boys are selected from
Berlin and vicinity, and must have some general
knowledge of music before Mr. Becker accepts them.
They are given sight-singing tests and are examined
for absolute pitch before they can be considered as
applicants for vacancies. Like the famous Groton
School, the Dom Chor is exclusive, and the members
of the choir bid for entrance when they are mere
children, biding their time until a vacancy occurs.
The boys are educated at the expense of the Govern¬
ment and sing frequently at the Emperor’s church.
1 remember a dreary Sunday when the boys sang ex¬
quisitely at the dingy old Garrison Church, where the
Emperor was expected but did not appear.
The rendition of the great Eine feste Burg ist unser
Gott by the Dom Chor on some patriotic occasion is
an event long to be remembered, and yet these boys,
practicing regularly without accompaniment, and

Mischa Elman.
selected for the beauty of their voices and paid by the
State. The basses have singularly low-pitched and
sonorous voices. There are several basses in this choir
who sing C two lines below the bass staff, and even
lower. These singers, however, have a very narrow
* And now with regard to the service of the church.
The ritual music of the church is very beautiful and
spiritual. There are fourteen ehants in use, these
having been brought down from the time of St. John
of Damascus, the 8th century. The chants are un¬
barred and unlettered. They are a rich artistic
treasure. One very interesting thing in connection
with the service is the perfect pitch of singers, even
in most difficult passages. Chromatic scales are ab¬
solutely perfect. Higher and higher the voices of
priests and choir rise, alternately or in unison, fre¬
quently in intricate harmony, with an effect of per¬
fect beauty. The Russian language, because of its
many liquid sounds, is almost as easily sung as Italian
and is much more beautiful and less rugged than the
German. The singers enunciate very clearly and force¬
fully, even as do the Hungarians, and they sing with
apparent fervor and religious zeal. After standing
for three hours to hear a Russian church service, one
is amply repaid by the remembrance of this spiritual
treasure of song, the oldest and most beautiful in

THE
But now, suddenly, the hut filled with light; and the
old woman—who was a Fairy—appeared young and
beautiful, clothed with the sunshine, and surrounded
by a radiant aureole. In a sweet, coaxing, wheedling
voice, like the most delicious music, the Fairy said
to the stupefied child: “Little Princess Chanson, you
have saved my life; and now I am going to do some¬
thing for you. Your father the King, and his pedantic
counselors, have driven you out, because you had too
good a heart. Now it is your good heart that shall
be your glory! Go, my child, run from country to
country, go through the streets and the country lanes.
Sing! little Chanson, console and help, making valor
and joy spring up in all hearts! Heroes will call you
to help to lift up the people, and to the aid of vic¬
tory; and old people in their silvery cracked voices
shall still stammer your refrains to brighten the
winter of their years, and to renew the warmth of
their benumbed souls. Do not regret the vanity of
official homage: the benediction of the unhappy shall
be your sweet recompense! At this moment they
have driven you out of a kingdom, but, my child,
in exchange, I give you the Empire of the World!
Go! ”—Musioa.

Part- Four—Winter.
Winter Time (No. 39).Illus. by a Tableau.
Saint Nicholas (No. 12). “
“ Costume.
New Year’s Eve (No. 43). “
“ Dance.
In order to present the “Schumann Album” in this
way, it is necessary to have the stage or parlors so
arranged that the piano may occupy a prominent
position in front, with a curtain behind and to one
side of it.
The twelve numbers selected are illustrative of the
season to which they are assigned, and will be found
to be progressive in the matter of difficulty, the first
half of the program - containing selections which may
be rendered by the first and second year pupils, while
the last half will demand a more advanced technic.
The tableaux are- simple and easily carried out.
The “Springtime” one is simply a group of girls
gowned in pale green, decorated with apple blossoms
(made of tissue paper) and holding great ropes of
spring flowers, also artificial. The tableau which
illustrates the “Rustic Song” is composed of a maid
in a sunbonnet, and a man with a hoe, meeting in

My object in
compiling these
facts is to give
the student the
impression that one may become a great
musician without having had fine musi¬
cians for parents, provided he has talent
and uses it. Also that only by tireless
industry and perseverance did the great
musicians become known to the world.
Let these facts speak for themselves.
Beethoven—his mother was a cook and
his father had an uncontrollable pas¬
sion for drink.
Handel—father a town-surgeon who ob¬
jected to his son’s becoming a musician.
Gluck—father a forester and forest¬
ranger to various royal personages.
Palestrina—father an Italian peasant.
Haydn—father a wheelwright.
Schubert—mother a cook and father
poor schoolmaster.
Weber—father was a gambler and strol¬
ling musician before he became
theatrical manager.
Schumann—father a bookseller and
THE ORIGIN OF
MUSICAL TALENT.

Gounod—father a painter.
Rossini—father a vagrant musician
slaughter-house inspector.
Wagner—father a clerk in the
service.
Liszt—father a steward to Prince
Dvorftk—father an inn-keeper who de¬
sired his son to become a butcher.
Verdi.—father an inn-keeper. —■ Daniel
Bloomfield.
The following program and description
is offered to the read¬
ers of the Children's Page as a program novelty
that should be well received by an audience.
A SCHUMANN RECITAL.

Part One—Spring.
Spring Song (No. 15).Illus. by a Tableau.
Mignon (No. 35). “
“ Costume.
May, Lovely May (No. 13) .... “
“ Dance.
A Group of Schumann’s Songs.
Part Two—Summer.
ustic Song (No, 20).Illus. by a Tableau.
umming Song (No. 13). “
“ Costume.
le Happy Farmer (No. 10) .. . “
“ Dance.
A Group of Songs.
Part Three—Autumn.
Reapers’ Song (No. 18).Illus. by a Tableau.
Vintage Time (No. 33). “
“ Costume.
Harvest Song (No. 24). “
“ Dance.
A Group of Songs

some tall grass. The “Reapers’ Song” is illustrated
by a “living picture” formed on that beautiful paint¬
ing “The Return of the Reapers”; the rows of re¬
turning reapers with sheaves and sickles thrown over
weary shoulders. The last tableau, if a simple one
is required, may be a boy in knickerbockers and satin
coat, holding a branch of mistletoe over the head of a
Colonial maid about to hang a holly wreath. Or, if
a more elaborate one is possible, Henry Hutt’s “Gift
Bearers” makes a beautiful tableau; the three figures
in front in strong colored Oriental cloaks, bearing
the golden vessels, and in the background the semi¬
circle of wide-winged white-robed angels.
The second number of each part is played “in cos¬
tume,” and it will be necessary for these four num¬
bers to select pupils that are not of the sort to be so
overcome by their clothes as to render it impossible
to play. The spring maiden “Mignon,” is gowned
after the portrait by Paul Wagner. A slim, fair girl
should be selected for this number.
The second number of the second part, the “Hum¬
ming Song,” is played by a tiny bit of girl arrayed in
a brilliant, bespangled costume, with a circlet on her
head, upon which a row of humming birds are atilt.
This selection is so simple that a first year pupil can
play it, and the tinier and more alert the wee maiden.

the closer the resemblance to a humming bird, flitting
swiftly hither and thither.
If you have a great-eyed Italian girl among your
pupils to play the “Vintage Time,” you are for¬
tunate. She should be clad in white, that the masses
of grape leaves and huge bunches of purple grapes
that she wears may stand out in vivid relief. In her
hair must be a Bacchante wreath of grape leaves and
a pair of cymbals slung over her shoulder.
The second number of the last part, “St. Nicholas,”
everyone is acquainted with, and the merry music of
his bells is a not unpleasing accompaniment to the
pianoforte music.
For the dances which illustrate the last number of
each part it is best to obtain the assistance of the
dancing teacher of your town or district, for even
though you may have enough pupils who are also
dancing school pupils, it is best to have the aid of the
teacher For the dances have to be “adapted” to the
Schumann music, and the children having been accus¬
tomed to dancing to certain music find it difficult to
adapt the old familiar steps to the new music. This
makes a great deal of practice necessary, which is
very good for the pianoforte pupil.
Dancing school teachers are always glad
to have their pupils have the practice of
taking part in public affairs, and feel
sufficiently repaid by the statement on
the program that Miss X. has had the
assistance of Mme. Y., the dances having
been done by her pupils.
The first dance, illustrating the “May,
Lovely May,” is, of course, a Maypole
dance, and the same ropes of flowers that
were used in the first tableau may be
used for the dance.
The second dance, coming at the end
of “The Happy Farmer,” is that “Jolly
Haymakers’ Dance,” so much used in the
schools and at church entertainments. It
is danced by boys in overalls and straw
hats and carrying rakes.
The third dance, accompanying the
“Harvest Song,” is a wild, abandoned
dance, danced by a girl in russet colors,
overstrung with red maple leaves and
chains of nuts. If possible, Jack-o’-lan¬
terns should illuminate this dance.
The last dance is the Dance of the
Months, as it comes with “New Year’s
Eve.” It is danced by twelve little peo¬
ple, each bearing something symbolic of
the month she represents.
In giving.a recital of this sort it must
be remembered that “the playing’s the
thing,” therefore the pianoforte selec¬
tion must be played almost entirely
through before the illustration is shown,
this coming only with the last dozen
measures or so, and being very short.
The objection to this kind of recital is
that the vivid colors and action of the
tableaux and dancing take away the in¬
terest from the pianoforte, which ap¬
peals only through the ear, but it is a
splendid kind of recital for children to
attend, for it invests the music with a
lively interest and a beautiful reality.
I have said nothing about the vocal music, for each
singer prefers to make his own selections.
' As to.the arrangement of the program, the fact of
there being four numbers between every two tableaux
and between the dances gives ample time for prepara¬
tion, and avoids embarrassing “waits.”
It may be objected that young pupils cannot play
for fancy dancing,” but I know that they can, for
my pupils have done it—first year pupils too. It
requires that the pupil who does this shall know the
selection thoroughly, so that she can give attention
to the dancer, and that she shall have a good “work¬
ing knowledge” of rhythm, but these two thingsthoroughness and rhythm-a good teacher demands
from her pupils from the beginning
The tableaux are best done by the older pupils and
the dancing by the younger children. — Helena
Maguire.
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’
pupils of Miss Havel
CORRESPONDENCE.
Jackson met at her h
,, .
.
and organized “The Ef
Music Club, which meets twice a month. Our ,
motto is:
Make haste slowly”; our colors

green and white. The program for each meeting will
consist of a lesson in harmony and ear-training, a
short sketch from the life of some great composer
and an analysis of some of his compositions.—Hazel
M. Jackson.
I have formed a club for my violin pupils, called
the “Beethoven Club.” Our motto is: “Perfection
should be the aim of every true artist.” Our colors
are red and white. Meetings are held once a month
at my home. A short program is given, after which
we study the life of some musician and composer;
then musical games are played and sometimes refresh¬
ments are served. The pupils are delighted with the
club and take great interest in it. The Etude has
been a very great help; we could not do without it.
—Mae Mackel.
The “Young Folks’ Beethoven Club” was organ¬
ized last October by the junior pupils of Mrs. Frances
Jones. Meetings are held the first Friday in each
month, at the home of the teacher. There are twentyeight members. The club is divided into two sections
and each in turn furnishes the program for the even¬
ing. At our meeting this month the composer for
study was Mozart, and one of the members of the
club read a short story of his life. The story of the
“Magic Flute” was also read and several selections
from that opera were played by different pupils. We
had a drill on musical terms: Each member was re¬
quired to spell and to pronounce correctly a musical
term for the club to define. The terms were all to be
selected from their studies, and any one succeeding
in giving a term that no one could define was awarded
a prize. A number of piano solos were played.
The length of the musical program is always lim¬
ited to one hour, and is followed by an hour’s social,
at which light refreshments, furnished by the chil¬
dren, are served. Last June the club gave a public
recital which was very successful, and in August
the members had a picnic which was much enjoyed.
The club colors are crimson and white and each mem¬
ber wears a cirmson and white enameled pin with the
letters “Y. F. B. C.” in silver. The pupils all take
great pride and interest in their club.— Frances H.
Jones..
We have formed a club of ten members and call
ourselves “The Young Musicians’ Club.” We meet
every Saturday. We have a plan of work for four
Saturdays. The first Saturday is “Theory Day.”
This hour is devoted to written exercises and explana¬
tions of “Rudiments of Theory.” The second Satur¬
day we call “Touch and Technic.” Every member has
to play a finger exercise, a scale or chord, with the
different touches. The third Saturday we read inter-

etude

esting stories of young musicians from The Etude.
On the fourth Saturday we will have a little im¬
promptu musical program. We intend to give two
recitals, one at Christmas, and the other near the
summer holidays, if our club proves a 'success.—Tillie
Battle, Sec.
We take this place to remind clubs that the publisher
of The Etude wrill send a halfdozen club buttons to every club leader who reports
a club that has not yet received buttons. These but¬
tons are intended for the officers and have a portrait
of Beethoven on them. Additional buttons can be
had for a small price.
A CLUB BUTTON,

Each of the three following irregular stanzas
gives one of the three
component parts of a great composer’s name, by
means of a hidden acrostic; in other words—a crypto¬
gram. This is formed by letters which occur in a
certain fixed order throughout each stanza, one letter
to each line, the order being the same in all cases;
that is, the first letter begins in the same place in
every one of the three divisions, after which the order
is invariable. When the cue is discovered, the acrostic
will be found to develop with perfect regularity. The
difficulty lies in discovering this key, and as aid to
this, note well the indications given in the verses
themselves.
Look, children—an acrostic blind!
Tune up your wits, your memory bright,
And in these verses you will find
One who deserves fame’s greatest height.
He’s hidden curiously away from you—
A line gives but a letter for a cue.
A HIDDEN ACROSTIC,

Vain effort will it be to trace
Each letter in its rightful place;
None will be found where it is due.
But only sharpen well your eyes,
Begin the search with brain alert;
An earnest look—a glance crosswise—
The trail its secret will assert.
And when you find it, you’ll agree,
With more than former zeal,
That never mortal man as he,
The laurel earned through woe and weal,
Or ever won more deathless name.
—Frederic S. Law.
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I wish I might paint
GREENWOOD DAYS:
with artist brush the quiet
PAULINE.
village circled by wood¬
lands where each shade of
green in leaf and vine seemed to vie with another in
beauty of coloring. You would never know without
searching how many cottages were nestled on the
liillslopes around, for the trees hide all but a chance
roof or chimney top, and the Virginia creeper, the
wistaria, and the luxuriant honeysuckle cover
porches, and fences, and even climb trees in the
sweet, riotous fashion peculiar to the Southland. The
Blue Ridge Mountains show glimpses here and there
across country, but Greenwood itself is not in the
mountainous section: just a soft green landscape,
with clover-covered fields upon the hillsides; or
wheat changing from green to gold in season; or,
greenest of all in the verdant summer, the rustling
corn that frequent shouTers make tall and glossy in
the fields. One learns to love this greenness, once one
lives amid it through the summertime; and the
teacher found out early in life how dear Greenwood
had entwined its tendrils around her heartstrings.
One reason for this tendril-twining was the musicchildren, whom she knew—not casually, city fashion
—but in their homes, some of them from babyhood
up; and whose development she loved to watch—
especially the gifted ones placed in her charge by
confiding parents.
There was one memory picture that often re¬
turned—that of two rosy-cheeked little girls whose
parents were of the toilers, but who craved music to
lighten their dreary lives. The father, a young
farmer, was no mean musician himself (by nature),
and was often in demand in the evening for the
fiddle and the dance; but he had neither time nor
opportunity for the cultivation of his natural gift.
What he missed himself, he longed to give to his
children; but he could pay only in produce—would
the teacher accept such remuneration? The problem
was solved for her when sne looked into the eyes of
the little girls—eyes soft and appealing, such as
one often sees in the Old Dominion where dreams are
not vetoed, eyes full of music-hunger, she knew—
who could resist them, were there power to bestow,
since all belonged to Greenwood? So they came twice
a week to the music room and gave most earnest at¬
tention to every word, learning rapidly and eagerly;
but think against what an obstacle, as there was no
instrument at home to practice upon! There lay the
true problem, unsolved for years; for trouble came
to the farmer’s home, and the music lessons stopped
for a time. The little girls were left orphaned and
poor, but kind relatives came to their aid, providing
for them happy homes. Years went by, and the little
girls grew to a fair young womanhood. Pauline, the
younger, was given much to satisfy her music hunger;
and she played with the ease and tenderness of the
gifted ones of earth; but the great masters were as
a sealed book to her; and now and then, she was
troubled on account of this something beyond her
reach. Providence again opened the way for the ful¬
filment of her heart’s desires. Again it was the first
teacher to whom the privilege was given to be the
music-guide; and to both it was a real homecoming,
with echoes of a childhood tender to make beautiful
the way.
As one after another of the masters became fa¬
miliar to Pauline, the teacher watched with breath¬
less interest the influence of each upon the girl’s im¬
pressionable nature. Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without
Words” were as a gold-mine for the future; Chopin’s
varying moods were a little bewildering, but she
caught the rhythm; Schubert, Paderewski—both were
inspirations; Beethoven, we feared, would prove
beyond her comprehension for the present; but she
played the “Andante CSlbbre” with fine appreciation.
As the school term drew to a close, musical his¬
tory lessons ceased, and preparations for the final
recital were in order; the teacher longed for the
solving of the year’s problem in Pauline’s case; but
still she puzzled thereover. The last lesson came,
and as they sat together, she asked casually of the
girl medalist-to-be:
“Tell me, Pauline, what you like best, or rather,
what most appeals to you in your year’s work?”
The ‘Andante CdlSbre,’ ” was Pauline’s unex¬
pected answer, after a moment’s thought.
It was Beethoven, the sublime, who had touched
the finer nature into life; but the teacher knew, too,
that he had been led up to, as it were, by those other
glorious voices of music.—Virginia Carter Castleman.
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1 know of no more encouraging fact than the
unquestionable ability of a man to elevate his
life by a conscious endeavor. It is something
to be able to paint a particular picture or to
carve a statue, and so make a few objects beau=
tiful; but it is far more glorious to carve and
paint the very atmosphere and medium through
which we look, which morally we can do.—
Thoreau.
December is a month of great and special activity
in music. First, there are pupils’ recitals which pro¬
gressive teachers find helpful at the end of the first
section of the season’s musical work; then there are
recitals by teachers, by concert pianists and great
artists; also the symphony concerts in the large
music centres; concerts by choral societies, glee clubs,
etc.; and more important and more wide-spread than
all of these already mentioned, even when combined,
is the attention paid to music by the various churches
and Sunday-schools. We might get a clearer idea of
the important part which music plays during the
Holiday season if we should try to conceive of a
Christmas season without music! How bald and
empty it would seem!
The spirit of Christmas,
with its joy, its happiness, its unselfishness, its spirit
of “peace and good-will,” is peculiarly adapted to
find vent in lofty, inspired music. Words alone, he
they never so well selected, no matter how well
rounded the periods or how poetic and rich in the
imagery they present, could not express the feelings
of our hearts at the Christmas season. We must
call Music, heavenly maid, to our assistance.
And just because music and the work of musicians,
professional and amateur, is so important to religious
and social life at this season, musicians should be
ready to do all and a little more than is asked of
them. This is the time of the year to strengthen the
lines cast out for public support to the teacher’s
work. The influence of a special season often con¬
tinues for months afterward.
Every child should be taught to love music. So
far as is possible, every child should be taught to
sing or to play some instrument. The Americans
ought to he a race of singers. We are composite.
We have in our cities many sons and daughters of
the land of song. It is true that numbers of them
return home, but a large majority of the younger
generation stay here to become Americans, in the
course of time. We have representatives of the
various Slav races with their rich heritage of folk¬
song. The music cherishing Teutons are scattered
everywhere in our land, with them their love for the
deep, pure sentiments of the heart that can best he
expressed in music. The descendants of the old
bards of Wales may be found in various parts of our
country. The mingling of these various strains
should produce a people who shall love music for

its own sake. We spend thousands of dollars for
music in our public schools, and yet our children o
not sing freely and spontaneously, because they like
to sing, because they cannot keep from singing, ecause it is the natural outlet for the free, happy
thought of childhood. Our children should be taught
more songs, that they may know them whenever they
want to sing. They should be encouraged to sing;
they should be taught to love to sing, to be free
and natural. May it not be that they are influenced
by our examples too much and repress their inclina¬
tion to burst into song? Let this Christmas season
be a season of song by our children. What sweeter

The spirit of exchange is characteristic of the Holi¬
day season, not merely an exchange of gifts, but an
exchange of sentiment, of appreciation, of good wishes,
of genuine, friendly interest. There are few personal
relations of a more intimate and responsible nature
than that of teacher and pupil. And the responsibil¬
ity and the opportunity is a double one, has a recip¬
rocal side. The teacher’s work has more than a busi¬
ness aspect. It is true that he sells to the pupil a
certain share of his time, during which he imparts
instruction. Yet the transfer of the lesson fee is not
the only return the pupil can make. There must be
sympathy, there must be interest, there must he
striving on the part of the pupil so that the teacher
may be in a frame of mind to enjoy his work and
thus to add the finer spirit of self-giving. And this
is a Christmas token that every pupil can and should
give to a worthy teacher, and one that will come
back in increased zeal on the part of the teacher.
Show your teacher that you appreciate the work he
is doing and he will want to do more for you and
take more pleasure in doing more.

manner that shall produce works with a distinctive
American note. And why should we not, sooner or
later, make music that shall be cosmopolitan, so far
as the general principles of art are concerned, yet
shall be distinctive in conception and in greater or less
measure, in workmanship? The American intellect
is keen enough, the American temperament is active
and vigorous enough, the American taste is refined
enough and above all, the American is fearless and
self-critical enough, to produce master works in art.
What is needed is that the workers shall appreciate
clearly and thoroughly the lines in which to labor
and then depend upon the distinctive American quality
to show itself in music, as it has in other directions.
Study the people’s music, and learn its real nature
and the secret of its influence.

We hear and read much about the various phases
of musical life, yet all too seldom do we come across
discussions of the sociological side of music. And
yet it is of high value and importance. Our social
life depends on various points to knit together its
diverse factors. Men and women must have common
interests, common likes and dislikes if they are to
meet and to live amicably. Civilization is not wholly
a matter of law; it is not a matter of rneum and
tuum; it is not a matter of business, of barter and
of finance. Art is needed and has much to offer;
culture is necessary to reduce friction almost to the
vanishing point; and of all the arts, does not music,
most of all, soften asperities of temper and refine
social intercourse? If we are to live and be even
moderately happy and passably care-free we must
have food for the mind in its relaxed state. And
what so well as music supplies mental and physical
stimulus with the minimum of tension?
We musicians must recognize that music is a
We call the attention of our readers, especially the powerful factor in our common life. When we think
younger generation who are still at their studies or of the great sums spent annually for instruction, for
who have just begun their professional careers, to the concerts, for musical supplies of every kind, instru¬
article by Mr. Krehbiel, on “The Distinctive Ameri¬ ments, music, books, for publishing and manufactur¬
can Note in Our Music,” the first part of which ap¬ ing plants, etc., we ean readily understand that music
pears in this issue of The Etude. We are all inter¬ and its interests are to be reckoned with. Therefore,
ested in our music. We want music to feel the force if it be a big factor, why not make it a still greater
of American thought and activity. The American has one? Every person who can be interested in music,
made himself a factor in the world, in finance, in in¬ or to a greater extent than before aids in the work;
dustry, in invention, in science, in literature, in art, every new pupil is a new centre for possible growth;
and we want him to be a commanding figure in music, every concert that is a success is a distinct gain;
as well. By nature, the American is independent, is every public effort which musicians make aids in
strongly individual, is not content to follow, eager to widening the field of support. The point is to make
investigate for himself and unwilling to be trammeled the work as effective as can be, in quality as well
by conventionalities. He has been slower to free as in quantity. The music which is given to the
himself and to strike out on independent lines in art, public at the church and Sunday-school services
especially in music, hut signs are not wanting to should be such as to please and impress the public,
indicate that things are becoming different. Mr. not selected to suit the tastes of the leader and his
Krelibiel’s discussion of the subject comes at an op¬ musical forces. The musician who wishes to do good
portune time for the young men and women who feel in a musical way must attract the people and interest
within them the creative instinct and have submitted them, first of all. He must study’ the musical tastes
themselves to the guiding of competent teachers in of the community, must ever avoid the meretricious
order to obtain the technic of composition. At this- and vulgar in music and yet not lay too great stress
point too many stop or make a mistake. Like piano on the more complicated, which has aptly been called
players, they too often become slaves to the technic the “musician’s music.”
they have learned, instead of mastering it. This mis¬
The musician is making a bid for recognition in
take is particularly fatal in musical composition.
his community. It will he given to him when he
Granted that a man or woman has the creative gift wins it, not before. The public is not calling for the
and that he has become familiar with the construc¬
musician to prove his value to society at large. That
tive methods of the master-composers of the various
is his own duty. He will prove it by doing things
periods of musical history, the application he is to
that meet the needs and win the approbation of the
make of his knowledge and power will depend upon
public, not by trying to force what he himself and
the guiding principles he accepts. If he wishes to be
h*"Wy-trained critics call “the best in music” upon
individual, to have some distinctive quality in his
the public. In this era of the commercial spirit, Art
work, he must have well-defined principles upon
must prove its necessity and its help and inspiration
which to base his work, not principles of craftsman¬
if it is to be freely supported. The public asks of
ship, but principles of conception. It is at this
ait, as the tradesman does of anything offered to
point that Mr. Krehbiel’s articles will be particularly
him: “What is it worth?” So the American public
valuable, since they point to the field that shall offer
material for the American composer to work up in a must have the value of music to them proven clearly
and unmistakably.
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Voice must grow out of language, and singers must
begin by singing thoughts.
The term bel canto is in some quarters perilously
near hocus pocus. Bel canto simply meant mastery
over the voice.
The tendency of composers is to make vocal music
more and more histrionic, so that it shall correspond
more and more with the inflections of languages.
A sense of unreality has been given to oratorio
singing by insistence that it is not dramatic.
Inspiration can do something without elaborate
technic, but technic can do nothing without inspira-

OUT OF THE ORDINARY.
A noble creative power compels a noble technic.
could estimate talent at its relative value, and who,
It is as natural as it is easy for most persons to
The vocalist does his work worthily when he makes
realizing the greater need of moral stamina in the
be ordinary. Perhaps it is creditable even to swell
the thought and the sung-word correspond. The real
field wherein, he must ultimately shine, divided his
the number that maintains the average above which
singer is the man who reveals character in the aci
efforts between sharpening the perceptions of the
lies success and below which failure is certain. But pupil as to the false and true in that field and fortify¬
of dealing with thought.
is it not better so to live and strive that the term
Three ideas form the basis of a singer’s technic: »
ing him against the evils with which he must contend
ordinary cannot justly fit us?
breath taken deeply and deeply controlled, soft flow
in such an atmosphere. While all cases are not so
“How to rise above the ordinary” is the problem.
of the voice, and relaxation, so that there is no stiff¬
clearly defined as this, the suggestion is clear—
The indefinite desire to get up higher will not do it.
ness in the muscles of the chest.
specialize if there is the remotest indication of a
Merely to aspire is cheap. Ambition is only a long lead.
When the whole man physically and spiritually
word with many. Those who actually possess ambi¬
sings, all men must listen.
So far as the pupil’s bent is revealed, it is the
tion never find time to use the word. Ambitious
Captivity of the vocal chords spells vibrato; license
teacher’s province to follow. Those who have no
people are usually but wrongly accused of being sel¬
spells wobble.
bent, who just move along as far and as fast as
fish and secretive, only because the fire
All pronouncing which cramps the throat
which they feed consumes everything but the
is wrong.
thing itself—that is too deep and sacred to
Breathe with the lower rather than with
be held up for inspection—clinging to it is
the upper part of the trunk, filling it up
The Editor of the Vocal Department is pleased to be able to
a heart. The strong nature shudders at
with the anterior, the dorsal and the later il
print for the benefit of the readers of The Etude an original
such an exposure.
regions,
all round the waist.
poem of special interest to singers, by Leslie Willis Sprague, the
If we would rise above the ordinary, we
A deeply controlled breath ensure free
eminent writer and lecturer.
must first comprehend the status of the
action for the larynx and the pronouncing
ordinary ; next find our relation to it, and
apparatus.
then divine the lifting power that shall make
Some would make singing all tears, others
THE CALL TO THE SINGER
our ascent possible. It is here that a large
all smiles; some would have it all hypno¬
percentage of the failures occur. To work
By Leslie Willis Sprague
tism, others all intellect.
harder is not the thing. To work with a
The body depends upon the mind for its
[Written for and dedicated to The Brookfield Summer School of Music, 1965.]
definite purpose along a special line is the
inspiration.
idea. Where the brain counts is in finding
It is not the amount of breath a man
the special direction in which we have an
takes that tells, it is the amount he conOh, sing the song of a man, in all of his promise and power;
aptitude peculiar to ourselves. If that can¬
With courage to face life’s dangers, with faith fcr its darkest hour.
not be found, there is no help for us. We
A
good deep breath is the best cure for
Sing of the hopes that mount upward, to goals beyond his reach ;
shall remain in the ranks with the ordinary.
nervousness in a singer.
Sing of the ties that bind him, of duties to all and to each.
A young man will tell you he is throbbing
A student’s aim should be to sing a word
with ambition—that he has “hitched his
rather than to make a tone.
Long is the way of man’s progress, dark are the nights of his fear.
wagon to a star.” A few well-selected ques¬
The singing and the speaking voices are
Heavy the burden he carries, bitter the salt cf his tear;
tions will unseat him. If he is strongly in
not two. Man has but one voice. But the
Weary the days of his journey, many the failures he knows,
earnest he will let you talk. You may be
voice teacher employs a broader vowel than
And who that is human can pay all of the love that he owes?
sure of your ground if the student’s purpose
the diction master.
is to learn your opinion of his value, if that
Passion and zeal, with reason throned
Oh, sing to the fainting man’s courage, sing to the hope that ne’er dies,
value can be said to be special in any direc¬
above them, give divine fire. Pegasus must
Stng of the vision that blesses sorrow’s tear-dimmed eyes;
tion. You will not be long in finding that
be driven on a curb.
Sing of the strength which the burden to the weary bearer gives.
you meet on a common footing.
The singing student should read aloud,
How many lines in the vocal art may be
Of blessings which duty bestows upon each who for her lives I
and study how to convey an impression with
rightfully considered as special? Singing
the voice.
of itself is a specialized feature of music,
Oratorio will finally absorp opera and
Sing of the sunlight which warms man, of waters that quench his thirst;
but the distinctions may be drawn finer.
make it one with itself.
Sing of the promise to failure, that the last shall be the first;
Correct taste and a right method of tone
Sing of the joy of the triumph which awaits the resolute will;
production are inevitably of the first impor¬
AS TO ENGLISH.
Sing the Divine commandment, with its blessed: “Peace, be still.”
tance, but from this point one may special¬
A song should be considered as a com¬
ize to teaching method, interpretation, chil¬
plete expression of one idea through the
Oh, blest be the gift of the singer, whose power is over the heart;
dren; as a singer one may specialize in
medium of language and sound. The words
Blest be the purpose holy, to which he devotes his art.
oratorio, opera, light opera, church, lieder,
appeal most to the intelligence, the music
The world is in need of his music, to cheer, awaken, inspire;
ballads, illustrative recitals, etc.
to the emotions. The emotional faculties
The wings of his Muse are summoned to fan the heavenly tire.
Do I hear you say that a teacher should
should be directed by the intellectual and
be able to cover method, interpretation
so the music should be subordinate to the
and children’s voices equally well, to be
words. This was recognized by the Greeks,
fully equipped for his part? I quite agree
whose judgment in all esthetic questions was
with you. But if any one phase of the art is their wits will let them, who yield to the teacher’s
so unerringly correct, so far as we can learn. Music,
taste, displaying none of their own in particular, are
more attractive to him than another, is it not
although a most important element in their dramatic
good
students
in
their
way.
They
improve,
sing
well
better that his bent be encouraged, until his needs
representations, was, when used as an accompaniment,
oftentimes, get a good return for their money in
in the other directions become more apparent to him?
strictly subordinate to the words. The words, then,
This I fully believe, and it is even more important progress and pleasure, and do their part in the which form the intellectual structure of the song,
world of music and in swelling the teacher’s in¬ should most certainly be understood before we can
that the pupil who is to sing be studied and his
come, but they will ever be found in the ranks of the thoroughly appreciate the idea set forth musically
expressed preference as to specialty be encouraged so
far as the teacher’s knowledge of the requirements ordinary. Again the text comes after the sermon, by the composer.
and is a good one with which to begin the year so
of that specialty can be made to fit his voice and
The majority of concert-goers are probably but
temperament. A remarkable example of this came near at hand.
slightly acquainted with any foreign language. It.
Let him that hath a gift pursue it unto the utterunder my observation recently. A young man with
therefore, must be impossible for them to follow with
a fair voice went to a teacher who held in supreme . most, else how shall he sit in high places ?
entire appreciation, the text of songs not in the Eng¬
contempt anything vocal that did not come up to
lish language. There is no reason whatever why
THE SINGING OF THE FUTURE.
the Schubert, Schumann, Brahms and Strauss stan¬
songs written in English should not be sung and sung
The following are a few of the points mentioned
dards. This student had a most remarkable gift for
beautifully in English. In the lyrics of no other
caricature and was born to succeed in a field where by Mr. Ffrangcon Davies, the noted baritone, in his
modern language do we find rhythmic effects so mar¬
that gift is in demand. Briefly, he found the wrong book with the above title, just issued;
velously musical. We can collect an anthology of
The poet comments on life; the composer com¬
teacher. Their ideas of art were as antipodal as the
lyric poetry from the Elizabethan era down to the
poles. Instead of aiding the youth to rise in his ments on the poet; the singer interprets the com¬
present time that will safely challenge comparison
special line of work, he endeavored to instil into his poser’s comment. Thus the singer has at command with a similar collection in any other language. We
mind an appreciation of the beauties of Brahms. a thrice-distilled essence.
may safely say that English songs, as a whole,.sur¬
The germ of vocal efficiency lies in musical effiResult, failure, and a change of teachers. His next
pass all others in poetic beauty, in their wide range
venture was more fortunate. He found the man who
of interest and also in variety of melodious rhythms.

the
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In some instances the sentiment of a song might
be adequately translated, but in translation the ac¬
cent and emphasis must invariably be changed. This
change cannot but impair, to a serious degree, the
perfect harmony of design that should exist between
the words and the music. When possible, every song
should be sung in tin, language with the-words which
the composer used as a setting for his musical idea.
It is desirable to have operas given so as to satisfy
the strictest standards of art, standards set by those
who possess the highest culture. The most artistic
effect can be. obtained by giving operas in their
original languages; whether they are understood by
all, is a very minor consideration.
We shall never have an artistic school of American
singing until we learn how to sing in English. Un¬
fortunately, very few Americans seem to realize that
their pronunciation in both singing and speaking has
corrupted the beauty and purity of our language.
English is undoubtedly well fitted for singing, but the
American dialect that so many speak is entirely un¬
suitable for any purposes of esthetic culture.—M. IV¬
ON THE CHOICE OF AN "AVE MARIA.”
BY GEOBOB CECIL.
The average American soprano has at some period
in her career wished to distinguish herself as a
singer of sacred music, and (as a natural sequence)
every singer—from Patti downwards—has added to
her repertoire Bach’s Prelude, which Gounod long
ago adapted to the requirements of the voice. Con¬
sequently, one often hears it badly sung. Nor is
there much pleasure in listening to its interpreta¬
tion by competent artists—since it has become so
terribly hackneyed.
There are several reasons why this particular piece
is so popular with singers of a certain calibre. Those
whose minds move slowly, find it an easy thing to
learn; the sort of audience which delights in listen¬
ing to it seldom is able to discriminate between good
and bad singing, and therefore, applauds it under
any circumstances; it has been proved thoroughly
effective; and it shows off the voice. With all this
in its favor, Gounod’s “Ave Maria” (as it is known
to. the majority) has—and will probably continue to
have for many years—a success which has not been
enjoyed by any other sacred song. This circum¬
stance is intensely regrettable, for Bach is not the
only composer who has given to the world an “Ave
Maria,” a fact of which many persons are, appar¬
ently, unaware. It may be added that (owing to
a lack of education and enterprise) singers have not
displayed any great anxiety to learn another “Ave
Maria.” As, however, it is possible that among
those who hope to one day rival Nordica and Calve,
there are a few who are willing to drop the GounodBach composition for one of the “Ave. Marias” which
are seldom heard, it is proposed to furnish them
with a suitable list from which to choose.
The works of modern English-speaking composers
do not include any “Ave Marias”—or, at all events,
any worth listening to; consequently, the soprano
who wishes to break new ground, so to speak, need
not waste her time in looking through the lists oi
“the latest publications.” She may, however, take
up Max Bruch’s “Ave Maria,” since though not to
be compared to Schubert’s (which, with its appro¬
priate introductory phrases is a beautiful piece of
music) it is well worth studying, while the “Ave
Maria” from Verdi’s “Otello” is so delightful a thing
—especially as sung by Eames—that one would be
glad if other leading singers would give it an airing.
The opening recitative is both sympathetic and an ex¬
cellent vocal exercise. The commencement of the air
too, is both interesting and melodious, while the
arpeggio with which it concludes is a particularly
fine climax. It is to be regretted that this notable
example of Verdi’s genius has not become as wellknown as the “Gounod-Bach” production.
Perhaps one of the most beautiful of all is the
“Ave Maria” of Cherubini—which, by the way, is
heard in London about twice a year. George Moore,
in his “Evelyn Innes,” says: “In the music itself
there is neither belief nor prayer, but a severe dignity
of line, the romance of columns and peristyle in the
exaltation of a calm evening.” Sung by a cold, un¬
imaginative soprano, such as the English musical
academies turn out by the score every year, the
music might not be considered prayerful, but when
entrusted to an artist it can be made to convey the
fullest expression of religious fervor. Of course, the
runs in the last page are not of a sacred nature, but
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they are none the less welcome, and form a charming
duet between the voice and the accompaniment.
Other “Ave Marias” composed by Italian musicians
include those of Acquaticci, for soprano or tenor;
Riccioli Albini, for soprano and two contraltos;
Anichini, for quartet and chorus; Arpesam, foi so¬
prano or tenor; Balbi, for contralto or baritone;
Ballio, for contralto; Basili, for soprano; Bazzigotti, for bass; Benvenuti, for contralto or bass;
Bignardi, for soprano; Busoni, for baritone; Cam¬
panil, for soprano or tenor; Campiani, trio; Capitani, for two voices; Cocia, Colonibati, Corticclii,
Dacci and D’Alesio, for soprano; Donizetti, for
quartet; Fauna, Favilli, for soprano or tenor; Florino, for quartet; Frugatta, for mezzo-soprano or
baritone; Galli, for mezzo-soprano; Gammieri, for
quartet; Gaspari, Gerli, Girompini, Golinelli, Gordigiani, Jommi. La Villa, Lombardo, Longlietti, Lo
Sena, Luzzi, Mabellini, Macchi, Mandanici and Manna,
for soprano or tenor; Marclietti, Massarati, for
mezzo-soprano or baritone; Massini, Milanollo, for
four men’s voices, without accompaniment; Nannetti, Norseda, for soprano; Mazzoli, Orsini, for con¬
tralto or bass; Pagani, Perosi,' Perazzi, Piazzano,
Pisani, Platania and Pollini, for soprano or tenor;
Prosdomici, for contralto; Quaranta, with Italian
words, for soprano; Remondi, for solo and quartet;
Ricci, for quartet; Ronchetti, Ronteriti, Rossi, Sala,
Salvotti and San-Fiorenzo, for soprano; Sangiorgi,
for quartet; Serrao, Sessa, Spadina, Sparapani, Tassetti, Terrabugio, Zanardini and Zucchini, for so¬
prano. It will be noticed that not only is the soprano
provided with a wide range of “Ave Marias,” but that
the other voices are equally favored—a happy corn
dition of things which should tempt American per¬
formers to shelve the “Ave Maria” to which they
are accustomed, for something which is less well
known.
above are published by Rieordi—and they have
uany years awaited the American singer’s attenIt, therefore, is to be hoped that both artists
and ballad singers will take an early opportunity of
exhuming them.

thetic nerve ganglions, promotes digestion and the
excretion of carbonic dioxide gas, and gives dynamic
power It fits the mind for the reception of other
spiritual foods as prayers and sermons. Indeed, feed¬
ing the spirit on good music food promotes the de¬
velopment of intellectual perceptions as a sort of
spiritual athletics. Thus the use of church music is
founded on a law of our nature to help assimilate the
mental food found in speech; in fact, it combines the
value of dictionless music of instruments with that
of speech. Perhaps this explains why singing has
more ways of access to the soul than speech alone.
As physical foods can be spoiled in cooking, so can
sinking be made a bad food spoiled in serving. Paul
says. Col. 3:16: “Let the word of Christ dwell in
you richly in all wisdom, teaching and admonishing
one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs,
singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord.” This
shows the pedagogical value of music food in public
worship and the need of good diction to feed hungry
souls, and to heal simsick souls. Here is a differ¬
ence between physical and spiritual foods. We can
feed on physical—as beef, etc.—without understand¬
ing; but without understanding we cannot even par¬
take of spiritual singing food.

.1

DICTION IN SACRED MUSIC SINGING
BY EPHBAIM CUTTER, M.D.

Oub subject refers to the utterance of words set
o sacred music. There is singing in Heaven. rm
lg (Zeph. 3: 17), of Christ
Bible speaks of God singing
singing (Mark 14: 26), of the four living creatures
and the elders about the Throne singing, each one
having harps (Rev. 5:8-9), of the 144,000 harpers
harping on their harps and singing a new song (Rev.
14:1-3), of the victors over the beast having the
harps of God (note this expression) singing the song
of Moses and the Lamb (Rev. 15: 2-3), of Moses
singing, of David singing, and adds that when he
made Solomon king, 4000 Levites praised the Lord
with the instruments which David made (I Chron.
23: 5). So that sacred music singers are in good
companionship. Again the Psalms are the sublimest
poetry. No other words have a greater intrinsic value
in music. They were written to be sung, not spoken.
The distinction between singing and playing vocally
should be kept in mind. The voice can play like a
flute or organ. Examples of such voice-playing are
found in almost any church service. But this is not
singing; that needs the co-operation of the palates,
tongue, teeth and lips, commonly called articulation
iripulation (as
the
or orinulation
fas we use “manipulation”
“mamnulat.W> for
W U,
hand while this is for the mouth), added to the basic
vowel sounds made by the vocal chords the same as
they are found in speech. Vocal playing violates
Paul’s words: “I will sing with the spirit, and I
will sing with the understanding also.” I Cor. 14: 15.
Playing on the vocal chords gives no understanding,
hence the difference between it and singing.
As a rule, the diction of congregational and prayer
meeting singing is fair. But the diction of choruses
—choirs, solos, trios, duets, is too often unintelligible
without the words before your eyes.
The mineral, animal and vegetable kingdoms of
.„od are incomplete without the spiritual. The mindless, intelleetless, spiritless man is a monstrositv. We
need to keep the spiritual part of our nature well
fed. Music is such a food even when dictionless!
It strengthens the heart, dilates the capillaries, equalizes and feeds the nerve centres, quiets the sympa1A paper read May 4, 1905, at an informal meet¬
ing of the American Branch of the London Society
of Science, Letters and Art.

SOME VOCAL THEOLOGY.
[Under the head “Studio Notes,” Mr. Clippinger
recently published a little pamphlet of ideas and sug¬
gestions for teachers and students of singing. We
give a few of them in this issue.—Editor of the Vocal
Department.]

which there
There is no branch of science or at
! production.
i much theorizing as that of i
Large volumes have been written in support of a
theory which other larger volumes immediately disprove; and yet other equally bulky volumes have
been envolved proving conclusively, at least to the
mind of the author, that the others are totally wrong,
and so this is continued ad infinitum.
If the student should read fifty of these learned
works he must inevitably conclude that the upper half
of man, at least, is fearfully and wonderfully made.
He must be filled with alarm to learn that his throat
contains muscles having unmusical and unpronounceable names two inches long, each of which, according
the books, is expected to do three or four different
things at one and the same time.
He is told which muscles to contract to put his
larynx up, which to contract to put it down. He is
told the larynx must be pressed against the cervical
vertebrae in order to get the tone in the head. Another one tells him to keep it out of the head. One
tells him which muscles to exercise to raise the soft
palate in order to keep the tone from being n
Another discourses eloquently on the necessity of
having the soft palate always relaxed. One says keep
the chest raised constantly in singing. Another vows
the chest should be systematically ignored—the dia¬
phragm is the whole thing. One learned man says
open” the mouth
i widely as possible. Another
equally learned man says it is all wrong,
One says cover the upper tones, and another (a
woman) says sing them open to the top of the voice,
One says pinch the tone. Another says let go of it.
One talks of focusing the breath in the roof of the
mouth, ag if thg breath when
, vocalized.
could be focused anywhere. Perhaps he means to
focus the sound waves. One very scholarly man says:
“Concentrate your mind on the nine little muscles in
the throat/’ although it has been pretty clearly
proven that a man can not think of nine things at
once. Another who is equally scholarly rebels if
“muscle” is mentioned in his hearing.
The Sensations of Tone.
One feels the tone in the front of the roof of the
mouth, another ii
if™**t0p °f the hpad- another ar°“d
feels it in the back^f D ^
f ^
'nMr
Z H
?- Z °f the neck’ and a famous s,ngcr
does n
enZ° *v a <luestion of nose. He, however,
organ W^T^a^ particular t-vIx> of 0'faCtm'y
bassf fZl+w-t0 VOCal °Perations- 0ne
GGS that ‘jarring”
larvmg” sensation around his co_
co
• honever he produces his ideal tone. The last one
feeL it ai ound the eyes. Sensations can not be relied
upon as an absolute guide in tone proauction.
ihe musical tone is usually accompanied by some
one or more of the physical sensations mentioned, tat

the sensations vary in different individuals and it is
possible to have any or all the sensations described
and yet have much in the tone that is unmusical.
Throughout all this there is little said about the most
important thing of all, namely, how it sounds. The
perfect tone cannot be gained from the study of physi¬
cal processes alone. It is something to hear and must
^ transferred from one individual to another. Only
the musician with a perfectly trained ear and artistic
sense is a safe guide to the student.
Among teachers there are those who believe that
first of all the mechanical processes must be perfected
and every muscle, great and small, extrinsic and in¬
trinsic, developed. The tongue is made to lie in a cer¬
tain position even if means more or less heroic have
to be employed. The larynx, soft palate, diaphragm,
etc., must all have been trained to do certain things
before anything worth while in tone quality can be
expected.
Another class of teachers ignores the physical
structure entirely, transfers everything to the realm
of the ideal and never makes a suggestion that could
be construed as being in any way connected with
physical processes. The first of these makes voice
culture and athletics one and the same thing. The
second places it under the head of suggestive psy1 chology.
That singing is the development of certain habits
of mind there can be no doubt. That these habits of
mind largely control the physical processes is also
beyond question.
The development of physical processes alone means
quantity rather than quality. To ignore them entirely
while one is still in the body is likely to result in a
careless way of doing things. Quality, not quantity,
is the first consideration.
The first thing is to have the pupil understand that
the quality of his tone and not the quantity is the
primary consideration. He must be trying for a tone,
not a position or a sensation.
The Anatomy of the Voice.
If one wishes to study the anatomy of the voice
there can be no objection to it as a matter of per¬
sonal satisfaction; but if he does it, expecting to
sing better thereby, he will be disappointed. I once
dissected the vocal organs under the direction of a
demonstrator of anatomy in a medical college, and
could recite glibly all the anatomical terms and ex¬
plain the action of muscles whose names were longer
and more dangerous-looking than the muscles them¬
selves, but such knowledge, while interesting, has no
influence on tone quality.
The muscles which control the vocal chords act
involuntarily. It is the only way they can act suc¬
cessfully. If the singer were obliged to make a con¬
scious effort to tense the vocal chords sufficiently to
produce the requisite number of vibrations for each
pitch, no one short of the infinite would ever sing in
tune. The most perfect actions are those that are
most nearly involuntary or that require the least
conscious effort.
The Things Involved.
There are three things involved in the production
of a musical tone. The lungs which, with the muscles
involved in their control, furnish the power. The
vocal chords which produce pitch, and the cavities
of the mouth, throat and head which govern the
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quality. These three things constitute the machinery
and they all take part in the production of every
tone. The kind of development these things should
receive will be learned by studying
The Demands Made Upon the Singer.
It is difficult to imagine anything more helpless
than the one who stands up for his first voice lesson.
He discovers that he and his voice are total strangers.
It is remarkable how little one can know of that
with which he has been intimately associated all his
life.
He cannot hear his voice, for it usually takes a con¬
siderable length of time for one to be able to hear
his voice and he never hears it as others do. The
teacher who is accustomed to listening to voices, hears
qualities in his voice of which he is entirely uncon¬
scious. There must be a mental awakening before
anything can' be done. He must be taught to recog¬
nize quality in tone before he can in any way help
himself.
A tone is something to hear, and with that voice
production begins and ends. It is a constant appeal
to the ear, in establishing in the consciousness of the
pupil a perfect ideal. When that is done the most
difficult part of the work is accomplished.
The development of physical processes is a means
to an end. It is to enable the pupil better to express
his ideal.
Who is to decide what is good and what is bad in
tone quality ? The teacher. That is the only reason
for his existence.
It is well to have the pupil understand what things
his voice must do in order to meet the demands made
upon the singer. They are comprised in
1. Attack, which must be true in pitch, not spas¬
modic; there must be no escape of the breath before
the tone; make one stroke of the glottis. The per¬
fect attack consists in adjusting the vocal chords the
instant the breath is applied.
2. Sostenuto. A perfect organ tone. The ability
to carry the voice through any phrase with the full
body of tone if necessary. It is this that gives a
feeling of repose and establishes confidence. It is a
fundamental principle of phrasing.
3. Flexibility, that the voice may be able to follow
the thought through any passage, no matter how
rapid or intricate.
4. Enunciation. The perfect formation and emis¬
sion of vowels and consonants, that the delivery of
the text may be intelligent and effective.
5. Tone Color, which includes all shades of tone
quality from the brightest to the most sombre.
6. Resonance, which is the life of the tone, its
foundation, its carrying quality, its metallic ring.
Without it, dramatic and emotional intensity are im¬
possible. Resonance is due to tuning the cavities of
the pharynx, mouth and head, whereby they act as
resonators and reinforce the harmonic overtones.
The cavities of the mouth and pharynx admit of
almost unlimited change in formation. This is evi¬
denced in the great number of tone qualities that can
be produced on a single pitch. The quality of a tone
depends on the relative loudness of its overtones, and
this is governed entirely by formation of the resonance
cavities.
The cavities of the head do not admit of such
great changes as the mouth, but they may be varied
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considerably by raising or lowering the soft palate.
The initial resonance begins at the vocal chords,
which must be trained to vibrate evenly, vocalizing
every particle of breath. I have known instances, in
fact they are numerous, in which trying to get the
throat sufficiently relaxed affected the vocal chords
until the breath was imperfectly vocalized and a
breathy tone was the result. This is a great mis¬
take. No matter how perfectly the throat is de¬
vitalized, the vocal chords must not be allowed to
become flabby. No attempt at resonating will be
successful so long as there is a leak at the vocal
chords.
When the pupil is working for well-defined prin¬
ciples, physical processes are not seen in the light of
mechanics but of helpful suggestions.
7. Breathing. Much might be said upon the subject
of breathing, but it will suffice here to say that deep,
or abdominal breathing is the means by which the
pupil will gain the most perfect control for purposes
of singing. There should be no rigidity in managing
the breath. The chest should be raised and remain
so throughout the phrase. The sinking should be
around the waist.
8. Registers. The subject of registers has been
whipped to a finish. These harmless things have been
punished so severely that it seems almost pathetic
to add anything. Whenever a writer attempts to
deliver himself of a heavy-weight dissertation on the
voice he usually goes after registers first.
Whether there are registers or not is not worth
wrangling over; or if there are it does not matter
very much whether they are natural or unnatural,
whether there are two or six. Everyone knows that
most uncultivated voices are uneven and that weak
tones are found at about the same places in all voices.
I am willing they should be called registers or anyThe teacher who can make an even voice out of
an uneven one knows the most important thing to
be known about registers. If a female voice is un¬
even, a few months of descending scale practice, car¬
rying the upper voice down over the middle and the
middle voice down over the lower will cause the
breaks to disappear and make the voice even throughIn the male voice I believe in open and covered
tones and I have never heard a great singer who did
not use them. The male falsetto, which is a scare
head to so many, is, in reality, the proper mechanism
to use throughout the tenor voice. The falsetto must
be regarded as a mechanism rather than a tone
quality and when properly developed produces the
most perfect kind of chest tone.
Oub forefathers did not build in an old style; their
idea was to build so that the work would endure. So
it is with Art. If a work is suited to its time and is
well-made, it can become old and remain good for
all time. Bach and Handel are not classic because
they are old, but have become old because they are
classic. Schumann says that we shall study the new
because that comprehends the old. Goethe says that
we shall study the old; “that they have become old
is a proof of their goodness and their content,” and
he is right. Many new things can appear good; the
old must be good, since it has stood the test of time.
—Hauptmann.
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gram, as the quiet movements of the suite act as
contrasting numbers.
A program which is made up almost entirely of
auiet compositions leaves much to be desired and
will not arouse any enthusiasm in either the per.
former or the hearers. If the tempo of every com.
nosition is slow, the effect of the whole program will
not be satisfactory, and, per contra, if all the comnositions have a rapid tempo there are no moments
of repose and the auditors become exhausted mentally
before the end of the program.
It is advisable to avoid too heavy programs, suc'.i
Edited BY EVERETT E. TRUETTE.
as two sonatas, a prelude and fugue, and a fantasia,
‘Toccata” in F of Bach first Batiste’
and likewise, programs containing only small couiD
minor
’tionSj for such a lack of contrast generally makes
'“Saint Cecilia” Offertoire ir
second, the “Storm Fantasia of Lem
the program monotonous.
mens third and close with the sixth
After the compositions have been selected, no little
“Sonata” of Mendelssohn. Obviously, skill is required to arrange them in such order as
no cast-iron rule can be given for the to prevent the beauty of any composition’s being
selection and arranging of composi¬ dwarfed by being heard just before or after another
tions for a program. Circumstances composition of identical character. While it is not
accomnanying each recital vary and necessary to follow every quiet composition by a loud
much depends on the primary object one or vice versa, it is advisable not to have the same
of the recital.
registration for two contiguous compositions, for
For our present consideration, or- instance, two compositions in which the principal
gan recitals may be divided into six registration is for the Voix Celeste should not be
classes, each class varying slight y played one immediately following the other.
from the others according to the ob¬
Frequently an organist arranges his program with
ject of the recital. (We are consider¬ considerable skill and on most organs it would be a
ing organ recitals, pure and simple, well-balanced program, but, when called upon to play
hence we purposely avoid any con¬ the program on some organ which he has not heard
sideration of “assistance”; and, like¬ before the day of the recital, he finds it necessary
wise, make no mention of “transcrip¬ so to change the registration of some of the composi¬
tions.”)
tions, on account of the peculiarities of the organ,
First, there is the short recital pre¬
that the contrasts of color, originally planned, are
ceding or following a chureh service.
impossible, and the would-be well-balanced program
Secondly, a similar recital preced¬
loses thereby much of its original quality. This is,
ing a lecture or. some form of enter¬
of course, unavoidable, but in such cases the organist
tainment.
should exercise his greatest ingenuity in registrating
Thirdly, a full-fledged organ recital,
without any relation to any other his compositions so as to preserve the contrasts even
if the registration of some one composition suffers
affair or object.
Fourthly, a recital inaugurating a thereby.
In the fourth class of organ recitals the principal
difference in the programs is, that the necessity of
i
series
of
recitals
Fifthly,
presenting to the audience the special features of the
The organ formerly in the given by one performer.
new
organ requires the selection of compositions
Sixthly, one of a series given by several organists.
NOTABLE" ORGANS. Tuileries Palace was con¬
which will enable the performer to present the
It is needless to state that the short recital pre¬
structed in 1827 by Sebastian
Palace of the
features in a natural manner without giving the im¬
Erard, partially destroyed in ceding a church service should include only composi¬
TCilekies, Paris.
pression that the Echo Organ, Vox Humana or Tuba
the famous political events of tions of a dignified and appropriate, mostly of a quiet
was “dragged into the composition for exhibition.”
July, 1830, and reconstructed in 1855 by P. Erard, a character, and any composition which would suggest
In the fifth class of recitals the programs of the
nephew and successor of Seb. Erard. In 1870, the secular thoughts and which might be called by some
whole series should be considered collectively, with¬
palace and its contents were destroyed by fire at the “secular music” should be excluded. If the recital
time of the communistic demonstrations. The instru¬ follows the service, a little more freedom in the selec¬ out losing sight of each individual program. It is
ment comprised three manuals of fifty-nine keys and tion may be used and the compositions need not neces¬ not necessary that the names of Bach, Mendelssohn,
Rheinberger, Guilmant, Dubois, Widor,
sarily be “quiet,” but “secular music” should not be Merkel,
included. If the short recital precedes a lecture or Franck, etc., should be on every program or that every
Appended is the specification:
some entertainment, the compositions should be name should he in a series of programs, but a series
Great Organ.
Swell Organ.
brighter in character and a good share of the com¬ of several programs in which none of these names
(Lower Keyboard.)
(Middle Keyboard.)
is to be found can hardly be classed as a well-bal¬
positions may well be loud.
Bourdon,
Bourdon,
The third class is the one to which we are giving anced series of programs.
Prestant,
Flute,
the most consideration, for this form of organ recital
The sixth class presents the same points for con¬
Flllte Harmonique,
Prestant,
gives the greatest opportunity to the performer and sideration, and, in addition, each organist naturally
Trumpet,
Nasard,
also creates the greatest interest in the instrument.
wishes to have his program a “large,” well-balanced
Hautbois,
Fifteenth,
A program which opens with some composition of program, not to be outdone by any of the other per¬
Bassoon,
Fourniture (III Rks.),
Bach, Handel or Mendelssohn contains some large formers. While this is hardly avoidable, it tends to
Voix Humaine.
Trumpet.
composition, such as a sonata in the middle, ends make the whole series of recitals too heavy.
There were no separate stops for the pedal, and with a brilliant number like a toccata or fantasia,
For some special reason an organist may desire to
the upper keyboard was fitted with but one set of and is interspersed with several quiet compositions make up his program entirely from the works of one
pipes, having a special contrivance for varying the for contrast, would be a well-balanced program.
composer. This is a difficult matter except with a
power of any one note or combination of notes. This Again, a sonata by Guilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger very few composers like Guilmant, whose list of com¬
set of pipes was called “jeu expressif," and was the or some other well-known composer, for the first num¬ positions is long and of varied character.
ber, a few minor compositions followed by a Prelude
invention of Seb. Erard.
Finally, in making up programs for organ recitals,
and Fugue of Bach, two or three quiet compositions the organist should adhere to a few fundamental prin¬
The rapidly-increasing pop- and some brilliant composition of sterling quality, ciples, give considerable thought to, and use much
PROGKAMS OF
ularity of organ recitals, dur- for the last number, while differing considerably from discretion with, those points which are the influencing
ORGAN RECITALS, ing the last decade, is natur¬ the preceding program, would be equally interesting. circumstances with each recital. Programs should
ally accompanied by an in¬
As a general thing, every program of this class of not be too long, should always be worth while, should
creasing attention to the makeup of the programs of organ recitals should contain one composition in one
rarely be made up entirely of one class of composi¬
these organ recitals. Ten or a dozen compositions of the larger forms, a sonata, suite, concerto, set of
tions and should be selected and arranged so as to
grouped together promiscuously, without any thought variations or fantasia. Whether this number should
give the audience the benefit of contrasting character,
of contrast of character, color or tonality, will not be placed at the beginning, in the middle, or at the
color and force.—Everett E. Truette.
necessarily form a well-balanced program.
end of the program is a matter of taste and depends
The musical calibre of an organist is frequently somewhat on the character of the other compositions.
judged by the makeup of his programs, but this often Some organists make it a rule to have the name of
The separation of Church a®*
savors of injustice, specially when the performance Bach on every program. This, however, seems a
IN THE
State
France has many a rainy
of the program was not heard by the one so judging, matter of personal taste.
day in store, both for artists and
for many organists who are accredited with unques¬
Every program should contain a few quiet com¬ ORGAN-LOFT.
craftsmen. No more tall candles
tionable skill as executants seem to lack that savoir positions for contrast, as a continuous use of the
o
make
and
sell.
No
more
splendid
vestments to e»
faire which is necessary to'insure a well-balanced full organ
_
_
_HHI
or of the louder combinations becomes
program. One organist will open his program with tiresome. If the program contains a suite or a “set” broider with loving care and bring remuneratively
o market. No more crosses and crosiers. No B®*
the “Berceuse” of Guilmant, place the “little” G of pieces like the “Messe de Mariage” of Dubois in
minor Fugue of Bach in the middle, and close with which most of the numbers are quiet, it is unnecessary iyate- And now comes a wail from the organ-loft
Kroeger’s “Scene Orientalc.” Another will place the to place as many other quiet compositions on the pro¬ When the evil day arrives, and alreadv the sky *
black and dripping, the solemn music will no longs'
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be in demand. “The organ and the organ man are
playing in the rain.”
Indeed, at first blush, the very art of organ play¬
ing seems in danger. Will young musicians devote
themselves to the organ when all hope of a career is
thus rudely snuffed out ? Nevertheless—so passionate
is the fashionable world’s adoration of “Vinstrument
magnifique”—Paris bids its organists cheer up and
be brave. Will Paris ever desert its Widor, its Guilmant, its’Saint-Saens ? We certainly hope not.
And, besides, we recall that in France the organ is
not confined to the Chureh. We might make a very
impressive list of wealthy Parisians who have organs
in their homes. So the more one comes to think of
it, the less warranted seems the wail from the organloft. Let the Government drive the organ out of
church; it can’t drive the organ out of house and
home. The organ lovers are mainly women, and it
is upon women that the separation of Church and
State in France lays its heaviest burden. The women
are the Catholics. And when French women find
their religious devotions interfered with by act of
Government they are bound to turn “passive resisters”
in one way or another. For them the evicted organist
will become doubly a hero, the evicted organ doubly
adorable.
There will doubtless be fewer organs and organists
in France in days to come, but even this Has its
bright side. Poor organs and talentless organists will
be forever silenced; gifted performers will still find
an audience, and they will also find instruments
worthy of their magic touch. Thus a noble art will
be perpetuated and, purged of incompetent practi¬
tioners, attain hitherto unwonted attitudes of achieve¬
ment—Boston Transcript.
We have received, in pamphlet form, a copy of an ad¬
dress, delivered by Mr. Nathan
H. Allen, organist and director of the Center Church,
Hartford, Conn., before the Connecticut Valley Con¬
gregational Club, on “The Desirability of a Distinc¬
tive Type of Church Music.” The address is very
well written and shows that Mr. Allen has given much
thought to his subject. We should like to reprint the
entire address but lack of space forbids and we can
only quote a few paragraphs which the readers of
The Etude should weigh carefully. After review¬
ing the progress of church music from the earlier
periods, and particularly the conditions of church
music in New England during the last one hundred
years, he paused to ask. the clergymen present four
questions. First: “Do you have music in your
churches in deference to custom: because it is and
always has been 1 ” Secondly: “Do you accept the
assistance of music as a quickening influence—some¬
thing that sets, so to speak, a different and separate
lot of spiritual motors into action? ” Thirdly: “Do
you sustain music in the interest of beauty, pure and
simple; a contribution to the beauty of holiness ? ”
Fourthly: “Do you rely on music in your service
in the same sense that a program maker places pieces
of different character in juxtaposition, for the sake
of contrast and variety—in short, for the sake of
effect? ”
Mr. Allen gives his own personal views in answer
to the four questions, in this manner: “I believe
music should be in our churches because it is and for
the most part always has been; that it should be
cultivated and safeguarded that in time we may have
an American type, for in all Christian countries it has
a glorious history and has been a bulwark. I believe
it should he genuinely a quickening influence, and I
recognize that in adapting music to the service, Sun¬
day by Sunday, it is the most difficult problem that
confronts us who wish to make it so. If we but had
the canon or rubric, this or that holy-day—as they
stand labeled in the church calendar—to guide us in
our selection; or if we had a certain orderly ar¬
rangement agreed upon in all our churches, a lot of
the difficulty would be removed. As it is a hap¬
hazard matter, the music too often has the effect of
mere concertizing.”
CHURCH MUSIC.

K
ORGANS I
HAVE PLAYED.”

The most interesting of all,
was, of course, the “Grand Organ” in Festival Hall, St.
Louis, Mo.
The great five
Manual masterpiece with one hundred and forty
speaking stops, is most certainly a credit to the
builders.
Mexico, “The Land of the Mid-Day Sun,” has some
remarkable organs. I had the pleasure of playing
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the Cathedral Organ in Monterey, State of Nuevo
Leon.
The Cathedral itself is over three hundred years old
and the organ is about one hundred years. It was
built in Lyons, France, by Femme Jean, at a cost of
$25,000 Mexican money. ■ The organ possesses a
superb “Vox Humana” stop, which is very effective,
the acoustic properties of the Cathedral being very
fine. The reed stops are especially good in richness
of tone and character.
The next organ I played was in Saltillo, State of
Coahuiia, an old-fashioned organ, without pedals,
built in 1708, in Italy. This organ is most interest¬
ing on account of the history connected with it. This
church was, during the Mexican and Texas War, very
rich, the altar railing being of solid silver, one hun¬
dred and twenty feet long and three feet high, with a
jeweled crown to the Blessed Virgin, valued at $150,000. The priest, being very cautious, painted the
railing black and hid the jeweled crown in the organ
bellows, and, of course, the organ is .considered very
sacred, as the guardian of the Queen’s Crown. This
organ is really too old to use to any advantage, its
tones being quite like those of hand-organs of our
own country.
The great organ in Mexico is the organ in the
Cathedral of Mexico, really a work of art, in the
Mexican style. The organ balcony is decorated with
two handsome solid gold statues of Apollo and
Euterpe, the sculptor being Don Josd Garcielo.
The organ has three manuals and forty-two speak¬
ing stops; the Great and Swell being in the structure
and the Choir organ overhead.
(A very pleasing
effect, this Swell and Choir organ.) The pedal organ
possesses a beautiful thirty-two-foot stop. The or¬
ganist, Sefior JosS MourSl, was educated in Italy.
The Mexican people, being very sentimental in
nature, naturally chose this dreamy style of composi¬
tion and it can always be determined by the sombre
minor cadences. Any lover of organ building and the
antiquity of the king of instruments will be repaid
by a trip to the great sister republic.—Cheston L.
Heath, Jr.
The origin of “The Old Hundredth”
has been traced back to the French
Protestant Psalter of Beza, published
at Geneva, in 1551. It also appeared in the year
1561 in the Anglo-Geneva Psalter, and in the same
year was published in another edition of that work
which was published in London. Nobody has dis¬
covered the name of the composer, but since it first
appeared in a French publication it does pot seem
natural to ascribe the tune to an English or a Ger¬
man composer.
It may be interesting to those who advocate, as
well as to those who oppose, the adoption of the
radiating and concave pedal board which has been
recommended by the American Guild of Organists, to
know that W. T. Best, the eminent English organist,
in giving his opinion against that board once said
that “it is like nothing so much as the bottom of a
MIXTURES,

Organists'Repertoire
TH. DUBOIS
Hosannah! Op. 80, No. 3, Mr. Alex Guilmant.

ARTHUR FOOTE
Allesrelto.Op._29 No. 2, Mr.
_Ir! John Ilyat.
“ Mr. W, If. Colson, Cl6.u„,„.
“
“
“ Mr. Clifford Demurest, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Feslival March. Op. 29, No.l, Mr.J. Hermann Loud,Brookline, Mas
Nocturne, from Op. 50,
“
“
“
“
Meditation, from Op 50, Mr. Walter C. Gale, New York, N Y.
Pater Nosier from Op. 50, “
“
“
“
Nocturne, from Op. 50,
“
“
“

H. J. STEWART
Festival March, Mr. Arthur Dorey, Ottawa, Out.
‘‘
“ Mr. Gerrit Smith, New York, N. Y.

S. B. WHITNEY
Processional March, Op. 25, Mr. Edgar C. Sherwood,Brooklyn, N. 1

Arthur P. Schmidt
M. P. MOLLER
PIPE ORGANS
O have been endorsed
by the most eminent or¬
ganists and clergymen
in America, and were
awarded the Gold Medal
and Diploma at three In¬
ternational Expositions.
We manufacture Pipe
Organs of all sizes, from
a small one-manual in¬
strument to the largest
five-manual organ. Our
tubular pneumatic action
has been pronounced by
experts to be the most
durable in use, and we
guarantee the response
to be as prompt as the
bestpiano. Specifications
and estimates furnished
free on application and
satisfaction guaranteed.

For catalogues and full particulars, address

M. P. MOLLER, Hagerstown, Maryland. 1

Elfeg, Bishop of Winchester during the reign of
Alfred the Great, is reputed to have procured an
organ for his cathedral. It was the largest instru¬
ment then known, having 400 pipes divided among ten
keys, supplied by wind from twenty-six pairs of bel¬
lows and requiring the services of no fewer than
seventy blowers. Judging from this, the Winchester
organ either came from Germany or was built upon
a German model, for in that country, until much
later, the wind was provided by a species of treadmill
arrangement whereon the blowers gripped a bar, each
working two pairs of bellows, like those of our smiths,
with their feet.—London Queen.
New Christmas Anthems.—In the Beginning was
the Word, Selby; The Heavens Declare, Macpherson;
In that Day, Bridge; Break Forth into Joy, Mathews.
(Novello.)
The Lord is My Strength, Thayer; Behold! a King,
Scott; There were Shepherds (trio for ladies’voices),
Lynes; He will Swallow up Death in Victory, CloughLeighter; Christians, Awake! Truette. (Schmidt.)
Brightest and Best of the Sons of the Morning,
Manney; Rejpice, ye Righteous, Clough-Leighter;
Arise, Shine, for Thy Light is Come, Burdett; While
Shepherds Watched, Marks. (Ditson.)
Instruction Books for the Organ.—The Organ¬
ist’s First Etude Album, Truette. (Schmidt.)
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Why Pupils Dislike
Study.
HINTS CONCERNING
Tiiebe are two reasons
VIOLIN STUDY.
why pupils dislike study
in the early stages, First, the teacher may not be
beautiful model tone on a good
able to produce
Instrument; secondly, both the teacher and the pupil
may have poor instruments. It is a serious menace
violin study in America that parents do not conpt,+ to stive their children instruments upon which
one can obtain a real tone. Many of my advanced
pupils have poor instruments. Heretofore I have
oreed them to rent their violins to beginners and hire
a Sod violin at the rate of $1.00 to $2.00 a month.
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
Now I cannot convince myself that beginners even
should’be obliged to listen to a poor toned instru¬
Hurried results are worse than none. We must force nothing, but be partakers of the divin
ment I began study as a child with an inferior half,
patience. If there is one thing evident in the world’s history, It is that God hasteth no •
sized violin. My teacher was a pianist who knew
haste implies weakness. Time is as cheap as space and matter.—George MacDonald.
the violin theoretically, but who could not produce
one tone upon the violin with ease or beauty
The following article, which we reproduce from the through the very first rudiments of bowing and finger¬
I do not remember that I ever heard a model violin
Violin Times, is both interesting and appalling. It ing, and, after a few scales and brief exercises, pass tone or a beautiful violin in childhood. What did 1
will recall to some of our readers the days when a into the second position, their authors obviously as¬ not miss! As I behold my child-pupils at the ages of
suming
that
pupils
in
general
require
only
an
ex¬
certain Prof. Benjamin startled various communities
seven to eleven possessing instruments worth $25.00,
with his colossal violin classes, and gave his mem¬ tremely limited experience with the lowest position.
I am amazed at the results of tonal work. One little
Now, such an assumption is as foolish as it is un¬
orable exhibitions of how the violin should not be
fellow owns a beautiful old three-quarter violin, and
played. Prof. Benjamin has, we believe, disap¬ fortunate; and it seems to us that if our teachers when the child draws his bow across the strings, he
peared from the musical horizon—in all probability would exercise their intelligence, they would quickly immediately has his audience at his feet. And the
for the very excellent reason that his ingenious learn that our “methods” are not safe guides on the marked change in his attitude toward the instrument,
scheme enabled him, after a brief career, to live in question under discussion.
A fine, brilliant, reliable technic necessarily de¬ as compared with his former worthless violin, is no
peace and luxury to a good old age. The “Maidstone”
longer a marvel with me. He loves his violin because
system, mentioned by our contemporary across the pends upon a solid foundation. It should go without it is able to respond to his inmost musical feeling.
sea, is not familiar to us; so we will content our¬
Another little boy of seven owns a very poor in¬
selves with re-printing the article in question with¬
strument. I sent it to a poor little fellow who had
out further comment.
no violin and rented a good violin for the first boy.
What a marked change in his playing! He was de¬
“The introduction of the violin to the scholars of
lighted and when, during a short season of repairs,
English elementary schools has been attended with
he used his first violin, he was disappointed indeed
great success. So great, indeed, that 100,000 children
with its tone. A child knows a beautiful tone and
are now developing a love of this branch of music,
ne can distinguish between a good violin and a bad
and it is not too much to expect that from this army
toned one as quickly as many a connoisseur.
of violinists one day may spring a real British genius.
I believe that a teacher’s success depends largely
In February last year the Express announced that
upon the violins of her class and not upon the violin¬
30,000 boys and girls of England were learning to
ists. An inspiring tone produces an inspiring student.
play the violin on the ‘Maidstone’ system.
The “Maidstone’ system is the result of an experi¬
From my half-sized violin I went to my full-sized
ment carried out originally at the All Saints’ National
violin, which belonged to the family and which was
Schools, in Maidstone, and it is now being adopted
very bad. It was not a good change. My hand was
at schools all over the country.
too small for the instrument and I contracted habits
Messrs. Murdoch and Co., Limited, of Maidstone
which remained with me for many years. I was,
and London, the promoters of the scheme, supply
indeed, discouraged, at first, by its tone and its im¬
children with violins, piccolos and mandolins, on the
possibilities. When I began teaching, I had a much
easy instalment plan, and the young members each
better violin, but still a poor one. Now it is not
pay threepence per week for tuition, which is given
necessary that a violin be costly to have a good tone.
out of school hours.
I have bought this winter very good half-sized Breton
The permission of the authorities has, of course, to
violins which have had so fine a tone that the little
be obtained before these orchestral classes are at¬
folks have loved to play upon them, and they cost
tached to any school, but the children are showing
only $15.00 apiece. Believe me, some teachers and
such keenness that hardly a day passes without the
some pupils have acute sensibilities and can discrim¬
formation of a new class. The classes range in num¬
inate between tones far better than many a dealer of
ber from a dozen to 120.
instruments.
The Plymouth School Board has taken up the
I do not believe that one can learn to detect dif¬
scheme enthusiastically, and at Sheffield there are no
ferences wholly by listening. The tonal sense is a
fewer than 1000 child fiddlers.
gift. Take a vocalist, for instance. Born with a
Altogether over 2000 ‘Maidstone’ classes have been
beautiful organ, she may sing above all faults be¬
established throughout England and Wales, and at
cause her mind and subtle tonal sense tell her what it
the recent concert given at the Crystal Palace, 700
is natural to do to produce a beautiful tone. Again,
children attending the violin classes attached to
she learns technic more quickly than other singers
London elementary and other schools gave a very
because her instrument is a beautiful and easily
creditable performance. It is hoped in time to estab¬
governed one.
lish scholarships and competitions, so that pupils
Many violinists have average violins with a carry¬
can be encouraged to work from stage to stage until
ing, a refined, not a cheap tone. Violins have caste.
they reach the Royal Academy of Music.”
I have learned to tell an aristocrat when I hear one
and see one. I have no idea when I learned, but I
Nothing in the techthink that it was not until I grew to womanhood and
THE FIRST POSITION.
nics of violin playing is
Nicolo Paganini.
heard a model tone on a beautiful instrument. If
more widely and thor¬
pupils cannot afford to have a fine instrument, it is
oughly misapprehended than the question of how
worth a teacher’s while to own several fine violins of
much, and what kind of, work should be done in the saying that if the first position—the foundation of different sizes and grades in order that at recitals
first position. Our numerous “methods” give evidence the technical structure in violin playing—is either really gifted children, or any children who play solos,
of the fact that their authors never gave this subject ignored or treated superficially, the whole structure
may play upon a fine violin.
serious attention; our teachers furnish us with un¬ must necessarily be faulty. Strange to say, however,
Very often talented pupils are misjudged because
mistakable proofs that they, too, have not yet dis¬ few teachers lay stress on the need of extended work
they do not play upon good violins and their tone
covered the grave importance of lingering sufficiently in the first position, and they, like the “methods”
is rough and uneven. I am very sure that the selec*
long in the first position; and the technical ineffi¬ which they teach, carry the pupil into the upper
tion
of a good violin for both teacher and pupil >s
ciencies of the majority of pupils are easily traceable positions at a time when he is capable only of strug¬
to the general disregard of the need of thorough work gling with the difficulties of the technic of the first one-half the battle when it comes to successful work.
in a position which should easily be recognized as, in position.
The Violin Bow.
many respects, the most important on the finger¬
We earnestly urge all teachers to give this ques¬
I usually have a half-dozen bows of different sizes,
tion their most serious attention. Our advice may be
board.
All “methods” with which we are familiar, even summed up briefly, as follows: Keep the pupil, how¬ during the year, ready for pupils to use while their
bow goes to the repair shop. I cannot say that all
those bearing names of great weight in the violin ever gifted, as long as possible in the first position
world, rush impetuously towards the upper positions.
For some, a year may be sufficient; for others, two pupils are careful of their bows, but I tiv to urge
lem to wash the bow frequent lv. unscrew- it after
The earlier pages of such hooka guide the pupil years may not suffice.
use, put it carefully in the box and avoid touching
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the hair with the hands. Every pupil should own
two bows of proper length and weight. The teacher
should choose light bows for children’s use. The how
should always be of proper length, and, above all, let
the bow have a flexible stick and let it be rehaired
frequently.
The Cabe of the Violin.
Owners of good violins always have them insured.
Children should, very early in violin study, learn to
take care of the violin. The box, or case, should be
lined. The bow should be fastened to the cover of
the box by a strap. The violin should be unencum¬
bered by any articles within the ease. The rosin
should he kept in a compartment with strings and
the strings should lie in a good leather or tin case.
The violin should never slide about in the box. it
should be arranged by stays or props. The violin
should not he left out of its ease long at a time. A
silk handkerchief, or some soft substance, should cover
it. Rosin should not be left under the bridge. When
ridges are worn in the fingerboard, the repairer should
look at the instrument. Pegs must he kept in order,
strings good, bridge safely adjusted. All these things
are part of a successful study.
I will now add a final statement: If we wish to at¬
tain anything in art, we must have good tools and
we must keep our tools in order.—Florence Isabel
Winn.

We hear much said by earnest,
conscientious teachers of music,
against the so-called “sin” of
teaching through imitation. “If
a pupil learns by imitating his teacher’s playing or
singing,” they say, “his method of acquirement ranks
him with the parrot; he gains no real knowledge of
music. Do not subvert him by the imposition of your
own style; give him his rightful, sacred chance at
individual expression! ”
Although it is true that merely to imitate, without
in some measure understanding why we imitate, is
indeed more or less parrot-like; the teacher of music
who does not (in the earlier grades, particularly)
present himself as a model to be imitated by his
pupil, can hardly attain success.
When a rule or suggestion is really explicable to
the pupil, lucid explanation should be given by the
teacher. Of course, to attempt to teach a pupil of
strong musical individuality, by setting up for his
servile imitation, my own conception of a composition,
and holding him rigidly and against his will to this
conception, would be, indeed, a sin of the most marked
description; but a rule for the treatment of young
geniuses presupposes the existence of the geniuses.
And I respectfully ask: “Where are our geniuses?
Where are the pupils of strong musical individual¬
ity?” We see very few such in America, but many,
many, nearly all (more’s the pity), with some little
musical capacity, which flickering capacity must be
fanned into a flame, when possible, by means of the
right teacher and the patience and effort of the pupil.
When a pupil with strong musical individuality is
found, his treatment should, of course, be adapted to
his nature. Such a pupil’s concept is his own, and
should be treated respectfully. But upon a pupil’s
lacking the gift of originality, with hardly one sig¬
nalizing musical trait .(and I repeat, such pupils
make up well-nigh the sum total of the average
teaching clientele), yet with sufficient capacity and
sufficient patience to become in time a “pleasing” per¬
former—wiiy should not the teacher, if he can, engraft
upon such an one his own conception of a composition ?
I believe this'is the only thing left for him to do;
that it is just this or nothing. In confirmation of
this, we need but note how all but invariably a gifted
teacher’s pupils repeat his style.
“A deplorable fact! ” it is said. I think we should
rather deplore the amazing absence of musical indi¬
viduality among American students. Of course, a
music teacher should do his best to stimulate the
average pupil’s powers toward the development of an
individual taste in style; but my own experience,
and the experience, I judge, of nearly all our teachers, is that in the majority of pupils this taste is
conspicuous by its absence, and must needs be supplied
at second hand, by the teacher.
Far from desiring to give another his own prized
conception of a composition and have it played or
snng as the pupil’s own, the teacher who is also a
public performer dislikes exceedingly to do this. It
TEACHING BY
IMITATION.
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seems to rob him of his musical rights, and sometimes,
from this one necessity (that of engrafting himself
thus upon pupils) his work becomes exceeding dis¬
tasteful.
Teaching by imitation does not exclude the habit
of explanation, which may often precede it, thus en¬
hancing its value. A rule given, the reason for it
should be made clear if possible, by verbal explana¬
tion clearly and concisely given. Now follows the il¬
lustration, for instance:
“In playing this ‘Barcarolle’ you should get into
the swing of the rhythm; try to imagine a boat rock¬
ing upon the tide; play it somewhat thus” (illus¬
trating) or (a lesson in the earliest grades)::
“Hold the how absolutely parallel with the bridge;
the reason for so doing is that if it is held even a
little otherwise it gives an impure tone; thus:”
(illustrating). Of course, the imitative method saves
time and much speaking, and is thus highly econom¬
ical.
In the cultivation, for instance, of tone quality—
that something most difficult to impart through ex¬
planation, but which more than any other element
expresses essential character, and through which
genius most adequately shows itself—in imparting
the higher tone qualities a teacher misses his mark
again and again by too much talking.
Let him, if he is himself a good exemplar, cease
from much speaking, and simply play. My word for
it, the pupil will be indeed the gainer, and the teacher
will not have the sore throat next day! Among my
several teachers I learned the most from the one
who talked the least, but played the most.
An experience in instructing one of my average
pupils has some points of interest. Little Nellie was
a good and docile child, of even' disposition, sensitive
and retiring. When she began violin lessons she
showed little aptitude, being neither quickly receptive
to explanation nor to the illustrative methods which
I employed. Her intonation was defective, her sense
of the difference between a pure and an impure tone
was at first far from keen. Constant ear drill was
necessary both for the sake of intonation and for
quality. I would play a scale or a melody correctly,
then incorrectly, and ask Nellie to tell me which
way was in tune. I gradually gained ground, inas¬
much as Nellie learned fairly soon to distinguish be¬
tween a melody such as “Sweet Home,” when played
in tune and when out of tune. The correct playing of
scales, especially the minor mode, was harder for
Nellie to master, yet within a reasonable time to¬
gether we accomplished this too. I did a great deal
of playing with Nellie, but more without her; I
played to her often, that her ear and her musical
taste might be trained by listening rightly. I said
little concerning tone quality—but Nellie’s first
scratchiness soon began to disappear as her bow
arm came under her control. Next she began to de¬
velop a certain roundness and purity in tone; it was
largely unconscious on her part, but was literally
imitated from me.
Later on, she developed from this (with as much
analytic explanation from me as she could compre¬
hend ) a good style—yet closely resembling my own, of
course.
Nellie’s mind was not keenly receptive; I found
that much talk and attempts at explanation were
largely lost upon her. So I never said much concern¬
ing tone quality, nor indeed about the other elements
of style; but I gave her many examples of excellence
in tone quality. She gradually absorbed the con¬
ception of a good tone and the good tone manifested
itself.
Nellie remained with me some half-dozen years, and
by that time had developed into an excellent orches¬
tra player, as well as a good player of solos, such
as the easier Die Beriot pieces, the Mazurkas by
Olive Musin, etc. Her intonation was pure, her tone
rich and full. Her audiences enjoyed and appre¬
ciated her. As an average pupil, Nellie was a marked
success.
Upon the whole, why is it not safest and best to
admit frankly the practical limitations to purely
analytic musical teaching in the case of the average
American pupil? Why not proceed openly and with
a free conscience, upon the demonstrated fact that,
while analytic explanation should always be given
where it does good, the main reliance in training for
musical expression must, under existing American
conditions, have fine exemplification and ever fine
exemplification, to the end of the chapter 1—Marion
Osgood.
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dates A plan that proves a necessity with conser¬
vatories may have points of contact with the work
of the private teacher. Systematization in business
methods is a good thing, and it seems plausible that
such a system should hold the pupils more steadily
to their work and for longer periods. For example,
the season from September to June can be divided
into four terms of ten weeks each, and provide for
the usual Holiday vacations. Instead, then, of terms
of twenty lessons, beginning and ending at haphazard
dates, make them of ten weeks each. Those who take
two lessons a week will receive twenty lessons in the
regular term. Those who take but one lesson a week
should simply pay for the ten lessons. Some teach¬
ers make a slight advance in the charge for those who
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY.
take but one lesson a week, a practice that is justifi¬
season. If it were a matter of one week it would able if one can enforce it, as it is much harder to
A PRACTICAL TALK ON PRACTICAL
be no more than should be expected, but so many stop teach those who take a single lesson than those who
THINGS FOR THE CHRISTMAS
at Thanksgiving and do not take up the work again take two a week. When application for lessons is
HOLIDAYS.
until after the Holidays, the excuse being that they made during the progress of the term, payment should
I am constrained to pause for a moment, and take have so many presents to make, while, as a matter be exacted for only what remains of the term, so that
the floor (or rather the Round Table) myself. of fact, they save the money their lessons would cost the next term may begin with the same date for aU.
Everybody pauses and does something else at Christ¬ to buy presents with. This prolonged absence plays By this plan the terms of the various pupils will not
mas. Perhaps the members of the Round Table may havoc with the pupil’s condition, both as to hand and need to overlap, and one’s bookkeeping may be much
prefer to do all the listening for once. At any rate, mind, as well as depriving the teacher of income that simplified, for it will be necessary to keep only a
I will try to talk along a line that all teachers think had been promised him. No matter how much a record of the date when the lessons began, and of
about at least once a year, and many of them oftener. musician may be absorbed in art for its own sake, lessons missed. The regular lessons wall conform to
Christinas, as a recurrent festival, seems to be he must make it commercially productive if he be the weeks of your term, and payments may be made
separated by lesser and lesser intervals of time as the enabled to live. But even with a large class, if pro¬ accordingly.
Making up Lost Lessons.
years go by. Some say that this experience shows longed vacations are to be so numerous, the produc¬
Missed lessons, as far as possible, should be made
that we are growing old. But is it not rather because tiveness of his season will be highly problematical.
of the change in one’s point of view? The child’s point The commercial man would rate it a bad business that up during the term in which they were lost. I wish
had
so
much
enforced
idleness.
But
this
is
not
all.
of view is entirely one of play. In youth, although
to make a suggestion in regard to missed lessons.
beginning to take the work of life seriously, one is From the standpoint of commercial honesty, the pupil Many pupils seem to harbor a sort of half-feeling of
still more absorbed in externals, and looks more upon has no right to stop the lessons for such long periods. injustice at being required to make up missed lessons,
business as a means of providing the opportunities for Pupils are assigned certain hours in the beginning of especially those who take two lessons a week. A
these external pleasures. As the years roll by, though, the season, and, although stopping for a month, ex¬ time is appointed and they say when coming for the
one becomes more and more absorbed in the serious pect the same hours to be retained. Thus the hours lesson: “I can do nothing, for I have had so little
side of life; it assumes importance by sheer neces¬ are rendered unproductive for this period, hours which time for practice since I had my last lesson.” Make
sity, and for its own sake, while everything else must should be assigned to others who desire them, and a special feature for these lessons, and give the pupil
become subsidiary. Absorption in one’s work means pupils have no right to deprive the teacher of them. to understand that the time will be given to this
the apparent rapid flight of time. The responsibilities As a matter of fact, it is the music teacher who is special feature. For example, students almost invari¬
and uncertainties of life, while seeming to pass slowly paying for the presents that are being bought. Did ably need more attention given to their technic. Tell
at the moment, yet strangely enough cause events you as a music teacher ever stop to figure up how them that you wall give them a special lesson on
separated by long intervals of time to seem to come many dollars you contribute every Christmas in mak¬ technic at the extra time, and to practice for their
close together. The events come regularly, while the ing presents to the community at large?
usual lessons in the usual manner. A thorough over¬
ordinary affairs of life are painfully uncertain. We
hauling of the technic at these odd times may be made
Serious Pupils.
all remember how Toby in Dickens’ “Christmas
invaluable to the pupils, and they may thus be made
Chimes,” waiting for his dinner to be brought him,
It is difficult to get serious work out of the majority to feel that the lesson was not forced out of them.
philosophized on the regularity with which the hour of pupils, and for the reason that they have no
for dinner came around, and the extreme uncertainty serious purpose in their study. Those who from force
Pupils’ Recitals.
with which the dinner arrived. And not only did of necessity are preparing themselves to become teach¬
But I have not yet said all that I had in mind in
dinner time come regularly, but “jobs” were irregular, ers will work earnestly. “Society” pupils, who only regard to the Christmas vacation, and will therefore
and subject to constant interruptions.
desire music as an “accomplishment,” are in many return to that subject. The pupils’ recital is one
cases a thorn in the flesh. These are the ones who of the most potent means of arousing and retaining
Irregular Music Students.
are constantly interrupting their lessons for trivial the students’ interest, as well as attracting new ones
We can doubtless all sympathize with Toby in his causes. In the larger cities, like New York and Bos¬ if the playing is well done. It is a good plan to ar
observations, for are we not music teachers? And ton, the leading teachers have their classes largely range a pupils’ recital during the week preceding the
although we have observed that Christmas arrives made up of young teachers from all parts of the Christmas vacation. Begin to talk about it and to
with unfailing regularity, have we not discovered also country who come to prepare themselves for their
prepare for it weeks in advance. Let it be the ob¬
that it works great uncertainty and even havoc in the work, and who are ready to work seriously and jective point towards which the students’ attention is
arrival of our business ? First, there is the class who steadily. Such teachers have little conception of the directed during the autumn work, and in most cases
wait until after the beginning of the New Year before conditions that prevail in the smaller communities.
the lessons will not be stopped until after the recital
taking up their study. These almost invariably stop
has taken place. Make them feel that playing before
Circumventing Irregularities.
by Easter, and then wonder why they make such
others at the recital is an important part of their
slow progress in their work. They cannot be made to
With a foreknowledge of these conditions, it is per¬ musical development, that it is being arranged for
realize that progress is represented by ten months of fectly right and just, as well as business-like, that
their good, as is in reality the case, and you will find
faithful, consecutive practice and study with a two the teacher try to circumvent them as much as pos¬
your class attendance will be better maintained.
months’ vacation in the summer, and not by three sible. If people cannot and will not realize the in¬
months of desultory study in the winter, and nine jury that is being done to both parties in the con¬
Teachers’ Recitals.
months of idleness. But such is the perversity of tract, it will be well for the teacher to make use of
In addition to this it is a good plan for the teacher
human understanding, that there are many who really any scheme that will keep the pupils interested and at
to give a recital at the close of the mid-winter vaca¬
believe that they should make rapid progress in the work until as near Christmas as possible. In the
tion. If you are a good player, your pupils should
latter manner of study, and noting the fact that first place, the teacher should make calculations for
they have not learned much during their three months’ at least one week’s vacation at Christmas, and in some be given an opportunity to hear you occasionally. If
study, hold the teacher responsible and proceed to a towns experience may have shown that two weeks are you live in a town remote from the musical centres,
new one for their next winter’s annual dabble, not necessary. In all relations with the pupil during the your playing will be the only model they will have
neglecting in the meantime to vilify their former autumn, the teacher should act on the confident as¬ to listen to. An important part of a pupil’s develop¬
teacher. Some business firms have a black list of sumption that work is to be continued till the Christ¬ ment should be listening to the performances of
customers who are undesirable, and which they inter¬ mas vacation. Speak of it occasionally, bringing in others, something that they have far too little of,
as a general rule. Your pupils will bring their
change for their mutual protection. Would it not be a mention of the date when tjie vacation will begin
friends to your recital, and it will be well for them
a good plan for music teachers to keep and exchange thus letting it become fixed in the pupil’s mind, in
lists of this sort? For such pupils are exceedingly which case it will often be taken as a matter of to hear you also. It will not be necessary to give
damaging to the teacher from every point of view. course, and plans made to correspond with it. Schools this recital in a hall, although better, if convenient.
Those teachers are indeed fortunate who are so in¬ have their definite dates, and students accommodate But even if you have to give it in your own rooms
dependently placed that they can refuse all pupils, themselves to them. Why should not private teach¬ and invite your pupils and their friends, it will with¬
out doubt be a profitable thing for you, for it will
except those who will contract to study for a certain ers try to make the same arrangements?
serve as a means of gathering your class after the
definite period of time.
vacation, and thus renew their interest. Getting
Christmas Presents to the Community at Large.
them all together is a good thing, for talking over
While speaking on this subject, I would like
With perhaps more elements of uncertainty about suggest as a very practical help, that teachers di
eir music with one another arouses their enthu¬
them than this, however, are those who stop their their season into definite terms of ten weeks e
siasm, stimulates their interest, and often makes
lessons for an indefinite period during the Holiday each pupil’s term beginning and ending on the s
them anxious to get at their work again. Although
(Continued on page 516.J

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Large values for
SOME EXTRAORDINARY very low prices are
COMBINATION OFFERS given in each of the
OF MUSICAL WORKS
following offers. If
SUITABLE FOR
cash is sent, the
CHRISTMAS OFFERING, works will be deliv¬
ered, post or express
paid; if charged, the transportation is additional.
LITERATURE OFFER.
Value $8.00; for $4.00, postpaid.
The History of Music, W. J. Baltzell.
Anecdotes of Great Musicians; W. F. Gates.
Analyses of Piano Works, E. B. Perry.
European Reminiscences, L. C. Elson.
First Studies in Music Biography, Thos. Tapper.
VOCAL OFFER.
Value $5.50; for $2.50, postpaid.
Standard Graded Songs for the First or Second
Year.
Standard Graded Course of Singing (any one of the
four volumes).
Friendship Songs, Tod B. Galloway.
Springtime, A Song Cycle, by E. L. Ashford.
Merry Songs for Little Folks, Gottschalk and
Gardner.
Unique Children’s Songs, with Actions and
Tableaux.
NEW PUBLICATION OFFER.
Value $3.80; for $1.40, postpaid.
Four-hand Parlor Pieces. A Collection.
Lyric Pieces for the Piano.
Spanish Dances, Moszkowski.
Czerny Selected Studies, Book I.
Scales and Exercises, Herz.
Musical Euchre, Game.
The Petite Library is a series of nine little
volumes hound attractively in red cloth, and sold by us
as a set.for $3.00. Our Holiday Price for the month
of December for cash is $1.75. These books are small
only in size. They are as valuable as works of
reference as any biographies that we know of. As
a Christmas present for either a music teacher, a
music student, or any lover of music, they are not to
be excelled. The series contains the life and works
of Handel, Haydn, Weber, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Liszt, Wagner, and the life of Mozart. This
work has given such general satisfaction heretofore
that we have this year lowered the price, and make
particular mention of the set.
Postal Cards containing portraits of the great
composers are in great demand at the present time.
We have arranged for some very attractive and ele¬
gant cards for the Holiday trade, which we will
supply to our customers at 35 cents a dozen, post¬
paid. The composers included in the collection are
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin. Dvorak, Gounod,
Grieg, Handel, Liszt, Mascagni, Mendelssohn, Mo¬
zart, Paderewski, Rubinstein, Saint-Safins, Schubert,
Verdi and Wagner. This is a special importation
for our Holiday trade and therefore limited.
We take pleasure in announcing a new collection
of music which is appropriate for a Holiday gift,
and at the same time one of the most useful col¬
lections that we have ever put together. The col¬
lection is called “Lyric Pieces for the Pianoforte,”
all selected with the utmost care. The volume con¬
tains sixty-four pages. The following are the names
of some of the pieces: “The Dream Fairy.” by Sfeeboeck; “Album Leaf,” by Reinecke; “To a Rosebud,”
by Porter Steele; “Berceuse,” by Lacombe; “Ronde
d Amour,” by Westerhout; “Blumenstiicli,” by Schu¬
mann; “Love Song,” by Smith; “Song of Spring,” by
Williams; “Ode to Spring,” Well; and “Easter
s»ug,” by Fuchs. It is a collection of pieces of
hbout the second and third grade, with no dance
forms or severe classics. The emotional element is
Yery prominent in all the pieces. You will not reCTet ordering a copy of this in advance. During the
Holidays, and for one month only, we will offer the
book for only 25 cents, postpaid.
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A Christmas Cantata for the young people is
frequently asked for by our customers. We call the
attention of those interested to “Santa Claus’
Party,” text by Wm. H. Gardner, music by L. F.
Gottschalk, a short work, suitable for au entertain¬
ment by a day school, a Sunday-school or for a
parlor entertainment, provided sufficient space is
available, with or without scenery and special cos¬
tuming. The cantata calls for ten characters (boys,
and girls and two grown persons) and a chorus. It
does not take more than twenty minutes to produce.
The price is very low for a work of this kind, 10
cents a copy, $1.00 per dozen, postage paid.
“Merry' Songs for Little Folks,” by Gott¬
schalk and Gardner, is the most attractive and most
suitable Christmas gift that we know of for a child
any way interested in music. The book is the size
of sheet music and most elaborately gotten up.
Every page is printed in colors. The music is me¬
lodious and catchy; the words are humorous and
suitable; every selection has actions and tableaux
directions given with it.
In its particular line we know of no better work.
It retails for $1.50. We sell it during the month of
December on our regular “Holiday Offer” for cash,
postpaid, for 90 cents. We give it as a premium to
anyone who sends us three subscriptions to The
Etude at full price.
“Musical Euchre,” by Carl W. Grimm, should
prove a useful and attractive Holiday gift for stu¬
dents of music. This game is played in the same
manner as an ordinary game of euchre, but its
musical feature gives it a definite educational value.
Games of this sort, which are at the same time
practical, interesting and playable, are decidedly
scarce. Musical games make popular presents for
the Holidays. The retail price is 50 cents, postpaid.
We are constantly in receipt of inquiries for works
on the analyses of certain compositions. We have
arranged for the Holiday trade a set of works on
this subject: “The Musician,” by Ridley Prentice,
in six volumes, a grade to each volume. The retail
price is $4.50. We will sell this set for cash during
the month of December, postpaid, for $1.75. It is a
gift of no ordinary value to every student of music.
The work is a guide for pianoforte students, help¬
ing toward the better understanding and enjoyment
of beautiful music. It is serviceable both to those
who desire to study and to those who desire to play
classical compositions just ns well as they possibly
can. The work contains analyses of many of the
best compositions of the classical writers, from the
very easiest compositions up to the most advanced
works written for the piano. The works separately
sell for 75 cents each. Our special December Holi¬
day price is 35 cents each, postpaid.
The best offer that we have to make to students
and teachers who read this journal is on Riemann’s
“Encyclopedia of Music.”
Every student should
have a copy of some kind of encyclopedia. At the
present time the new edition of Grove is not ready
and will not be for at least a year. Therefore we
cannot make an offer on this complete work. The ■
Riemann Dictionary'answers all practical purposes
for a working encyclopedia, besides being cheaper in
price. For the month of December, our price for
this work of 800 pages is only $2.75, postpaid.
We would like the name and address of any girl
or boy who will sell single copies of The Etude.
We will start them out in a profitable business with
a free outfit. From a little notice given last sum¬
mer in these columns, a number of the boys took
up the work during vacation time. One twelve-yearold Illinois boy says: “I can best sell The Etude
by playing the easier pieces when I call at the
homes.” A boy of nine, down in Florida, says: “It’s
easy to sell The Etude. Send another dozen quick.”
We now extend the offer to the girls, for they, in
many cases, have a better knowledge of the musical
families and acquaintance with teachers of music.
This is the very best time of the year to begin.
Special prices to those who sell the most copies.

PUBLISHER
So many of our subscribers
desire a small token of their
regard to give to every one of
their pupils and friends that each year we give
particular attention to arranging for some such
articles, one of which each year is a musical calen¬
dar. Our calendar for 1906 surpasses in every way
any calendar which we have ever made or which
anyone else has published in connection with music.
It is called The 1906 Art Calendar, and consists of
a heavy, soft kid finish bristol board upon which is
printed a steel engraving of eight portraits of the
“Great Musicians,” surrounded by a suitable artistic
border. The calendar has a substantial easel on the
back, and no advertising matter of any kind.
The price is the same as heretofore, 10 cents each
or $1.00 per dozen, postpaid, although the cost has
been greater than any heretofore published. Send
in your orders as early as possible as we have made
only a limited quantity. Our patrons who have
purchased calendars from us in past years will find
that we have excelled ourselves this year.
CALENDARS.

The “History of Music,” by W. J. Baltzell, which
has been on the special offer for some months past,
is withdrawn with this issue. We expect to deliver
the book to our advance subscribers about the time
this issue of The Etude reaches them. There is a
special Holiday price of $1.00 on the History which
will be found on another page, entitled “Holiday
Offer of Musical Gifts.” We shall be pleased to
receive from those who have advance copies, criti¬
cisms and any suggestions that may be of service
to the publisher for the second edition.
The Etude for 1906 represents the 24th year of
publication, during which time the paper has growu
steadily in circulation, in influence and authority
with the members of the musical profession, as well
as the great circle of musical amateurs. The new
volume will have all the admirable features of
former years, those which have proven helpful and
attractive to our readers, with other newer points that
will be equally inspiring and useful. We shall have
articles of special value to teachers from the fore¬
most teachers of the United States; we shall have
contributions of interest to the musician, aside from
pedagogic points, from leading American and Euro¬
pean musicians, we shall have ths assistance of emi¬
nent writers on musical matters, both American and
foreign, keeping-our readers posted on what is going
on in the world of music. We need mention but a
few of the names to show the standard of excel¬
lence we have set: Carl Reinecke, Isidor Philipp,
Henry T. Finck, FI. E. Krehbiel, Louis C. Elson,
Emil Liebling, Carl Baermann, J. Francis Cooke,
With notes from London, Paris, Berlin and other
European music centers. We propose to give the
teacher plenty of educational material, and, at the
same time, furnish the general reader a variety of
interesting musical reading. T^e January number
will contain four or five articles on Handel and his
music with a full page portrait.
We call thfi ‘attention of teachers to the fact that
The Etude can be made very helpful to their work
if they will take the very little trouble necessary to
get pupils to subscribe for a year, as a trial. The
music, the little stories for children, lesson notes,
puzzles, dub reports, recital suggestions, etc., are
very attractive to young pupils and aid materially
in the work of organizing and conducting class meet¬
ings, which is the newest and most valuable teaching
method of the day.
Renew your Etude subscription now, no mat¬
ter when it expires, and send a subscription to your
friend as a Christmas present, both for $2.70. The
price of three subscriptions is $3.75.

THE ETUDE is prepared to duplicate all offers
made by any other paper, firm, or agency on all
combinations of any kind in which an ETUDE
subscription is included.
(Continued on page 512.)
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On page 522 of the advertisPREMIUMS.
ing section of this issue will he
found a selected list made up
from our regular Premium List. We should like every¬
one of our subscribers to send us during the coming
season at least one other subscription besides T.s or
her own. The Etude deserves your support. The
management is making every effort- to furnish the
most attractive and valuable music journal. Our
aim is to make each issue, if possible, of better value.
We pay particular attention to our music pages.
In every issue we strive to supply something for
every class among our constituents.
Our premiums are given liberally; the greatest
value possible for the amount expended. The larger
the number of subscriptions which you send in, the
greater the proportionate value of the premium will
be. It is our aim to recognize in this way the valued
efforts of our subscribers to widen our field. We
furnish free sample copies to all who desire to use
them in this work. We have special plans which
we should be glad to send to anyone interested. By
a few simple words of recommendation it has been
oftentimes possible for our subscribers to obtain
some coveted work on music with no expenditure of
money whatever.

Elsewhere in this issue
among the advertising pages’
will he found an advertisement:
“Gifts for Music Lovers.”
We have drawn together under this head every book
and article on our catalogue which is particularly
well suited for the purpose, a Christmas offering to
one’s friends. In the most cases, the titles explain
the works. In other cases, we have added a few
words of explanation. The editions mentioned are
in every case our best, notwithstanding the extra¬
ordinarily low prices which we make for this one
month of December.
There are works and articles mentioned therein
suitable for teachers, for students, for pupils, lor
children, and for all lovers of music, amateur as well
as professional. Make up your gifts from this list,
and the value which you will receive for the amount
invested will he almost double that amount placed in
other channels. For every $5.25 worth of works
selected we will make the price, postpaid, $5.00, if
cash accompanies the order.
All the works mentioned in this list are also given
as premiums to The Etude. We shall he pleased
to send our Premium List, and also our Descriptive
Catalogue of musical works, which will explain all
the works listed.

(THE ETUDE.$1,501
$2.50 N Harper’s Bazar ..... . 100 $2.00
(or any Class A Magazine
)_
aa/THE ETUDE .$I.501S2 -n
$3.00|The Musician. 1.50/*2.50
Class A Magazines may be added to any combina-

The “Herz Scales” are now ready for the press,
and the special offer is hereby withdrawn. We will
be pleased, however, to send the work for examina¬
tion. The special offer is also withdrawn on the
“Czerny Studies,” Op. 636.

Our special Christmas “Gift Offer” of The Etude
this year includes the Holiday number, mailed to ar¬
rive on Christmas morning, a Christmas card bear¬
ing the donor’s name and a: full 1906 subscription.
A constant reminder of the donor’s- thoughtfulness.

CLASS A MAGAZINES
Pearson's Magazine. An up-to-date Literary Magazine.
Outdoors. A magazine of Country Life.
Pictorial Review (with one pattern). An Illustrated
Fashion Magazine,
The Cosmopolitan. A modem Progressive Monthly.
Harper's Bazar. Interesting and valuable to all women.
Men and Women. A Catholic Home Journal for every

“The Friendship Songs,” by Tod B. Galloway,
are now in press, and will shortly be ready for dis¬
tribution. The special offer on these songs is hereby
withdrawn. We will be pleased to send a copy of
these songs for examination at any time.

We will appreciate anything you may do in ex¬
tending the usefulness of The Etude by calling
it to the- attention of all your musical acquaintances.
We ask this because we are sure that you will do
your friends a service, yourself credit, and The
Etude justice.

MAGAZINES
SEND YOUR LIST TO

THE

ETUDE

Combinations including
THE ETUDE at very low prices
Retail Price_Oeir Price

THREE PAPERS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
("THE ETUDE.$1.50')
c e enJ Review of Reviews. 3.00 l e ■> aa
$5.50< The World’s Leading News
j* J’UU
(.Cosmopolitan. i.OOJ
fAdd Woman’s Home Companion-)
$6.50< (One of the best Woman’s Papers) >$3.50
(.Or any Class A Magazine_J
f THB ETUDE .$1.50')
$2.50 Szfu**or^he^Woman^Home
[$2.10
l Companion. I.OOJ
$3.50 Add any Class A Magazine_$2.60

OUR CHEAPEST AND BEST COMBINATION

THE ETUDE w ith any of the following
STANDARD MAGAZINES
>0 The Century.
iO SI. Nicholas.
i
l
i
i

Appleton’s Book lovers.
World’s Work.
Outlook (new subscribers).
Country Life in America (before Feb. 1).

Youth’s Companion (new only).
Choir Herald.
Choir Music Review.
The Organ .
The Organist.
Harper’s Magazine.
2.50 American Illustrated Magazine (Leslie’s).
Any two combinations may be taken by com¬
bining the cut prices and deducting $1.50, thus taking
only one ETUDE subscription.
Add $2.50 to any combination for Ladles' Home
Journal and Saturday Evening Post.
Success Magazine or Woman’s Home Companion
nblna
can be adde
We will duplicate
any paper or s
scription agency on al
nbinati ins which incl
the ETUDE.
The above' selected lists contain the best of cur¬
rent literature. This is an opportunity to every
home and to every studio to furnish itself with nec¬
essary and useful reading matter in abundance at
prices within the reach of all.

THE ETUDE
1712 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

— Composers and Song Writers-

FREE

My Booklet “A Little Talk on
Composing and Arrang¬
ing Music,” containing information

CHAS. MILLER, Composer and Arranger
4I7 Broadway
Milwaukee, Wis.

SPECIAL FOR DECEMBER
Three Famous Copyrighted Pieces of Sheet Music for 50c
1 copy of Melody of Lov^-by Engelmann, 50o
1 copy of Meditation—by Morrison, 50c
1 copy of Some Sweet Day Transcription—by Ellis, 60c
List Price is 81.60; Teachers’ Regular Price, including postage, 83o
All Three Pieces Sent Postpaid for 50c
Address IL5EM (St CO. Cincinnati, Ohio
in THE ETUDE whei
Plea:

W-HERH can you find a more appropriate gift for
a. music-loving friend than a year’s subscription to
The Etude?
*
Singers and teachers of singing will be interested
to examine Vol. IV of Greene’s “Standard Graded
Course in Singing,” which is now in the en¬
graver’s hands. This completes the course which
gives material for a systematic, well-chosen, thor¬
oughly practical course of training in singing, one
year to each book, thus adapting it admirably to
college or conservatory use, and to graduation. The
final volume furnishes models for the study of the
Recitative and Aria, and for artistic interpretation,
the idea being to add finish and. style to the technical
training provided for in the first three volumes; it
is especially valuable to pupils who expect to teach,
since it helps them to ideas in style and conception.
Until the book is ready to place on the market we
will accept orders in advance at 40 cents per copy,
postage paid, if cash accompanies the order; if a
charge is to be made, postage is additional. To in¬
troduce the complete work we will furnish the four
books to schools and teachers for $1.60, postage paid,
if cash, accompanies the order.
Volume I of the “Selected Czerny Studies,” edited
by Emil Liebling, is nearly ready for the press. The
entire work will consist of three volumes, but during
the current month we will continue the special offer
on Volume I. These studies will constitute a com¬
plete graded course in Czerny, covering technical
work very thoroughly, from grades II to VI. Vol¬
ume I starts a trifle easier than the second grade,
and works up to the early third grade. In addition
to the well-known studies of Czerny, there is a
wealth of less-known material of much value, as the
selection of these studies has been made from
Czerny’s entire works.
The studies are arranged in progressive order, and
are graded very closely, ranging in logical order and
aiming toward the development of a well-rounded
technic. The editing of the work has been done in
a splendid manner, fingering, phrasing and dynamic
marks being in accordance with the best modern
ideas. The annotations and editorial suggestions are
practical and of great value.
During the present month, the special price for
introductory purposes for Volume I will be 25 cents
if cash accompanies the order.

GIFTS FOB
MUSIC LOVERS,

Music fob Christmas.—Our patrons will find on
one of the advertising pages of this issue a list of
music for Christmas—solos, duets and anthemswhich we will send for examination. These numbers
are all attractive, some of them having stood the test
of several years’ use and are still in demand. Send
in your orders early and avoid the rush of the last
week or ten days before Christmas.
‘Spanish Dances” for four hands
are now in print and ready for distribution, and the
special offer is hereby withdrawn. We consider our
edition of this work to be the best on the market.
The Music in this Issue covers twenty-six pages,
a thoroughly well-balanced selection of pieces in
various styles and grades, including a number of
valuable novelties. We call especial attention to
the splendid transcription for piano solo of Brahms'
“Hungarian Dance,” No. 7, by Isidor Philipp, a
Parisian pianist and pedagogue. Parlow's “Callsbria” is a new and characteristic tarantella by a
composer of European reputation. American com¬
posers are represented by three new and attractive
compositions: E. M. Read’s melody, entitled “Fare¬
well,” will be welcomed by admirers of this popular
writer. Sudds’ “In Quiet Meditation” is one of his
most recent and best compositions. Geo. D. Martin's
A Quaint Dance” is a characteristic and melodious
bit of writing. “Gipsies,” by Eggeling, is an attrac¬
tive little piece, full of color and originality. Wen¬
zel s ‘‘Bells of Christmas Eve” is a bright and pretty
drawing-room piece appropriate to the season. The
four-hand piece is a new march by Engelmann, en
titled “In Festive Array,” one of his best. R- M.
Stults* “Christmas Song” is a novelty which may
bo used either as a solo or as an anthem with id
libitum chorus. “The Place of Pity.” by Pontius, is
a sacred song with strength and dignity that will
appeal to choir singers. For concert and recital
singers as well nS for students, we give a most ex¬
quisite little song, “The Violet,” l,y Arthur Hervey.n
favorite English composer.
Stojowski’s “MClodie” is the Opus 1 of a popular
composer and pianist who has recently located
in 1®country- It is a highly effective bit of writins
n the modern style. Tourneur’s “Valse Mignonue"
the viVrly llttle.dance for violin and piano, in which
in part is throughout in the first position.

Large numbers of subrENEWAL OFFER, scriptions expire during the
current month. In order to
have these renewals reach us before the next issue
appears, an important point in our office system, we
make the following renewal offers. The conditions
are that cash must accompany all orders, and that
the subscriptions reach us before December 31st.
It makes no difference when your subscription ex¬
pires, these offers are open to all our subscribers.
For $1.70 we will renew a subscription for twelve
months, and send in addition their choice of the
following works:
Album of Lyric Pieces for the Piano.
Modern Dance Album for the Piano.
Four-hand Parlor Pieces.
For $1.85 a renewal, and any one of the following:
Modern Drawing-room Pieces for the <Piano.
Masterpieces for the Piano.
First Recital Pieces for .the Piano.
First Steps in Pianoforte Study—Presser.
Standard Graded Songs for the First or Second
Year.
For $2.00, a renewal and one of the following:
The Organ Player—Orem. A Pipe Organ Collec¬
tion.
The Masters and Their Music, W. S. B. Mathews.
Students’ Harmony, 0. A. Mansfield.
Reed Organ Method, Chas. W. Landon.
Those who are interested in church music will be
pleased to learn of the publication of a new mass,
by A. H. Rosewig, whose similar works are so well
known and so widely used; we refer to his “Third
Mass, in E flat,” which is, without doubt, one of
his best contributions to church music. The “Third
Mass” is arranged for four voices, has both Latin
and English text, the latter conforming to the rubric
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and is, there¬
fore, available for use in both the Roman and the
Episcopal Church, as a communion service in the
latter. The regular retail price is 80 cents per copy,
but by special arrangement with the composer we
are able to offer the work for introduction during
this month at 40 cents per copy, postpaid. As the
mass is already printed, the special price will be
withdrawn at the end of the month.

We will shortly publish an edition of the “Kleine
Pischna.” Of recent years this work has become
highly popular among teachers. It is a set of short
and practical technical exercises, and is called the
“Kleine Pischna” to distinguish it from the large
set of technical exercises by Pischna, to which it is
intended to form an introduction. These studies carry
out logically the modern idea of the equal develop¬
ment of the hands and of the working, out of each
technical figure employed throughout all the keys.
It is probably the best and most useful set of purely
technical exercises ever invented. Each technical
point is thoroughly brought out. Our edition has
been carefully revised and will be gotten out in a
handsome and substantial manner. The special in¬
troductory price during the present month will be
30 cents per copy, if cash accompanies the order.
With this issue we present to our subscribers and
patrons our Seventeenth Annual Holiday Offer
which will lie found on page 523. This list con¬
tains about all the live, modern works in musical
literature, and also the best collections of music
suitable for musical gifts. A number of new works
that have never appeared on any previous offer have
been added. The price includes postage, and every
book on the list has been reduced from 10 per cent,
to 50 per cent. Cash must accompany orders to re¬
ceive the advantage of the reduced price.
In response to our offer to send six ornamental
buttons to the officers of every Etude Music Club,
we have heard from about one hundred clubs, both
of children and others. These buttons have a por¬
trait of Beethoven in the center, and the words
Ftude Music Club around the margin. We have
beard many words of approval from those who have
received them. That offer is still open; To those who
esire to purchase additional buttons the price is
cents per dozen, postage paid.
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PIANO TUNING PATS
Our Graduates Earn $5 to
Si O Per Day the Year Round

power. We teach PIANO
TUNING, ACTION REGULAT». ,1 ING, VOICING. AND KINK
REPAIRING, all in one practical,
(/ % easy an<l complete course, taken
r / at vonr own home BY COttRESPONDENCE.
SONAL ATTENTION

It 1

TUNE-APHONE, ANYOl
ItfSGIN TO
pMOW
tumng, regulating*and’’repairing
When you have finished our easy, thorough, fasllnah™
course, we will grant you a DIPLOMA accepted everywhere
as proof of skill You will theu be in possession of a busiAreASci™wii1
MASTER FORmake
LIFE.y°u independent AND YOUR OWN
WE SUPPLY FREE A TUNE-A-PIIONE, also a working
—--rn upright PIANO ACTION, also the

The Everett Piano
The best symbol of musical cultur

You can usually estimate with reasonable
accuracy the intellectual aspirations in a home
by the class of books in the library.
<| An Everett in the music room denotes
musical culture throughout the home.
<f The o-reater sum necessary in the purchase
of an Everett does not constitute a larger ex¬
pense account, but is an additional investment
in a finer and more valuable property.
The greater durability of au Everett and
the more perfect achievements resulting from its
use are the extra dividends you receive on a
judicious purchase.
«I If you are really interested in the purchase
of a piano, write us and we will give you facts
which attest the above.

The John Church Company
Cincinnati

New York

Chicago

Owners of The Everett Piano Company, Boston, Mass.

Galt, Oi
pianos.”—Mas. S. A.__
Los Angeles, Cal.
“I made *81.60 the first two
weeks, and *5 to *12 per day
thereafter.
Carey F. Hall,
Coffeyville, Kansas.
“I am earning good money
since I began tuning, repairing,
etc. Last week I took in *27.60,
listee, Mich.
This professioi

ne that is surely not overcrowded.

/ dispose of, from which I realize from
*2.50 to $3 per instrument.’’—J. W.-Unser, Tiffin, Ohio.
each.”—(Rev.fc. D. Nickelsen, Hood River, Oregon.
“I made *36 last week and *212 the last two months tuning
and regulating pianos.”—Joseph Gbibehr, Astoria, Oregon.

LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE PROSPEROUS

THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING
204 Music Hall,
LE CREEK,
MICH.
Send To-day For FREE Illus¬
trated, Descriptive Booklet.

For Brain Workers
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Strengthens the exhausted and confused
brain, relieves nervous headache and induces
refreshing sleep. _ A wholesome tonic.

1906—ART
CALENDAR
THEODORE PRESSER
1712 Cheslnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

E ETUDE when addre

|

Send to-day for our boo

* “How to Succeed ”
l FREE! ^^“ua'^isnh?intoutmusic 2
ETHEWITMARK MUSIC LIBRARY =
=
(Branch B)
f 50 WITMARK BUILDING, N. Y. J

Musical Euchre
By CARL W. GRIMM
Price, 50c

ANEW
musical game by the inventor
of the popular “Musical Dominoes”
and other well-known interesting
and instructive musical games.
The game is played similar to the ordi¬
nary game of euchre, with the exception
that a special deck of cards has been pre ■
pared, in which the various suits instead
of being represented by clubs, hearts, etc.,
are named after orchestral instruments,
aPrima Donna being used instead of a
Joker, and the sequence of the cards is
represented by the circle of fifths.
This game will prove most interesting
and fascinating as well as musically in¬
structive. The cards are handsomely
and substantially gotten up.
THEODORE

PRESSER,

Publisher

1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEEL ENGRAVED

PORTRAITS
Of eight composers printed on six-ply, kid finish
Bristol board, size 6 ')x5 in., with a substantial
easel, tj By far the most artistic and beautifullymade musical calendar we have ever offered
10 cis. each, $1.00 per doz., postpaid. No discount
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A HOLIDAY SUGGESTION
THIS CHRISTMAS ISSUE FREE with
a Year’s Subscription for “THE ETUDE”
A Most Acceptable Gift to Every Music Lover
A Constant Reminder of Your Thoughtfulness

PEciAif^}

^ THIS ATTRACTIVE CHRISTMAS NUMBER and a
tiful HOUDAY CARD bearing your name will be mailed to
friend to arrive on Christmas Morning. The Subscription will
be entered for the year 1906—13 issues.
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9 SPECIAL OFFERS.-Write us to-day for a special premium list
and Clubbing Offers of exceptional value and low price. This is a splendid

MMm “THE ETUDE,” Philadelphia, Pa.
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wrote in the same key.
Mozart did not write more than two symphonies in
the key of A, although he wrote no fewer than fortynine works in symphonic form; while in the nearly
related key of D he wrote five, and of the twenty-
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HAND PAINTE
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MUSICAL CALENDARS
The design is N E W and NOVEL
infinity ’ t0 a (luestion which would require an
but which ^ a"d exPerienee to f«Hy ans"-er,
U«*ical Ovi„i0 ‘ S Partlally answered every day.—

songs^or^ny’s foi^jjuloo^ostpaid,n^y°ders fiUe^rompitly*

ORGANISTS
FREE

What, then, is the reason of this variety of choice?

It so far as it

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

lO^each
Assorted $1.10 per dozen
SOBY <a CO.,1306 Clementine St.
PHILADELPHIA
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TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.
(Continued from page 510.)

METRONOMES
O

UR METRONOMES are of the finest quality
made, and are guaranteed for one year against
any defect in manufacture.

Holiday Prices. Good till January 1st only
Transportation Included

With Bell Trench - -

- $3-25
- 3-50

Without Bell French - - -

$2.40
2.60

A metronome and an Etude subscription for $3.50,or one wkhteH f4.oo.

Theo. Presser, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Cooke-Keller Combination Music Staff Ruler
Useful

A CHROTMAS PRESENT VOR
WHILE
8omething that will las
Don't give your teacher or your
a *»"*L^Ck^eSIX t^?“ry“me iUsTiployed. The Cooke-Keller Com
blnafion MuVic
ofthif kind.
SpecS r”."
N,Y.

ZABEL BROTHERS

Music Printers

nil this may seem like a mere business considers,
t on from the teacher’s standpoint, yet it surely
Lrves an artistic purpose also, for anything that con¬
duces to continuous study on the part of the pupil
serves his artistic progress.
Combining the Social with the Musical.
It may be that you do not play the piano publicly.
There are many good teachers who have, for various
reasons, given up playing before others
In this
ase you can reserve your best and most advanced
ounils to play at this post-vacation recital. They
will represent you and show the result of your best
work Avoid jealousy in this connection by making
the rule that only those shall play in this recital
who are of a certain grade of advancement. Only
those, for example, who have progressed enough to
be playing Cramer and pieces of a corresponding grade
of difficulty. Or, if you have a very advanced grade
of pupils in your class, those who are playing the
Chopin etudes. Each teacher will have to decide this
matter for himself. If you hold such recitals in your
house, you can combine social features, and thus
come in touch with the parents of your pupils. Light
refreshments, if practicable, make people sociable,
and a sociable occasion makes people good-natured
and well-intentioned all around. And good nature
tends to create a good feeling toward you and your
work. These are some of the interests you can make
to centre around the Christmas Holiday period, and
possibly turn what may have been a serious drawback
in your work, into a source of profit, and bring you
into public notice in a manner that will redound to
your credit. It may require a great deal of clever¬
ness to make a desert place fertile, and corn to grow
where there has been nought but nettles, but if yon
can succeed in doing this, you will possess within
yourself the elements of success.

AND ENGRAVERS
Music typography in all its Branches

No. io South Hicks Street, Philadelphia

Christmas Cantatas,
Anthems, Etc.
THE NATIVITY
A charming Christmas Cantata by Adam Geibel; product
twice in one month at the great Auditorium at Ocean Grov
N. J. Highest possible testimonials.
Price 50 cents. Write for examination copy.

Music Printing
COMPOSERS AUTHORS TEACHERS
Write For Prices
Plate making. Printing of Sheet Music and Books
Titles All Styles. Copyrights Secured.

E. A. Stege Co., 252 W. 47th St., New York

Boys! Girls! Attention!!
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
YOUR OWN MONEY ?
HERE’S

THE

CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS
k! the Herald Angels Sing. Afar.ro.
UoUthenL^rd’A AnoInted^'^A' 'schne'cker.
old, I Bring You Good Tidings.' Adam Geibel'.
ngle copies sent on examination.
■w ant hems published monthly by Geibel, Marks, A
sing, Kern, etc. Catalogue free.
GEIBEL & LEHMAN
•6 Arch St.,Philadelphia
17 E. 16th St..New York

A PRESENT MMkiMii

mm Monthly Music Journal tor one ye
■ ■
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

WAY

Address ALFRED BEIRLY, Chicago, III.

RNin VOIIR NAME. A DDK bars AfNL> aue wun
ENaDrYequest korourfree outfit worth
*‘d°use this mone rto S^ltl^W^be
“old atfa large profit. We have a Plan for annual
subscriptions also.

ADDREDfpASR™ESr0N “The Etude”
17I2 chestnut Street

-

PHILADELPHIA

HAND PAINTED

Musical
Calendars
A unique, pleasing, and useful present.
JUST THE THING FOR YOUR PUPILS
Size434 x
inches.
Mailed for 10c each. Assorted, per doz., $1.10
BENJ. SOBY & CO., 1306 Clementine St., Phila., Pa.

The American Music Journal, Cleveland, 0.

Official Organ of the National qualified Music Teachers' League
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A live Member of the Community.
Another thing, and an important one. Do not
isolate yourself. Be a live membei of tht commun¬
ity. Interest yourself in affairs that concern the com¬
munity at large. Beware of self-absorption, for that
means that you will be eventually lost sight of. If
vou are a man, do not let your hair grow long and
iook queer. If you are a woman, do not affect odd¬
ness of attire nor queerness along any line, but be
one among your associates. From a social standpoint,
people do not like those whom they have to contin¬
ually apologize for and explain their eccentricities.
It has been demonstrated over and over again that
musicians can be men and women and succeed. Those
who affect exaggerated peculiarities are becoming
more and more to be looked upon as monstrosities.
Make yourself queer and you will shortly be segre¬
gated among the queer. Only make yourself queer
enough and you will eventually find yourself in the
nearest asylum. The time has now come when the
musicians who are most respected are those who are
most harmonious in their relation of man with man,
identifying themselves with some of the numerous
community interests. Make the people feel that you
have some intelligence along other than musical lines,
and that you are interested in them. They will then
become interested in you. It will not be alone your
business that will benefit, but your own character
will benefit immeasurably. You will find abundant
opportunity to make yourself useful along these lines.
Looking Ahead.
Last, and not of least, importance, take some of
your idle time to review your own work. Make plan*
for each of your pupils.’ You will not succeed over
well with them if you simply follow a routine tta
applies to all alike. But you must think out the
special treatment that may he needed for each. Keep
a record of all points that trouble you, and write
the Roux a Table for help or information. B°
forget that it is the endeavor to make this department of Tns Etude entirely practical, and in orie!
to do this, that your co-operat ion is needed. It ^
longs to you, and it is your privilege to make use 0
it, and our pleasure to answer your questions if P®
sible, and to print your suggestions for the l**®
your colleagues. You can send your letters directly
to the home address of the conductor of this dep*
ment, at 38 Woodward Terrace, Detroit. Mich- W
will save re-mailing and time. And if .vour ® .
do not appear as soon as you expect, do not W»
that in getting up a magazine it is necessary
most of the material be prepared two months m
vance.
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(continued from page 497 )
thTonei°?
f°r LiStand
WagDer’soand
iuat*yinhonored
the
once-despised
Mendelssohn,
Franz
manv
delssoh8’ Ch?f? “ the °PP°Site direction,’from Men
delssohn and Schumann to Liszt, only to recognize in
his last years scarcely anyone but Baeli and Handel.
alvS°VOn Biilow in that he handled with
£™tof 11jce anyone who displeased him. But
ow fought such a one with wit and sarcasm and
fwj Tn eontented with apostrophizing him as a
stupid fellow—an expression which was always on
his lips, whether he spoke of an attendant in the
Hall, or a famous violinist, a Leipzig professor, or a
piano-tuner. He was, nevertheless, good-natured, on
the whole.
As a composer he was extraordinarily conscientious
and scrupulous; for minutes at a time he would
fumble and try over at the piano to see wl.ether a
chord should be written as at (1) or (2),

MEXICO

CALIFORNIA
BEST REACHED
VIA

ELEGANT THROUGH SERVICE
DINING CARS
meals a la carte
TOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS AND
FURTHER INFORMATION A DDR ESS

THE^ overland limited
THE COLORADO SPECIAL
&tmCfeXScnJIbMr°n'y tV
north-western limited
THEa DULUTH-SUPERIOR LIMITED
ussr***-- tra'n i°ihe f

and many a time he has shown me three versions of
a song, differing only slightly from each other, for
me to choose from.
Robert Franz was a comical figure as a director;
he did nothing but read his score, and heat the time,
meanwhile, just as it suited him. If a passage struck
him as especially good, he would stand only on his
left leg, and let the right hang loosely. I often
wondered how he kept his balance. In rehearsals he
was often impatient if the orchestra—very imperfect
in his day—played along like machines; he had, of
course, a very fine feeling for the way a period should
be delivered and shaded, but instead of telling the
musicians what they ought to do to bring out the
effect he intended, he would merely tell them how it
ought to sound, and that, besides, in metaphors.
Once he remarked to them: “Oh, gentlemen, that is
no effect! that ought to sound as yellow as sulphur! ”
Had he told them the violin must play nearer the
bridge, he might perhaps have got the effect he
wished, but instead the “stupid fellows” fiddled away
just as they had before, and Franz, nevertheless, im¬
agined that they were doing better. Another time he
said: “That is poor again; you must salute it very
pleasantly.” So then they saluted, each in his own
way, one so—and another so—but Franz was satis¬
fied.
It is well known that the master became, later,
almost wholly deaf, so that social life was very diffi¬
cult for him. He cared little for his personal appear¬
ance, and in later years neglected it entirely. I once
met him in Halle, greeted him and walked a few
steps with him, and afterward my little daughter,
whom I had been leading along, asked: “Papa, did
you know that beggar ? ”
I hope that the readers of The Etude will he in¬
dulgent toward these sketches, which have perhaps as
their only advantage absolute truth. I would have
been glad to write of still greater masters—Liszt,
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Jenny Lind, Schroder-Devrient and Brahms, but then I should have committed
a sort of plagiarism toward myself, for to these
greater spirits I have devoted a whole book, called
“And Many Dear Shades Rise up,” published in
Leipzig and known throughout Europe. Unfortu¬
nately, it has not been put into English. In a later
issue of this paper I shall have some further remin¬
iscences of Raff, Rubinstein, Moritz Hauptmann,
Julius Rietz, Joachim and others.
Marchettus of Padua, at the end of the 13th cen¬
tury, who was the first to advocate the exclusion of
parallel fifths and octaves, did great service for the
development of mensural music. At that time there
was great controversy whether the stem of a note
should he placed at the right or at the left side.
Marchettus contended for the right side and presented
the following reasons: “Just as the right side of a
man is more perfect than the left, because it contains
that which nourishes and makes him more perfect,
namely, the blood, so also a note with the stem on the
right side is more perfect than one that has it on the
left.”
Please mention THJ5 ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

The faculty of the Chicago Piano College gave a con¬
cert in Kimball Hall, Oct. 14.
Mr. Frederick William Mueller has sent us a program
book of ten organ recitals that he will give this season.
French composers, Italian composers, Mendelssohn, Ameri¬
can composers, German composers, Scandinavian com¬
posers, English composers and three selected from the
works of representative modern and classical composers.
Mr. Otto W. G. Pfefferkorn gave a recital at Brenau
Conservatory, Nov. 14.

The Study Section of the Tuesday Musical Club, Akron,
O., gave a program from German composers, Oct. 31.
A Chopin-Liszt program was given by members of the
faculty of the Chicago Piano College, Nov. 0.
Members of the faculty of the Cedar Kapids, la., Con¬
servatory of Music, gave a recital of works by standard
composers, Nov. 3.
.. T1!*: Young People’s String Orchestra of St. Louis, gave
its 8th semi-annual concert Oct. 29. Mr. Victor Lichten¬
stein is the conductor.
Mr. L. J. Quigley, director of music at Owensboro Col¬
lege, hy., died several months ago. Mr. Quigley was the
writer of a number of excellent musical compositions.

Mr. Albert Labarthe, of the Labarthe Piano School,
( hieago, recently gave a recital, Nov. 2, programing some
very difficult works, such as the “Variations on a Theme
• f Paganini’s,” by Brahms, Islamey, by Baiakireff, and
Liszt’s 12th Hhapsodie.
, Mr. IV. F. Gates, of Los Angeles, gave a talk on “The
Milestones of Musical History, Oct. 27.
A sacred concert was given at Fresno, Cal., Oct. 1 by
the choir of the 1st Presbyterian Church, Mr. A. G.
Wahlberg, director, Mrs. Ralph A. rowell, soprano.
A series of historical lecture recitals have been
arranged for the Detroit Conservatory of Music, by Mr.
Brands L. York, lecturer and Miss Georgia Richardson,
pianist. The numbers are selected from the works of D.
Scarlatti, Rameau, J. S. Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, Schu¬
mann, Chopin, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Scriabine.
The Dannreuther String Quartet of New York City,
celebrated Its 20th anniversary this Fall.
Mr. T. Carl Whitmer, Director of Music at Stephens
College, Mo., has arranged for a series of Saturday after¬
noon recitals, including six organ recitals. Some of the
subjects are: Early English Carols, Development of the
Piano and its Relation to Composition, Tannhiiuser, Early
German and French Piano Music, Early English and
Italian Piano Music, Lohengrin, Strauss’ “Enoch Arden.”
The faculty of the music department of the Texas
Presbyterian College for Girls, Mr. George L. McMillan,
director, gave the fourth annual concert in October last
We have received a fine program book from the Satur¬
day Club, Sacramento, Cal. They will have 14 afternoon
and 6 evening recitals. The membership consists of 40
active, 30 student, and 620 associate.
Dr. Hans Harthan, of the McGill Universitv Conserva¬
tory of Music, gave three historical piano recitals, Oct
7, Oct. 21, Nov. 4.

tAUiance, 0. and Mrs. Wilbur Thoburn Mills, at Column
j. Becker o.if New York
_ City
,
__
has arranged
for a series __ ’ c illustrated talks on" the' trait's^
character essential „
... „
LUCJ a;
n,e B
1~ *i-why
they
tial and how they may be cultivated. The subjects
Euthusiasm Perseverance, Imagination, Sympathy, Noand The Uses of Adversity.” The music, given by
Mr. Becker s pupils, assisted by well-known artists, illus¬
trates the mam points of the lectures.

PASSING OF PORRIDGE.
Makes way for the Better Food of a
Better Day.
“Porridge is no longer used for breakfast in my
home,” writes a loyal Britain from Huntsville, Ont.
This was an admission of no small significance to one
“brought up” on the time-honored stand-by.
“One month ago,” she continues, “I bought a pack¬
age of Grape-Nuts food for my husband, who had been
an invalid for over a year. He had passed through a
severe attack of pneumonia and la grippe combined,
and was left in a very had condition when they passed
away.
“I tried everything for his benefit, but nothing
seemed to do him any good. Month followed month
and he still remained as weak as ever. I was almost
discouraged about him when I got the Grape-Nuts,
but the result has compensated me for my anxiety.
“In the one month that he has eaten Grape-Nuts he
has gained 10 pounds in weight, his strength is
rapidly returning to him, and he feels like a new
man. Now we all eat Grape-Nuts food, and are the
better for it. Our little 5 year old boy, who used
to suffer from pains in the stomach after eating the
old-fashioned porridge, has no more trouble since he
began to use Grape-Nuts, and I have no more doctor’s
bills to pay for him.
“We use Grape-Nuts with only sweet cream, and
find it the most tasty dish in our bill of fare.
“Last Monday I ate 4 teaspoonfuls of Grape-Nuts
and cream for breakfast, nothing else, then set to
work and got my morning’s work done by 9 o’clock,
and felt less tired, much stronger, than if I had made
my breakfast on meat, potatoes, etc., as I used to.
I wouldn’t be without Grape-Nuts in the house for
any money.” Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. There’s a reason.
Read the little book, “The Road to Wellville,” in
pkgs.
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Gifts-Gifts—Gifts
SUITABLE FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS

PIANOS

At Low Prices Until Januaryjirct

ARE SOLD DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
-AND IN NO OTHETwAY:-

MUSICAL LITERATURE
Bound in Cloth and Gold

Retail Mtay
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(illustrated)
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Two Gilts of Unusual Value for MUSIC LOVERS
i AT VERY LOW !

THE PETITE LIBRARY

THE MUSICIAN

LIFE AND WORKS
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Life of Mozart
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HUlflOilESQUES.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

BY ALFRED H. HAXJSRATII.
Could I but sing like yonder lark,
Who soars through azure skies,
On concert-stage I would embark
And he a true surprise.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
53 fifth Avenue, New York

FRANK DAMROSCH, Direcfor

Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music. Offers
all advantages of a European musical education.
Faculty composed of the most

E S —1. Mrs. Jessie Gaynor Is an American composer
and lives In St. Joseph,. Mo. We have no material at
hand for an extended biographical sketch.
2. Alfred R. Gaul, .
City,” is an Englishman,was a chorister In the Cathedral
uly
organist in several smaller places, a student at Cambridge
University, where he took the degree of Bachelor of
Music, and finally located at Birmingham. Besides “The
Holy City,” he has written several other works in can¬
tata form—“Hezekiah,” “Ruth,” “Passion" music, and
the “96th Psalm,” as well as glees, part songs and solos.
B. S.—There is no rule to guide a director or singer
as to the time to be given toi pauses. Some authorities
insist that a pause should not break in on the rhythm •
that is, a pause that comes on an accented beat should

eminent teachers of Europe and America.
Prospectus on application to the Registrar.

The Oberlin Conservatory
of Music

... valuable teaching n._ __0
... book,
r finishing this
we advise that you begin with the second 1_ ...
Mathews’ “Standard Graded Course.” If you want the
little girl to learn about the great composers, get a copy
of Mr. Tapper’s book “First Studies in Music biography.”
W. B.—1. The opera “Lucrezia Borgia” was composed
by Donizetti.
2. “Tancredi,” by Rossini, belongs in the category of
grand opera.

Three Books Every
Musician Should Own
PARSIFAL KHucSf*

by

LOHENGRIN SfEKSST (75e
j;a.nsa-

-•

THE LOVESlF GREAT
COMPOSERS
TBOS. y. CROWELL S CO., New York

ZALH.

m

book

125 pianos.
It is a department of Oberlin College, and enjoys its intellectual and social life.
Send for descriptive catalogue and musical year-book. Address,

Charles W. Morrison, Director, Oberlin, Ohio.

BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY
"KENNETH AL BRADLEVriDirector."0
Uler

°XhWohc,

;Sj^£'rN ^ERK“'l3ft.

THE LEADING°rri^>i'ORATORy" AND
^ SCHOOL OF^ IVI UOlC
LANGUAGES
C.ulos free .1 application to E^SClfMlVT^Mretar/08 Mioh,|£Bn Avenuc

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL of MUSIC

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN
Offers Complete, Thorough and Systematic Instruction in all branches of Mnsic
Faculty of Twenty-five Members
'horal Union of 300 Voices—Orchestra of 40 Pieces
mouncement of Concert Bureau or Calendar of the School, please addres <
CHARLES A. SINK, A. B., Secretary

LEARN PIANO TUNING

If you have talent make it earn $1.00 an hour. Services needed
everywhere. We give a thorough college course by mail and
experience. You cannot regret having acquired this delightful
profession.’ Our free prospectus will interest you.
CENTRAL SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING, Shelbyville, Ind.

SAMPLE COPY OF

EAGLE NEST March and Two-Step
LAMB PUB. CO., Pottstown, Pa.

Come ye Disconsolate
J. L. Bratton.
IT Adapted to a very beaut
15 cents postpaid. H To s
we will send a charming
oissitLSsfSfa
wait
CHORD WALTZ. IT Address
FRED. W. BECK (Bo,
n THE ETUDE wl

is
"■*— -*™■■ *■»* '• “• “*

A Very unusual

FAULTY DICTION, OR ERRORS IN THE USE
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND HOW
TO CORRECT THEM. By Thomas H. Russell.
George W. Ogilvie & Co., Chicago, Ill. 50 cents.
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holiday offer of musical gifts

iH^nl PREMIUMS
Gifts of Value Easily

ETUDE

We lake pleasure in presenting to our subscribers and patrons ihe SFVFntffmth r„T,,T7II „
cal literature and collections. The binding as given is the best in
i “ ANNUAL Special Holiday Offer. This list contains about all that is good in musiafter January 1,1906, as our special arrangements with mihliuhnrc
».n ,a!ie .made- 11 must be distinctly understood that no orders are filled at these prices
gest that all orders be sent at the EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATF nnd .h, * 1
»dafe- , In order ,0 avoid DELAY and INSURE DELIVERY on TIME, we would sugTTAATC HP ncr:
’ d lh
any disappoin,menl- ln writing, allow a’line for each arficle ordered.

Earned by

CONDITIONS Ul OFFER.

Securing Subscribers to THE ETUDE

-

-—

orders. We pay all postage or express charges. This offer
LAnKts POSITIVELY on JANUARY 1,1906. None of these works will be sent On Sale

lgements can be made v

THIS OFFER IS

CONTINUED

DURING THIS

* Prices marked with (*-) asterisk are for Paper Binding.
Send Tor complete preiimium booklet, giving Tull InTormatior

THE ETUDE,

SONGS
SACRED AND SECULAR
EVERY ONE IS A GEM
Sample pages on request, or send 35 cents for
complete book. Money cheerfully refunded if

Tullar-Meredith Co.

1712

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
t exquisitely the art of development."—.

School of
Music Education

The Thomas
Normal Training School

JOHN ORTH, 146 Boyiston St., BostonrMass.

CALVIN B. CADY Principal

The Kroeger School of Music

BOSTON, MASS.
E.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

STUDIO OF MUSIC
Miss Helen Esther WilKinson
Former pupil of PROF. OSCAR RAIF, Berlin.
Present pupil of MAITRE ISADORE PHILIPP, Paris.
(Please send for Catalogue.)

Hughey Music School
St. Louis, Mo.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS

t THE ETUDE when addre!

Music,

Drawing,

Penmanship,

R. KROEQERT D irecior

THE ODEON, ST. LOUIS, MO.

FREDERICK E. HAHN, Director
Weiflblman Building, 1524 Cheslmil Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Phil^delphia/s Leading Musical College

TEACHING TEACHERS
HOW TO TEACH PIANO

Announcements will be Sent on Application

The Hahn Violin School

THEODORE PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Opens Sept. 26th, 1905
313 Pierce Building

MONTH ONLY—SEE CONDITIONS ABOVE

Same can be had with elegant gilt clolh binding for 50 cents additional lo Ihe Special Price

I descriptive book catalogue explaining all of the above works

^lllF’

Broad St Conservatory of Music
1329-1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET

FREDERICK MAXSON 0r!*nl8t

Cb

Organ lessons given on the Three-manual Electric Organ
it First Baptist Church. Pupils prepared for Church posi;ions, Concert Work and for the Examinations of the Ameri:an Guild of Organists. Call or address

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director
Private and Class Instruction In all Branches by a
Faculty of 55 Artist Teachers
MUSIC. DR.AMATIC ART
MODERN LANGUAGES
PIANO
TUNING
RESIDENCE DEPARTMENT
FOR. YOUNG LADIES

Hugh A. Clarke
223
MUS. DOC.
South 38th Street
LESSONS
Philadelphia
/LAIL.NHABhlONY.COUIT

■ nc. rcmuav L. VAN IA

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
letl

GIRARD AVE.

524

THE

ETUDE

AROUND'X'WORLD
» IIO DAYS -

S.S. VICTORIA WISE
From New York

Made by a per¬
fect mechanical
process from
high grade
cocoa beans,
scientifically

From San Franc/scc

NOV. 12.1912

FEB.27.I9I3

blended,

it

is of the fines!
quality, full
GO. LIMITED
strength and
absolutely pure and healthful.
Sold in Vc, lb., % lb.. Vs lb. and 1 lb. cans, net weight.

Booklet of Choice Recipes Sent Free

WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780

DORCHESTER, MAS

The Crowning Attribute ol Lovely Woman is Cleanliness”

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
\ NAIAD

■UNSEEtjilviAlAD PROTECTS

cost for tuning and maintenance is less than half thaf

ORE S S

SHIELD

ODORLESS
Beauty!

HYGIENIC

Supreme
Quality!

in
Cleanliness!

Possesses two important and exclusive features. It does not de¬
teriorate with age and fall to powder in the dress—can be easily
and quickly sterilized bv immersing in boiling water for a few
seconds only. At the stores, or sample pair on receipt of 25c. Every
pair guaranteed.
The C. E. CONOVER CO., Mfrs., 101 Franklin St., New York

HOW TO BUY

IVERS &

POND P\A

141 BOYLSTON STREET, BO"

tfalo, N. Y.
have been established 60 YEARS,
every family in moderate circumstance
tate old instruments in exchange and
home iree oi expense. Write ior Cata
SONS PIANO CO., Boston, Mass!

PIANOS
vose &

j

of pianos of “commercial” standards, and after a generaad
tion of use it is a familiar experience to replace the worn 1
parts of an IVERS & POND and launch it on anotheji
long period of service.
You can try an 1 VERS &. POND I
in your home before buying and your old piano ivilfi
be taken in exchange, counting perhaps for more than:*
you imagine.

